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Abstract
Despite many years of teaching experience, the differentiation and consolidation of
classroom learning presented challenges for the researcher. In response, a Differentiated
Learning Consolidation Process (DLCP) was developed through informal classroom-based
action research over several years. Using low cost and accessible resources, it developed into
a manageable supplementary intervention to support individual student needs and the
retention of classroom instruction. Increasing interest from colleagues led the researcher to
provide professional development on the instructional design and implementation of the
DLCP. Through this experience, it became apparent that the DLCP theoretical assumptions
were largely unknown. The current study was pursued to identify the theoretical components
of the DLCP and determine if and how they could be aligned with evidence informed
research. A simplified realist review was employed as it provided the opportunity to
triangulate theory, the researcher’s contextual experience, and the investigation of the DLCP
instructional design. The study determined that the DLCP was situated within the field of
cognitive psychology, aligning with cognitive load theory and the new theory of disuse.
Within the context of the DLCP, spaced practice, retrieval practice, interleaved practice and
strategies associated with metacognitive development were investigated to identify
maintenance or modification of the instructional design. The findings of this analysis may
support teachers to differentiate and consolidate classroom instruction. Additionally, the
DLCP may hold potential as an instrument for classroom-based research on variables related
to its theoretical constructs.
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Towards an Evidence-Informed Differentiated Learning Consolidation Process
to Support Classroom Instruction
Chapter 1

Education deals in the currency of knowledge. Hobbes (1839, p. 7) wrote that “the
end of knowledge is power”, a reflection that encompasses one of the highest purposes of
education. The equalising effects of education have been explored and promoted by the
works of Hirsch (2016) who believes that the attainment of knowledge in the cognitive
domain, including cultural literacy, gives students regardless of background, equity and
agency in their societies (Hirsch, 2003). The current study investigates a process, originally
developed in the classroom, to assist teacher management of knowledge acquisition
according to individual student needs. Knowledge acquisition through our education system
is currently under scrutiny within Australia.
Australian educational standards as reflected by the Program for International Student
Assessment (PISA) are of concern according to Donnelly (2019). When compared with 2003,
Australian PISA rankings have dropped from 10th in mathematics to 25th, fourth in reading
to 16th and sixth in science to 14th (PISA, 2018). Donnelly’s (2019) commentary on the
2018 PISA results cites multiple reasons for Australia’s performance, including the failure to
ensure that teaching and learning programmes are both evidence-informed and relevant to the
complexities of the classroom. Whilst national, state-based and school authorities guide the
sector, the responsibility for facilitating educational achievement rests predominately with
classroom teachers who are guided by seven criteria within the Australian Professional
Standards for Teachers (Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership, 2011).
The professional standards of most relevance to the current study include
•

Standard 1: Know students and how they learn, which incorporates differentiation.
1

•

Standard 2: Know the content and how to teach it, for example, effective learning
strategies.

•

Standard 3: Plan for and implement effective teaching and learning, which
incorporates challenging learning goals and sequenced learning.

Together with the remaining standards, these high expectations are placed upon teachers
within a challenging context which includes the time constraints of expanding curriculums
and multifaceted demands related to administration, supervision and regulatory requirements
amongst other expectations (Dinham, 2014).
The need for teachers to address widening learning gaps of up to six years within
Australian classrooms testifies to the difficulties associated with differentiating learning
(Goss et al., 2015; McNamara & Moreton, 1997). Despite over 25 years of experience, the
management and attainment of individualised student learning was a challenge for the
researcher and is recognised as such by many teachers (McNamara & Moreton, 1997;
Tomlinson, 2015).
Learning differentiation is a strategy based on the belief that the differences in student
achievement “are significant enough to make a major impact on what students need to learn,
the pace at which they need to learn it, and the support they need from teachers and others to
learn it well” (Tomlinson, 2000, p. 6). Learning it well, or consolidated learning, is defined in
this thesis as knowledge held in long-term memory (Kirschner et al., 2006). The goal of
differentiation and consolidation is therefore, learning that is durable. This standard of
learning was not being achieved in the researcher’s classroom.
The lesson environment offered neither time nor support to satisfactorily address
individualised student progress. Lacking, was a manageable process based on the content of
classroom instruction but delivered outside of the restrictive lesson context. In response, the
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researcher began reflecting on her experiences and that of others, to remember what had
worked and what had not, why, and what might be applied within the classroom context.
Reflection led to an informal action research journey to respond to the challenge of
managing and attaining individualised student progress. The resulting intervention evolved
within the classroom between 2010 and 2016. It consisted of human resources, a tool and a
combination of learning strategies to facilitate individualised practice of the content of
classroom instruction. Within the broader intervention, the process is described as the
Differentiated Learning Consolidation Process (DLCP). Over time, the researcher
experienced improved management of learning, and students of different ability levels
demonstrated self-paced progress.
In discussions with colleagues, it became evident that beyond some fundamental
understandings of Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Bloom et al.,
1956) and mastery learning (Bloom, 1968) the intervention had developed in the absence of
theoretical understandings. If the intervention were to assist other teachers to facilitate
student progress, the rudimentary DLCP needed to be adjudicated and revised by evidenceinformed research, beginning with the identification of the theoretical foundation. Essentially,
‘It works in practice, but does it work in theory?’ This led to the current Master of Education
thesis which is arranged in two sections. Section 1: Theory Identification, describes the
researcher’s classroom experience, annotates the DLCP and introduces a potential theoretical
foundation. Section 2: Theory Application, seeks to apply evidence-informed research to the
DLCP in the form of process maintenance or modification.

3

Section 1: Theory Identification

Section 1 lays the foundation for the remainder of the thesis. The research design was
based on a simplified realist synthesis logic of enquiry (Pawson, et al., 2004) which
necessitated non-traditional thesis organisation. The methodology is therefore presented in
Chapter 3 to explain and justify this departure.
Results data are presented across multiple chapters, including
•

an autoethnographical account of the researcher’s classroom experience
(Chapter 2),

•

the annotation of the original DLCP to provide a baseline with which to
compare new data (Chapter 4), and

•

the identification of the DLCP theoretical foundation (Chapter 5).

Following theory identification, Section 2: Theory Application, investigates research
potentially applicable to the DLCP: the cognitive psychology learning strategies of spaced
retrieval practice (Chapter 6), interleaved practice (Chapter 7) and strategies of metacognitive
development (Chapter 8). Results in these chapters are presented in terms of maintenance or
modification of the DLCP. Chapter 9 summarises and concludes the thesis.

4

Chapter 2: The Researcher’s Experience

The current study was motivated by a desire to understand and potentially improve a
practice process developed in the classroom. This chapter commences with a first-person
autoethnographic account deemed appropriate to share the researcher’s personal journey in
addressing the challenges of differentiating and consolidating student learning. A
positionality statement follows, highlighting the potential for bias in researching a selfdeveloped intervention and the ways in which the researcher has attempted to address this
issue.
Consolidation Challenges
Prior to the development of the DLCP, my most recent professional experience had
been coordinating and teaching in a district level gifted and talented programme where the
emphasis was on higher order knowledge and thinking skills. In my roles as programme
coordinator, teacher and trainer, I received and delivered professional development in the
‘analysing’, ‘evaluating’ and ‘creating’ learning objectives of Bloom’s revised taxonomy
(Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Bloom et al., 1956). The anecdotally described ‘lower order’
thinking skills of remembering, understanding and applying, were not addressed in my
professional development, received or delivered, and I perceived these skills as having far
less importance to learning.
In 2009, I returned to the mainstream classroom and was allocated a composite
Kindergarten/Pre-primary class (4 – 6-year-olds), followed by a Year 1 class (6 – 7-yearolds) in 2010. Having most recently taught the Year 5 – 7 extension programme (10 – 12year-olds), addressing the learning needs of younger students was a considerable change. At
that time, I would describe my pedagogy as eclectic and pragmatic based on my teacher
training, professional development and the education system milieu. Like many of my
5

colleagues, my approach included a mix of traditional and experiential learning, for example,
explicit instruction followed by ‘hands on’ learning activities. Within my new teaching role,
there were situations that raised concerns which ultimately led to my reflections on managing
differentiation and consolidation.
One experience was related to teaching the Year 1 mental mathematics learning
objective of number bonds to ten (2 + 8, 6 + 4 etcetera). Classroom activities included
instruction, rotating group work, games, worksheets, software activities and drilling over the
course of a week. Frequent class and individual questioning during these learning sessions
suggested that students were both understanding and remembering the various number bond
combinations. Unfortunately, this impression was recalibrated when, three weeks later, an
end-of-term assessment revealed that less than 30% of the students had instant recall of the
number bonds. I was confused by the results as most students had recalled them proficiently
during the lessons. Adding to my concern, automaticity with number partitioning was
required for the forthcoming mental mathematics curriculum and I was not sure how to
facilitate students’ mastery of the failed objective. Contrasting my experience in teaching the
higher order skills, the learning objective of ‘remembering’ (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001)
was not as straight-forward as I had anticipated.
Differentiation Challenges
A second pivotal experience leading to the development of the intervention was the
opportunity to follow the pre-primary students from the Kindergarten/Pre-primary composite
class into Year 1. These students had received instruction and assessment on synthetic
phonics throughout their pre-primary year. The end of year performance indicators had
shown that most students were proficient with their phonics sounds and I had expected to
begin the Year 1 instruction near to where I had left off the year before. Re-assessment at the
start of the new year, however, indicated that many students had forgotten some essential
6

learning over the summer holidays, creating a broad spectrum of individual mastery. Had I
not followed these students through to the following academic year, I would have been
unaware of the substantial degree and diversity of forgetting that had occurred. The Year 1
students needed mastery of the foundational phonics material to continue the development of
their early literacy skills. The scope of remediation required during the first term of the new
year motivated me to find different ways to address individual student learning needs.
Seeking a Solution
In response to the challenges of differentiation and consolidation, I began to question
how I could address these needs and ensure that the learning would be durable. I reflected
upon my years of teaching for any tools or strategies that particularly addressed these
concerns. I recalled a tool that I had observed, but not used, many years before called a
mastery learning folder. I was aware that teachers had used this tool to assist students to
remember phonics sounds and that they had described it as effective. The tool was a manila
file which contained a series of library card pockets (Appendix A). I knew that the process
involved placing phonics sound flashcards into a ‘Start’ pocket and that the flashcards moved
forward through the pockets when they tested correctly, or back to the start when they were
incorrect, however, beyond this, I did not know how the folders were used, nor were any
teachers in my school still using the strategy. In 2010, I began an informal action research
project to ascertain if the mastery learning folder tool could assist my Year 1 students to
remember classroom instruction. Over several years, through trial and error, the process
evolved.
A Hardcover Tool
By 2013, the intervention was successfully supporting my classroom instruction and
providing me with a manageable process to address the previous differentiation and
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consolidation concerns, however, one issue remained; the handmade tool was not fit for
purpose.
Initially, the DLCP was a homework strategy and the cardboard folder went back and
forth from home to school each week day. This intensity of use meant that students required a
minimum of two or three handmade folders each year which involved ongoing teacher and/or
education assistant time. In response, I had a small quantity of hardcover folders
manufactured and this resource increased the time efficiency of the intervention substantially.
During 2014, I began sharing the strategy with interested schools and teachers. Some used
their own handmade folders, others chose to purchase the more durable version I had created.
Motivation to Study
Whilst sharing with colleagues, I increasingly realised that, beyond some fundamental
understandings of Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Bloom et al.,
1956) and mastery learning (Bloom, 1968), I did not fully understand why the DLCP
produced the observed results. I wondered if the process was a form of rote learning. To
simply state that the intervention was achieving its objectives was insufficient and unlikely to
benefit teachers and students outside of my sphere of influence. Having a science
background, I began to wonder about the theoretical foundations of the DLCP, and whether it
could be improved beyond my informal research. At the end of 2016, I made the decision to
begin a research Master of Education degree to investigate the DLCP.
Positionality Statement
The researcher was aware of the potential bias, limitations and positionality of
researching a self-developed intervention, particularly in the context of commercial interest.
However, as an experienced classroom teacher who had faced difficulties managing
differentiation and consolidation, the researcher felt that further investigation may facilitate
an alignment of the process with evidence-informed research and deemed it a worthwhile
8

project which may improve future student outcomes. Additionally, there was no necessity for
teachers to use the commercial hardcover tool as they could create the hand-made version.
An appropriate research design was sought to address this context.
The important factor of positionality is addressed in multiple sections of the thesis,
and initially here, in addressing the goals of the research. The first goal of the research was
explanatory. This included (a) the mapping of the intervention, (b) the defining of operational
definitions and (c) through research literature, identification of the DLCP theoretical
assumptions. The second goal was to synthesise research evidence on the identified theories
to adjudicate and potentially revise the DLCP according to the theoretical evidence.
A measure of triangulation was afforded by (a) the researcher’s anecdotal
experiences, (b) a research focus on theory and (c) a systematised literature review process
that sought to be transparent and replicable (Grant & Booth, 2009). The juxtaposition of the
researcher’s experience and theory held the potential to “support fresh thinking to revise
policy and launch it in new circumstances” (Pawson, 2006, p. 2). It is hoped that the
theoretical foundation resulting from the Master of Education will form the basis of future
empirical investigations.

9

Chapter 3: Methodology

The researcher’s challenge to differentiate and consolidate learning according to the
observation and assessment of classroom instruction led to an informal action research
project based upon a traditional mastery learning folder tool (Appendix A). An intervention
emerged through the development of a process (the DLCP), an appropriate tool and
accessible resources. The goal of the DLCP was to facilitate the transfer of classroom
instruction to students’ long-term memory, and over time, the researcher observed positive
results. The current study sought to identify the causal factors of the undocumented process,
commencing with the identification of the theoretical foundation followed by an assessment
of the DLCP against selected theories for potential revisions.
The methodology chapter is positioned near the start of the thesis to explain the
features of the realist synthesis logic of enquiry (Pawson et al., 2004) which guided the study
and thesis organisation. Methodological searching revealed academic papers based on the
approach, but not theses. Consequently, discussions with supervisors and academic writing
consultants, assisted in clarifying the arrangement and content of chapters.
The methodology chapter begins with the researcher’s theoretical perspectives. This is
followed by a description of the challenges involved in identifying an appropriate research
design that would theoretically adjudicate and extend the previous informal action research.
Justifications for the use of the realist synthesis approach, its limitations and necessary
accommodations are then explained. The methods including autoethnography (the
researcher’s experience), systematised literature review (spaced retrieval and interleaved
practice) and narrative literature review (theoretical foundation and metacognitive
development strategies) and are then discussed. The central place of theory within the project
is clarified, followed by a description of the scope adaptations appropriate to solo
10

postgraduate study. The guiding elements of the realist synthesis logic of enquiry are then
elaborated.
Theoretical Perspectives
Proceeding from the researcher’s previous informal action research, the ontology rests
on a pragmatic foundation which is known as the paradigm concerned with applications, in
this case, within the context of the classroom (Cresswell, 1998). Research design decisions
were based upon a methodological orientation of realism and the principle of “fitness for
purpose” (Cohen et al., 2011, p. 1). Realism can be described as a logic of inquiry in pursuit
of what works for whom and in what circumstances (Pawson et al., 2004). Realism and
pragmatism accommodate the use of predominantly quantitative research literature, and the
interpretative nature of qualitative synthesis.
Realist investigations are associated with theory-driven methodologies which seek to
make explicit the assumptions of how interventions work by identifying programme theory,
or “mechanisms-of-action” (Pawson et al., 2004, p. 3). Methods and results can be diverse
with research questions focussing the collection of requisite data (Bell, 2005; Cohen et al.,
2011). Data in this study includes the researcher’s classroom experience, the intervention
presented as a logic model, the identification of theoretical assumptions and the application
of these theories to the DLCP.
Foundational to this data collection was the challenge experienced by the researcher
to facilitate the durable learning of the content of classroom instruction. Kirschner et al.
(2006, p. 76) state that “if nothing has changed in long-term memory, nothing has been
learned”. Essential to this task is an understanding of each student’s prior knowledge. To
build upon existing schema, learning objectives need to be appropriately differentiated; this
was the second challenge experienced by the researcher. The study is therefore situated
within a cognitivist theoretical framework which “focuses on understanding human
11

perception, thought, and memory [portraying] learners as active processors of information
[and assigning] critical roles to the knowledge and perspective that students bring to their
learning” (Bruning et al., 1999, p. 2). Further defined, the current study sits within the field of
cognitive science and cognitive psychology, which includes behaviours such as “perceiving,
attending, remembering, thinking and decision making’ (Agarwal & Bain, 2019, p. 19).
Research Design
Selection
In seeking assistance to find a research design, the researcher was frequently advised
of the unusual nature of the project. The development of interventions is often the result of
applying research, however, the research problem was a functioning intervention without a
fully identified theoretical foundation. Consequently, the search for an appropriate research
design was extensive.
The research goals informed the search which began with an exploration of the
methods of document analysis (based on the tool), autoethnography (based on the
researcher’s experience) and theory-driven evaluation to facilitate theoretically based validity
(Chen, 1990, 2012). Drawing on the work of Booth et al. (2016) these diverse methods were
followed by an exploration of various types of literature review to facilitate a secondary
research synthesis. These included an integrative review (Cooper, 1984), rapid review, the
constructive research approach (Lehtiranta et al., 2016), meta-framework synthesis (A.
Booth, personal communication, August 1, 2018) and realist synthesis (Pawson, 2006). A
realist synthesis was assessed in depth and selected.
Pawson and Tilly (1997) first introduced the concept of realist evaluation, with a later
derivation called realist synthesis (Pawson et al., 2004). It is described by Wong et al. (2013)
as an increasingly popular theory-driven approach. A realist synthesis consists of a “review
and synthesis, which focuses on understanding the mechanisms by which an intervention
12

works (or not) … identifying underlying causal mechanisms and exploring how they work
under what conditions” (Rycroft-Malone et al., 2012, p. 1). It is described by Pawson et al.
(2004) as a logic of enquiry, rather than a research design and, although frequently applied in
health contexts, it appeared well suited to the goals of researching an educational
intervention. Additionally, it was thought that a focus on theory may help to counter potential
bias.
According to Pawson (2006), theory building is of central importance in a realist
synthesis. An intervention is considered a theory because interventions are “implemented on
a hypothesis of if we do X in this way, then it will bring about an outcome” (Rycroft-Malone
et al., 2012, p. 3). In constructing theory, “concepts are captured; links are explored, created
and tested; ideas are documented and systematically reworked, in textual memos, models,
and diagrams” (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, p. 447). Additionally, Booth and Carroll (2015)
propose that theory assists with the collection, organisation, analysis and evaluation of
improvement programmes. These undertakings were consistent with the goal of identifying,
comparing and revising theoretical elements and their application within the DLCP.
Related goals of realist synthesis are to address not only theory, but also context and
outcomes to provide explanations rather than judgements (Rycroft-Malone et al., 2012).
The purpose is to articulate underlying programme theories and then to interrogate the
existing evidence to find out whether and where these theories are pertinent and
productive. Primary research is examined for its contribution to the developing
theory. The overall intention is to create an abstract model of how and why
programmes work, which then can be used to provide advice on the implementation
and targeting of any novel incarnation of the intervention (Pawson, 2006, p. 3).
As previously described in Chapter 2, it is the classroom—and specifically the lesson
context—that primarily creates the management difficulties associated with the
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differentiation and consolidation of student learning. Therefore, realist synthesis is an
“intuitively appealing approach to those trying to expose and unpack the complexities of
contexts and interrelated mechanisms underlying implementation activity” (Rycroft-Malone
et al., 2012, p. 2). The realist synthesis approach provided the opportunity to juxtapose the
researcher’s classroom experience, theory, the intervention as a whole and the DLCP, to
identify and refine selected mechanisms according to evidenced-informed research.
An overview of realist synthesis logic of enquiry (Pawson et al., 2004) is displayed in
Table 1. Given the multitude of contextual variations, Pawson et al. (2004) caution against
prescriptive use of these guidelines. The current study represents one interpretation within the
described constraints.
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Table 1
The Realist Synthesis Logic of Enquiry
Stages and Action

Activity

1. Define the scope
(a) Identify the
question

What are the objectives of the intervention?
What is the nature and content of the intervention?
What are the nature and form of its outcomes or impacts?
What are the circumstances or context of its use?
What were the initial theoretical assumptions?

(b) Clarify the
purpose(s) of
the review

Selected purpose: Theory integrity
Could the intervention work according to the identified theory?

(c) Find and articulate
the programme
theories

Search for relevant theories in the literature.
Annotate and categorise identified programme theories.
Develop a theoretically-based evaluation strategy.
Design a bespoke data extraction form.

2. Search for and
appraise the evidence
(a) Search for evidence Decide and define purposive sampling strategy.
Define search sources, terms, methods and limits.
Set the thresholds for search saturation.
(b) Test of relevance

Relevance: Does the research address the operational definition of the
learning strategy within the DLCP?
Rigour: Is the selected research conducted by leaders in the field?

3. Extract and
synthesise findings
(a) Extract the results

Seek confirmatory and contradictory findings.
Extract theory data for comparison with the DLCP.

(b) Synthesise findings Use findings to address the review purposes.
Refine DLCP programme theories.
4. Develop narrative

Use expert framing of the DLCP and classroom context in the review,
application and discussion of findings.

Note. Adapted from “Realist Synthesis: Illustrating the Method for Implementation
Research,” By J. Rycroft-Malone, B. McCormack, A. M. Hutchinson, K. DeCorby, T. K.
Bucknall, B. Kent, A. Schultz, E. Snelgrove-Clarke, C.B. Stetler, M. Titler, L. Wallin, and V.
Wilson, 2012, Implementation Science, 7(1), p. 3 (https://doi.org.10.1186/1748-5908-7-33)
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Limitations
Realist syntheses typically investigate and synthesise evidence on complex
interventions sitting within complex social systems, in the present case, a school environment
(Pawson et al., 2004). Interventions are ‘chains’ that include multiple components,
mechanisms-of-action, stakeholders, participants and theories, all of which influence each
other and the whole. At all points in the chain, the participants, theories and mechanisms are
fallible. An intervention’s programme theory is described by Pawson et al. (2004) as a theory
of theories, therefore, the potential scope of such research is vast.
Investigating an intervention brings together an extensive selection of research
literature comparable to a systematic review (Booth et al., 2016) and it is usually conducted
by a team of experienced researchers. Even in this context, limitations are essential in terms
of scope, processes, theories, settings, the nature and quality of information and the
applicability of recommendations (Pawson et al., 2004). For these reasons and others that
follow, the current study is a simplified realist synthesis, a logic of enquiry used to guide and
structure the investigation within scope, timeline and researcher experience limitations. Using
the work of Pawson et al. (2004), described below are the ways in which the realist synthesis
approach was ‘fit for purpose’ for the current study.
Study Data.
De Bruyckere (2018) identifies that many studies related to memory may be
consistent in the laboratory, without translating to the complex setting of the classroom.
Some studies included in the thesis are not classroom-based and therefore it is acknowledged
that the applications of laboratory studies—and those with adult populations—will require
further empirical research in an authentic classroom setting.
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Justification.
Realist synthesis ascribes value to personal experience and expertise (Pawson et al.,
2004). Although a novice in post-graduate study, the researcher has spent several years
developing and using the intervention and over 25 years as a teacher in the primary school
setting. Additionally, the researcher volunteers to assist schools as they navigate on-going
DLCP implementation within their specific contexts. The realist synthesis logic of enquiry
recognises and gives a voice to this experience. Stakeholder participation and expert framing
are essential components of realist synthesis, roles to which the researcher may contribute
through
•

the lived experience (Ch. 2 The Researcher’s Experience),

•

understanding of the intervention and some theoretical aspects (Ch. 4 Baseline Data),

•

the potential to adjudicate between theories and potential key mechanisms (Ch. 5

Theoretical Foundation), which combine to contribute to
•

decisions on the applicability of research study findings to the DLCP within the

classroom context (Section 2 Theory Application).
The complete thesis chapter organisation is displayed in Figure 1.
The approach prioritises the recognition of context, an essential recurring theme of
this thesis. An educational intervention must be able to recognise and adapt to the
complexities of the classroom. This includes the ability to address student learning needs
with minimal physical, financial and human resources. These factors underlie the analysis of
the intervention and, more specifically, the DLCP.
Realist synthesis facilitated the annotation the intervention in its entirety, a process
that resulted in many ideas for revision beyond the scope of the current study. It provided the
means to fill a theoretical knowledge gap and to address the research priority, the
identification and refinement of selected theories within the DLCP. It is hoped that the
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approach may facilitate a potentially evidence-informed option for educators seeking a
manageable process to support the differentiation and consolidation of classroom instruction.
The realist synthesis approach is non-prescriptive and recognises a variety of methods,
procedures and data (Pawson et al., 2004).
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Figure 1. The simplified realist synthesis approach and thesis organisation.
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Accommodations.
To accommodate timelines and scope, a systematised literature review was selected
for the refinement of the DLCP by spaced retrieval and interleaving theory. Grant and Booth
(2009, p. 102) describe the approach as one seeking to “include one or more elements of the
systematic review process”. A systematised literature review has been described as typically
conducted by a solo postgraduate student when time constraints limit the comprehensiveness
of the review process. In the current study, this involved purposive sampling of studies
judged by the researcher as highly relevant to the DLCP. A narrative review was used to
identify established metacognitive theory that was potentially applicable to the DLCP.
The selected methods required expert framing in making data judgements of
relevance and applicability. Pawson et al. (2004) promote validity in the form of clarity on
the part of the researcher in explaining selections and reasoning. It is acknowledged,
therefore, that the findings of realist syntheses are fallible. Reader judgement may follow in
the form of refutation. Such feedback is encouraged as “exposure to scrutiny and critique is
thus the engine for the revision and refinement of programme theories” (Pawson et al., 2004,
p. 38).
Method
The goal of realist synthesis Stage 1 was to define the scope of the investigation.
Stage 1 (a) included the researcher’s autoethnographical account and the annotation of the
intervention’s components.
Stage 1 Define the Scope
Stage 1 (a) Identify the Question.
Realist synthesis begins by “identifying its subject matter [and] the construction of an
embryonic theory of how [it] may work” (Pawson, 2006, p. 3). Foundational to this purpose
was the description of the researcher’s management issues with the differentiation and
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consolidation of student learning found in Chapter 2. A personal narrative, known as an
autoethnography, was selected as the method to recount the classroom experience.
Autoethnography begins with life experiences and seeks to relate them to a context or
culture (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). In this study, it provided the opportunity for the researcher
to reflect upon and understand the self as a teacher, whose educational goals for her students
were not being satisfactorily realised. The autoethnography facilitated the description of the
experience within the complex context of a primary school classroom. It was through these
experiences that the current study emerged. Throughout the research journey, the researcher
as teacher, sought to continually assess the relevance and the applicability of solutions to the
classroom context.
To address issues of teacher management, it was essential to situate the DLCP
research focus within the context of the broader intervention. A logic model was employed to
fulfil this purpose. Logic models are descriptive tools that pictorially represent the systematic
thinking behind an intervention (W.K. Kellogg Foundation, 1998). The relevant terms of
reference include intervention, stakeholders, programme theory, instructional design, process,
learning strategies and mechanisms. Within the thesis, these terms are defined as follows:
•

Intervention: the broadest conception of the programme implementation within the
classroom. It includes pedagogy problems and needs, resources and inputs, theory,
DLCP instructional design, as well as the anecdotal outcomes and impact.

•

Stakeholders: the school administration, teachers, education assistants, tutors, parents
and students associated with the intervention. Additionally, experts in the theoretical
constructs utilised in the process.

•

Programme theory: the underlying assumptions of how the intervention is
understood to work (Pawson et al., 2004). Within this study, it refers specifically to
the theoretical components of the DLCP.
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•

Instructional design: a description of the DLCP components, how they are related
and expressed within the process.

•

Mechanisms: the conceptual and operational definitions of the components (theory)
by which the DLCP seeks to achieve student outcomes.

The logic model provides a framework for baseline data discussion in Chapter 4 and assists
with further discussions throughout the thesis. The data from Stage 1 (a) informed the
research purpose of Stage 1 (b).
Stage 1 (b) Clarify the Purposes of the Review.
Pawson (2006, p. 25) describes three different potential purposes of realist synthesis:
(a) “to question programme theory integrity”, (b) “to adjudicate between rival programme
theories” and / or (c) “to consider the same theory in comparative settings”. The purpose of
this investigation relates to (a) which was to
•

explore the integrity of the DLCP theory,

•

identify inconsistencies with established theory and

•

facilitate process maintenance or modification of selected key learning strategies.

Exploring the integrity of the DLCP began with a narrative literature review to identify the
potential theoretical foundation of the process (Booth et al., 2016).
Stage 1 (c) Find and Articulate the Programme Theories.
Conceptual and operational definitions of the DLCP components were identified.
Conceptual definitions describe the general recognisable characteristics, while operational
definitions identify measurable outcomes in the related source data (Cooper, 1998). The
literature search commenced with broad definitions of the DLCP components to “err on the
overly inclusive side” (Cooper, 1998, p. 26), allowing relevance to be revealed over time.
The identified definitions were expanded according to the availability of studies and the
definitions used within them. Controlled vocabulary was sourced from the subject terms used
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in relevant literature. During the initial theory investigations, two types of data were sought:
the programme theory underlying each DLCP component and the abstraction of these
theories into related theoretical categories.
Bartholomew et al. (1998) suggest three classifications when searching for
programme theory: issue, concept and general theory. Theory searching based on issues,
situates the learning strategy within its problem setting, identifying theories seeking
solutions. Searching for concept related theory presumes some knowledge of learning
strategy effects and may reveal related evidence. Searching for general theory conceptually
expands the view and may identify overarching theory constructs for multiple learning
strategies, a goal of realist synthesis.
The search for theory and the abstraction of theory into categories was initially trialed
for one identified DLCP learning strategy, later followed by the remaining components. The
overall DLCP programme theory was reworked iteratively over the course of the research and
is displayed as a DLCP theoretical model in Chapter 5: Theoretical Foundation.
Subsequently, specific theories and key mechanisms were selected for closer examination in
Section 2: Theory Application.
Theoretical Focus.
Realist synthesis suggests prioritising a mid-range theory to narrow the scope of the
research and focus the evidence synthesis (Pawson, 2006). In making this decision, Pawson
et al. (2004, p. 16) recommend expert framing of the “hunches, the expectations, the
rationales and rationalisations for why the intervention might work”, a role fulfilled by the
researcher. Also of relevance, were the theories that could contribute to maintenance or
modification decisions.
Cognitive load theory (Sweller et al., 2019) and the new theory of disuse (Bjork &
Bjork, 1992), and the desirable difficulty framework (Bjork & Bjork, 2011), emerged as key
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theoretical constructs. The scope was reduced by the selection of the relevant desirable
difficulty strategies of spaced retrieval practice (the spacing and testing effects) and
interleaved practice (interleaving theory) for focussed DLCP programme theory investigation
and refinement. Factors related to student metacognition emerged through the study of these
mechanisms. A narrative review of the associated metacognitive theories and development
strategies was then included.
Stage 2. Search for and Appraise the Evidence
Operational definitions are described as units of analysis (Palmberger & Gingrich,
2014). For spaced retrieval practice and interleaved practice, the units of analysis facilitated
data collection through a systematised literature review. The review sought to explore the
theories associated with each strategy, and identify a theoretical consensus, if one emerged.
Search for the Evidence.
The search for data within the systematised literature review consisted of purposive
sampling for the evidence-informed operation of each learning strategy. An initial search
trial, based on interleaving theory, was conducted on multiple databases to inform future
search procedures. To conclude database searching, Scopus was used with similar search
terms.
The Edith Cowan University library database describes Scopus as a large abstract and
citation database of multidisciplinary peer-reviewed literature. The Analyse Search Results
function provided a list of prominent authors, journals and articles which concurred with the
list gathered through the previous, much longer search procedure. With a broad range of
topics for investigation and limited time, Scopus was selected as the initial search procedure
(for an example see Appendix B).
As recommended for realist synthesis, the search focused on primary research articles
(Wong et al., 2013), particularly seminal papers or those based upon student populations in
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recent publications. Synthesised research in review articles and textbooks were also explored.
Database alerts (Google Scholar and journal-based) were used to identify newly released
research.
Citation searching proceeded article searching in the form of pearling and
snowballing. Pearling is the identification of a “highly relevant article (the ‘pearl’) to identify
terms … on which a search can subsequently be based” (Booth et al., 2016, p. 115).
Snowballing involves the use of a relevant article “as a starting point for either working back
from its references or for conducting additional citation searches” (Booth et al., 2016, p. 315).
Papers containing potential evidence data for each learning strategy were tallied in flow
charts (Appendix C displays the format). Articles identified through the third screenings were
then summarised in tables (a section is displayed in Appendix D). Purposive sampling
followed being facilitated by the research questions, operational definitions of each theory
and researcher judgement (expert framing) to identify the most relevant articles for further
data extraction.
Test of Relevance, Rigour and Saturation.
Quality appraisal of research articles was first assessed by relevance. Primary
research needed to be based upon the relevant theory and ‘fit for purpose’ within the DLCP.
Second, to ensure rigour, the prominent researchers in each learning strategy area were
identified, assisted by the Scopus Analyse Search Results (Appendix B) function. For each
author this included an assessment of
•

the quantity of published articles,

•

their appearance in prominent publications,

•

their presence with other noted authors on articles, and

•

citations and references to these researchers in books and academic textbooks.
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For each learning strategy, searching finished when no new theories emerged. New studies by
prominent authors were also explored across the duration of the study.
Stages 3 and 4. Extract, Synthesise and Discuss Findings
Extract the Results.
The purpose of Stage 3 and 4 of the investigation was to investigate and discuss the
integrity of selected DLCP learning strategies in relation to established theories to inform
potential revisions. Data was assessed through operational definitions, the expression of the
strategy within the DLCP and researcher judgement. For each strategy, evidence data was
identified from the articles in the third screening. To organise and annotate the primary
source materials, the findings of relevance were tabulated on data extraction forms (Appendix
E displays an example).
Synthesise and Discuss Findings.
A realist review interprets synthesis as the refining of programme theory (Pawson et
al., 2004) to further progress understanding of the mechanisms of action within the area of
focus. For each learning strategy, the goal was to discover its defining characteristics, and the
conditions under which it has been found to effect learning outcomes. To achieve this
objective, the method of qualitative content analysis was employed.
Hsieh and Shannon (2005) classify the method into three approaches: conventional,
direct and summative. All approaches are used to “interpret meaning from the content of text
data”, however, for this study, the directed approach was most applicable as the analysis was
to be guided by theory (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005, p. 1277). Hsieh and Shannon (2005)
describe the method as a “subjective interpretation of the content of text data through the
systematic classification process of coding and identifying themes and patterns” (p. 1278).
The focus was a comparative content analysis to assess the similarities and differences
between the theory evidence data and the expression of operational definitions for each
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learning strategy. This type of analysis is “well equipped to tackle questions that require
complex and combinatorial explanations” (Palmberger & Gingrich, 2013, p. 3).
The intervention brings together a novel combination of teaching and learning issues,
resources and instructional design, therefore, subjective, but transparent and accountable
abstractions were required. To ensure relevance, realist synthesis suggests expert framing
through input from practitioners, a role fulfilled by the researcher. With the underlying
programme theory identified and the alignment of theory to operational definitions
determined, contextual judgements informed DLCP maintenance or modification. Validity
was sought through the discussion of studies in sufficient depth to allow reader assessment of
the reasoning behind revision decisions (Pawson et al., 2004). The synthesis results and
discussion are presented in Section 2, Ch. 6 Spaced Retrieval Practice, Ch. 7 Interleaved
Practice and Ch. 8 Metacognitive Development Strategies.
In conclusion, Figure 2 summarises and contextualises the realist synthesis approach
within the thesis. Whilst the flow chart appears linear, the process is highly iterative within
and between stages (Pawson et al., 2004). The forthcoming chapter annotates the baseline
data of the original intervention and DLCP for later comparison with the results of
synthesised studies in Section 2.
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Figure 2. Methodological summary of the simplified realist synthesis.
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Chapter 4: Baseline Data

The overarching objective of the intervention, and the DLCP within it, was to provide
teachers with a manageable strategy to address the differentiation and consolidation of the
content of classroom instruction. The learning goal was to facilitate individualised student
progress along established learning progressions. The classroom development of the
intervention used an informal action research approach over several years to refine the
strategy, ultimately assisting the researcher to address these objectives.
According to Pawson et al. (2004), Stage 1 of realist synthesis broadly defines the
scope of the review through (a) the description of the intervention within its context which
leads to (b) the clarification of the review’s purpose.
Stage 1(a) includes the
•

nature and content of the intervention,

•

circumstances and context,

•

available resources,

•

components of the DLCP instructional design and

•

anecdotal observations of the outcomes and impacts.

These results provide a baseline for Stage 1 (c) the identification of theory, and the analysis
and application of synthesis data in Stages 2- 4.
Within the current study, research on the traditional mastery learning folder approach
yielded virtually no information, however, a document from a Western Australian education
department psychologist describing a version of the process was discovered (Appendix F).
Informally, colleagues described their own variations of the procedure described. Early in the
research, an instructional design of a similar nature was identified.
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German journalist Sebastian Leitner, popularised science through his writings during
the 1970s. His book So Lernt Man Lernen (How to Learn to Learn) was written in German
and, unfortunately, an English translation was unable to be sourced. The work described a
spaced retrieval system referred to as a Leitner box (“Leitner system,” 2020). Given the
similarities, it may have been the inspiration for the traditional mastery learning folder
approach. Later in the thesis, the revised DLCP will be compared with these approaches.
Information on the traditional mastery learning folder and Leitner box were not available
during classroom development —the current chapter will explain how the DLCP evolved
differently.
As an introduction to the intervention, the original DLCP is demonstrated through an
animation accessed via the private video link1 below and supported by Figure 3.
Supplementary information includes background information on DLCP development from
2010 to 2016 (Appendix G), and the original DLCP instructions (Appendix H).
Stage 1 (a): The Nature and Content of the Intervention
Realist synthesis begins with the annotation of how an intervention works (Pawson,
2006, p. 3). Interventions consist of multiple mechanisms of action which depend on the
cumulative success of the complete sequence (Pawson et al., 2004). In describing all facets of
an intervention, logic models can assist those involved to plan, evaluate and revise
programmes (W.K. Kellogg Foundation, 1998). The creation of a logic model on the
intervention (Figure 4) increased the researcher’s knowledge and made explicit the “flows,
blockages and potential points of contention” (Pawson et al., 2004, p.3). Sectional views are
provided throughout the chapter to assist with the discussion. Whilst the focus of the current

1

Original DLCP Demonstration: https://youtu.be/wReNJRuYemE
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study is the DLCP in a school environment, it should be noted that the process may not be
limited by age or context.
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Figure 3. A schematic of the original DLCP (2016).
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Figure 4. Intervention logic model of the original DLCP.
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Section A of the logic model (Figure 5) highlights that classroom lesson-based
instruction is the initial source of requisite knowledge and skills and the learning foundation
upon which the intervention is based. This includes the provision of all types of instruction
for broad, cross-curricular educational purposes, teacher directed or facilitated by ancillary
staff such as education assistants. Primarily, the differentiation and consolidation of
classroom instruction was problematic due to the lack of a manageable process within the
lesson context.

Figure 5. Teacher management challenges associated with differentiating and consolidating
student learning according to individual needs.
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Circumstances and Context
The identified pedagogical problems and needs were situated within the broader
context of policy and educational philosophies within Australia. Based on articles by Dinham
(2014) and Kirschner and van Merriënboer (2013), relevant examples of the challenges that
impacted consolidation, differentiation, available time and support are illustrated in Figure 6.
This milieu contributed to the researcher’s confusion and challenge in trying to address
individualised student learning needs. The challenges most relevant to the researcher’s
experience are elaborated below, supported by literature and brief introductions to the
cognitive psychology perspectives which are elaborated in further detail in the forthcoming
chapter.
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Figure 6. Examples of issues effecting teaching and learning in Australia.
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Consolidation Challenges.
The importance placed on knowledge as endorsed by cognitive psychology, is not
shared by all educational philosophies and pedagogies. Philosophy, educational trends and
time have influenced the status, means and effectiveness of knowledge acquisition, all of
which influenced the researcher in the classroom. Observations of student performance
during lessons were interpreted as a demonstration of learning. As the previous example
described, it was not until the recall of the number bonds to ten was tested a few weeks after
instruction, that it became obvious to the researcher that the learning had not endured.
Multiple factors influenced the researcher’s pedagogy which was situated within historical
attitudes on the value of knowledge and its acquisition.
History.
The relevance and value of knowledge has been debated over time with knowledge
frequently represented as isolated facts (Christodoulou, 2014a). Jean-Jacques Rousseau
proposed the questionable relevance of learning facts in the 18th century, followed by John
Dewey in the late 19th century and Paulo Freire amongst others in the 1960s (Christodoulou,
2014a). Central to their philosophical argument was the belief that personal experience brings
true understanding and that facts are not only irrelevant but may also hinder learning. “To
instruct someone… is not a matter of getting him to commit results to mind. Rather, it is to
teach him to participate in the process that makes possible the establishment of knowledge …
knowing is a process not a product” (Bruner, 1966 as cited in Wilson & Murdoch, 2009, p.
63). Cognitive psychology, however, claims that domain-specific knowledge informs
reasoning (Hirsch, 2010) and higher order thinking skills (Hattie & Yates, 2014; Krathwohl,
2002).
In the Australian context, the shift from state-based curriculum and a focus on content
knowledge in the 1960s, to school-based curriculum development in the 1970s, “recognised
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and privileged skills and values acquisition, diversity, experiential learning, cross-curricular
thematic approaches, cooperative learning and ‘group work’, problem solving, critical
thinking and more personalised learning” (Dinham, 2014, p. 2). Standardised curriculum was
replaced by content that reflected school-based priorities (Dinham, 2014). Over time, explicit
knowledge acquisition came to be viewed pejoratively and the presentation of factual subjectbased content seen as dogmatic (Christodoulou, 2014a; Zhang, 2016). The devaluation of
knowledge reduced the perceived importance of domain-specific learning. The researcher’s
training and pedagogy was developed within this context.
Presently, a derisive view of knowledge is implied in some readings advocating 21st
century skills (Didau, 2019). The term fact is frequently paired with the term mere, to
question the relevance of knowledge in an information rich new century. Proponents may
presume that the learning objective of ‘remembering’ (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Bloom
et al., 1956) involves learning facts in isolation or without regard to prior knowledge or the
benefit to further learning (Christodoulou, 2014a; Didau, 2019). The researcher’s attitude to
literacy and numeracy facts changed when it became clear that their automaticity was
foundational to future learning and essential for higher level processing (Bloom et al., 1956,
Willingham, 2009; Hattie & Yates, 2014). Cognitive psychology theorists seek to revise
negative teacher views on the value of knowledge and claim their view is evidence-based.
Over many years of teaching, the researcher received professional development that
may not have been based on a firm foundation of evidence. Biesta (2007), however,
challenges the very notion of evidence-based practice by questioning the relevance of its key
assumptions within complex systems such as education. Historically, many cognitive
psychology investigations, particularly in memory, were conducted in a laboratory
environment, the results of which may not apply directly to the classroom. De Bruyckere
(2018), an educational scientist within cognitive psychology, agrees that there are several
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challenges when applying scientific results to educational practice. He advises, “Knowledge
can be reliable without being universal” (De Bruyckere, 2018, p. 18) as learning interventions
need to work within a variety of educationally contextual constraints. Therefore, research
which identifies a means to learning are better termed evidence-informed rather than
evidence-based and laboratory experiments must proceed to investigations within the
classroom context. Together with opinions on evidence, beliefs regarding the importance and
acquisition of knowledge have as their source different ontological and epistemological
viewpoints which in turn inform pedagogy (McMullen & Madelaine, 2014).
Pedagogy.
In an absence of evidence-informed understandings, the researcher’s instructional
approaches were based on the professional development received and presumptions of how
knowledge is acquired. Cognitive psychology supports knowledge-based approaches such as
explicit and direct instruction, yet McMullen and Madelaine (2014) claim that such
interventions are maligned by some educators due to ontological and epistemological points
of view which instead, promote interest-based, student self-determination in learning. These
pedagogies are described by Kirschner and van Merriënboer (2013) as minimally guided.
Learners become self-educators with learning to learn given priority (Dinham, 2014; Wilson
& Murdoch, 2012).
Kirschner et al. (2006, p. 75) assert that minimally guided approaches such as
discovery, problem-based, inquiry, experiential and constructivist learning strategies are
equivalent in their approach to the acquisition of knowledge; “Rather than being presented
with essential information [learners] must discover or construct essential information for
themselves”. Constructivist pedagogies state that appropriately designed learning
environments and activities will enable students to meaningfully construct the essential
knowledge component (Wilson & Murdoch, 2012). The acquired knowledge may therefore
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differ between learners (Duchesne & McMaugh, 2018). A more scaffolded approach, guided
inquiry, uses a learning team to guide students through “the flow of discovery in the process
of learning from a variety of sources of information” (Kuhlthau, et al., 2015, p. 4).
Motivation and engagement are recognised as key priorities in these approaches. The quality
of learning derived from minimally guided approaches is described by Hirsch (2010) as less
effective and efficient when compared to the explicit communication of concepts and skills.
In contrast to constructivist education theory, cognitive psychology advocates a
separation of Piaget’s definition of schema construction (the what) from the pedagogical
conclusion that knowledge is best acquired through an experiential approach (the how)
(Hirsch, 2010; Kirschner et al., 2006). Kirschner et al. (2006) question how the presentation
of partial information can enhance the construction of schemas more than the provision of all
the essential information. They claim that the way schemas are mentally constructed should
not dictate the way in which essential knowledge is presented through instructional design.
Minimally guided approaches raise cognitive psychology concerns over students’
ability to “determine what they do not know and what they, therefore, need to learn”
(Kirschner & van Merriënboer, 2013, p. 177). The degree of intrinsic cognitive load (Sweller
et al., 2019) required for learning self-determination is of concern as student attention is
necessarily divided between tasks, instructions, materials, investigations and the ability to
recognise and retain key learning elements (Kirschner et al., 2006; Kirschner & van
Merriënboer, 2013). The consensus among cognitive psychologists is that without the
presentation of essential learning content, these strategies do not reflect the “structures,
functions, and characteristics of working and long-term memory; the relations between them;
and [the] consequences for learning and problem solving” (Kirschner et al., 2006, p. 77-78).
The researcher had provided a variety of activities to support the learning of number bonds to
ten, as previously described, however, they were not sufficient to produce durable learning.
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The researcher’s understandings were also impacted by informal collegiate conversations and
beliefs, media reports and programmes with social currency.
Edu-Myths.
In recent years, there has been an attempt to identify evidence-informed research for
some widely-held beliefs within the teaching profession. The researcher subscribed to some of
these beliefs, however, many have been identified as having a negative impact on the
acquisition of knowledge (De Bruyckere et al., 2015; Christodoulou, 2014b). Questioning the
validity of these claims, authors describe these beliefs as education myths. Christodoulou
(2014b) lists seven myths:
“Myth 1: facts prevent understanding
Myth 2: teacher-led instruction is passive
Myth 3: the twenty-first century fundamentally changes everything
Myth 4: you can always just look it up
Myth 5: we should teach transferable skills
Myth 6: projects and activities are the best way to learn
Myth 7: teaching knowledge is indoctrination” (p. viii).
Some of these beliefs devalue knowledge and contrast with the views held by researchers in
cognitive psychology (Kirschner et al., 2006; Kirschner & van Merriënboer, 2013; Krathwohl,
2002; Sweller et al., 2019). Practical issues related to the classroom context also influenced
the ability of the researcher to support the consolidation of classroom instruction.
Time Pressure.
A major limiting factor in the classroom context is sufficient time. The researcher felt
opposing pressures to fulfil curriculum responsibilities and provide enough time within
lessons for student practice and therefore, the consolidation of learning. In Australia, the
previously content defined curriculum of the 1960s moved on to incorporate cumulative
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‘issues’-based topics such as the environment and multiculturalism. Dinham (2014, p. 6)
claims “rarely is anything taken away to balance what is imposed … as the breadth of
teaching increases, inevitably, depth and effectiveness decreases”. In addition, social welfare,
mandatory reporting and administration further add to teacher workloads and time constraints
(Scott et al., 2001 as cited by Dinham, 2014).
Learning Support.
Staffing and access to support is a key concern in attempting to meet individualised
student needs. The researcher had two hours’ access to education assistant time which was
utilised for multiple purposes within the classroom, including the DLCP. To provide one-onone delivery of the DLCP, a variety of human resource support was needed.
Summary.
Attitudes towards the value and acquisition of knowledge are diverse. Beliefs
frequently reflect different ontological and epistemological viewpoints which in turn inform
pedagogy (McMullen & Madelaine, 2014). The pressure to cover broad curriculum goals and
the influence of trends, impacts the time available for knowledge acquisition and
consolidation. Until the failed learning objective of Year 1 students’ number bonds to ten, the
researcher had underestimated the importance of knowledge held in long-term memory and
was without a thorough understanding of the means to achieve it. It is now understood that if
knowledge is interpreted as irrelevant isolated facts, or if time pressures prevent learning
mastery, or if educators do not understand the mechanism, nature of schema and the benefit
of assimilated information in long-term memory (Sweller et al., 1998), then exposure to
knowledge rather than its acquisition may result. If, however, the importance of knowledge is
recognised, then a determining factor of its acquisition is prior knowledge (Ausubel et al.,
1968) and therefore the need for differentiation.
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Differentiation Challenges.
Despite multiple differentiation theories, McNamara and Moreton (1997) claim that
these theories have had limited impact in classroom practice at their time of writing. Eighteen
years later, Tomlinson (2015) makes a similar assertion. She states that learning
differentiation “calls on teachers to be thoughtful about what they teach, responsive to what
they teach, and resourceful in how they connect … it is likely that classrooms in which
teachers routinely exhibit [these] characteristics are currently in short supply” (p. 206).
The need to differentiate was obvious when the researcher moved with the preprimary students into Year 1. The students had demonstrated sound performance with
synthetic phonics in pre-primary, yet forgetting over the summer holidays had created a great
diversity of individual content knowledge. The scope of student abilities and achievement
contributes to the challenge of differentiation.
Research identifies that Australian teachers can expect to cater for an average five to
six-year gap between the highest and lowest achieving students in their classrooms (Goss et
al., 2014). According to McNamara and Moreton (1997, p. 1), these and other factors result
in teachers feeling “overwhelmed and frustrated at the amount of work and relative lack of
success they have experienced as a result of struggling to differentiate”. The lack of an
identified process for manageably and effectively addressing individual students’ prior
knowledge and learning progress, was the researcher’s experience. During the classroom
development of the intervention, accessible resources were identified which assisted the
researcher to address these challenges (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Intervention resources (in bold).

Resources
Pawson and Tilly (1997, p. 6) identify that resourcing is of central importance to
interventions stating that “it is not programmes that work but the resources they offer to
enable their subjects to make them work”. The subjects, in this case, are teachers. Difficulties
related to teachers’ ability to manage the differentiation and consolidation of classroom
instruction are multi-faceted and contribute to work-related stress. The intervention attempted
to address these stressors through the following resources:
•

pedagogies recognised as effective (for example, mastery learning),

•

a mastery tool,

•

sufficient and flexible time,

•

adaptable support and

•

very low expenditure (as defined by Higgins, et al., 2016).
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Pedagogy.
During intervention development, four pedagogical resources were identified to assist
in the differentiation and consolidation of student learning: prior knowledge, observation and
assessment, learning progressions and the instructional method of mastery learning. In 1968,
Ausubel et al. defined prior knowledge as the most important factor in the acquisition of new
knowledge. Prior knowledge is arranged in schemas which facilitate the integration of new
learning (Kirschner & Neelen, 2019). A student’s prior knowledge is the foundational
resource for future learning and the reason that learning differentiation is necessary.
Assessment and observation are methods by which teachers can identify prior
knowledge and the understandings gained through classroom instruction. Tomlinson et al.
(2008, p. 6) state that “the most powerful differentiation is based on pre-assessment and
ongoing assessment of student progress toward key goals”. These assessments may be
facilitated through established teacher routines and documentation such as formative and
summative assessments, observation and subject-based checklists. They may reveal the need
for a combination of lesson-based extension, remediation or consolidation, and include
strategies such as re-teaching and small group work. Beyond verbal feedback, however, the
provision of significant individual differentiation is extremely difficult within a whole class
lesson context due to time, support and classroom management constraints. An objective of
the intervention was to facilitate this level of differentiation of classroom instruction, outside
of this context.
Following the assessment of a student’s knowledge or skills the third pedagogical
resource within the intervention was the understanding and application of learning
progressions. Learning progressions are described as sequential learning content arranged
from “simple to complex so that a meaningful context is created to integrate subsequent
ideas” (Kirschner & van Merriënboer, 2013, p. 179). They provide teachers with a scope and
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sequence to facilitate progress. Tomlinson (2015) describes classroom differentiation as
scaffolding learner progress from their prior knowledge to a defined expectation.
During the development of the intervention, the researcher’s overarching theoretical
understandings were based on the revised Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: The
Cognitive Domain (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Bloom et al., 1956) and Bloom’s (1968)
Learning for Mastery framework (which incorporated Carroll’s (1963) Model of School
Learning). As displayed in Table 2, the revised Bloom’s taxonomy recognises the
foundational importance of knowledge by assigning it as a separate dimension against which
the cognitive processes of the remaining learning objectives can be classified (De Bruyckere
et al., 2020). Whilst less rigid in hierarchy when compared to the original taxonomy
(Krathwohl, 2002), knowledge informs and contributes to the development of the remaining
learning objectives (Didau, 2019). It should be noted that the familiar Bloom’s hierarchy
pyramid was not devised by the original or revised taxonomies (De Bruyckere et al., 2020)
however, it also implies the foundational importance of knowledge.

Table 2
The Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy Matrix

Cognitive Process Dimension
Knowledge
Dimension

Remember Understand

Apply

Analyse

Evaluate

Create

Factual
Conceptual
Procedural
Metacognitive
Note. Adapted from “A revision of Bloom’s taxonomy: An overview,” By D. Krathwohl,
2002, Theory into Practice, 42(4), p. 216.
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Bloom’s Learning for Mastery is an instructional method based upon students’ prior
knowledge. “Bloom believed that all students could be helped to reach a higher criterion of
learning if both the instructional methods and time were varied to match students’ individual
learning needs” which he termed mastery learning (Guskey, 2007, p. 9). Assessments
identify the entry levels along established learning progressions with mastery criteria
determining progress through advancing curriculum. To attain differentiation to the level of
the individual, the DLCP required the combination of a mastery tool and learning content in
flashcard format.
Mastery Tool.
Early versions of the handmade mastery learning folders (Appendix I, 2010 – 2012)
were both time consuming to create and nondurable. As previously described, a hard-cover
version was created to engineer out the inefficient use of time required to repeatedly make the
folders by hand. Additionally, the pocket labels included a bee-theme which facilitated
conversations with young students related to the movement of flashcards, particularly when
content returned to the entry pocket (the “Hive”).
The hardcover folder (2013 – 2016) improved classroom management efficiency but
was not essential. Many schools continue to make the cardboard manila file version for use
with the DLCP. Other formats are possible if they allow for the sequential movement of
flashcards such as a divided box, a collection of zip-lock bags or envelopes, or alternative
teacher innovations. Regardless of tool format, simplicity, practicality and the classroom
context should guide the design. For research discussions, a generic version of the folder tool
is displayed in Figure 8. Flashcards were used as they facilitated practice and mastery
assessment of one concept at a time. The mastery tool required one-on-one administration
which challenged the resources of time and support, however, several factors combined to
facilitate this requirement.
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Figure 8. The research version of the DLCP tool.

Time and Support.
The intervention addressed the management of time and support in the following
ways:
•

The folder content was teacher directed but the practice sessions were facilitated by
parents, older siblings, education assistants, student leaders, or volunteers.

•

Sessions occurred outside of the regular lesson context.

•

The number of sessions per week was flexible.

•

The DLCP was of short duration: approximately five, and not more than 10 minutes.

•

The DLCP was self-paced due to the movement of content according to mastery
criteria.
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•

The timing and frequency of the teacher facilitated mastery test was flexible as tutors
were responsible for moving new flashcards from the Store pocket into the entry
pocket as each flashcard arrived at the inactive Test pocket.

•

An online bank of free printable flashcards was created for foundational literacy and
numeracy concepts.
Three process delivery options were investigated for all or selected students:

homework, classroom-based or special needs support. Initially practice sessions were
delivered by parents or older siblings as a homework strategy. The folder was stored in the
student’s school bag so that it was accessible to the teacher for mastery testing and the
provision of new content during the school day. When delivered as a homework strategy, the
most noticeable gains were achieved by students with committed parent tutors. In response,
the mode of delivery was changed to classroom-based so that all students could receive equal
access to practice.
The classroom-based session was scheduled during the morning drop-off period prior
to the start of class. In the researcher’s context, the timeslot prior to the first bell was
typically 15 – 20 minutes, a time when tutor support in the form of volunteer parent help was
available. Given the short duration of the process, one tutor could conduct a practice session
with three to four students in succession within the given time frame. This kept the overall
number of tutors required to a manageable number. Whilst the tutor pool was usually a small
group of parents, supplementary support options were also available when necessary. These
included education assistants, student leaders/buddies, student teachers, work experience
students or other volunteers within the school community. The intervention was used by
some teachers for selected students only, in which case, practice sessions were usually
conducted by an education assistant.
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The use of tutors enabled classroom practice sessions to be scheduled several times a
week. This frequency of one-on-one provision would otherwise have been unattainable given
average ratios of one teaching staff member to approximately 14 students in 2016 (Australian
Bureau of Statistics, 2017). Tutor training was essential and consisted of an explanation and
demonstration of the DLCP including guidelines on feedback and instruction. Instructions
and animations were displayed on the interactive whiteboard during the initial practice
sessions. Additionally, the tool included printed instructions. Content guidelines could be
provided for tutors, however these were not usually required for junior primary material. As a
homework strategy, the expectations of tutors and students results may be reduced .
The process, tool and mastery criteria, enabled the consolidation of learning to be
self-paced; content that required greater remediation time cycled back to the start, whilst
learning content recalled or demonstrated advanced through the tool. This meant that the
consolidation of active learning items was responsive to individual student needs without
further teacher intervention.
Classroom management issues often make it difficult for teachers to have one-on-one
time with students. The weekly mastery test, however, had a measure of flexibility. With only
one pocket to test, the mastery test duration was short (a couple of minutes per student).
When the DLCP was delivered at morning drop-off time, the researcher could conduct
concurrent mastery testing, staggering the delivery to students across the week. This mode
was possible through the combination of students arriving at different times, the presence of
tutors working with several students, established routines and the availability of independent
activities after testing. At other times, mastery testing occurred during independent learning
activities or when education assistants or parent help was present in the classroom.
Additionally, if due to contextual circumstances, a mastery test session was missed, tutor
testing could continue and the larger accumulation of flashcards in the Mastery Test pocket
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could be tested at the next mastery test. After mastery testing, the researcher topped up the
Store pocket with new learning content. Classroom management often includes a small
budget. If school financial support is unavailable this is an important practical consideration.
Expenditure.
The researcher developed the intervention within the financial context of a classroom
budget of $200 which was provided to cover all discretionary spending during the school
year. The use of volunteer tutors from within the school community was free. The
approximate cost of the tool, initially cardboard mastery learning folders, was $4 per student
(as two or three were required over the year). The EEF Teaching and Learning Toolkit
(Higgins et al., 2016, p. 4) describes any learning intervention costing less than $140
Australian dollars per student per year as “very low”. By EEF criteria, the intervention was a
very low-cost strategy, hence, the minimal cost is described as a resource that facilitates
implementation. The strategy may be an economically feasible differentiation and
consolidation option for schools. The final resource within the intervention was the
instructional process.
DLCP Instructional Design Components
Section C (Figure 9) of the logic model displays the components of the process as
understood prior to commencing the current study. These were the initial descriptions used to
identify the conceptual and operational definitions.
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Figure 9. Process understandings.

Learning Content.
The overarching objective of the intervention was to assist the researcher to manage
and address the diversified outcomes of classroom instruction. The traditional mastery
learning folder approach was colloquially used for remembering subject-specific information
such as phonics and sight words (Appendix F). The DCLP had a broader scope, incorporating
different levels of cognitive processing and cross-curricular content.
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Cognitive Processing.
The traditional approach emphasised the cognitive process of remembering with
content based on the recognition or recall of discrete items (Appendix F). The DCLP evolved
to incorporate the learning objectives of understand and apply (Anderson & Krathwohl,
2001) which required student explanation or demonstration. Table 3 displays questions
relating to cognitive processes beyond remembering for the number bonds to ten.
Understanding utilises the recall of the number bonds to ten through situating their use within
a more complex task such as addition or subtraction. Applying requires not only recall of the
number bonds and the understanding of addition and subtraction, but also the selection of a
strategy, for example, the reordering of the algorithm to take advantage of known facts. This
level of processing can include cumulative application of multiple strategies such as mental
maths doubles and more complex partitioning.
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Table 3
Examples of Cognitive Processes Using Number Partitioning to Ten

Cognitive Process Dimension
Knowledge
Dimension
Factual

Remember

Understand

Apply

Who is friends with
8?

8 + __= 10
10 – 8 = __
2 + __ = 10
10 – 2 = __
Procedural

8+3+7+2
6+1+6+9

Metacognitive

Can friends of ten
help me to answer
these questions?

Which strategies
will I use to make
adding these
numbers easier?
How will I order
the numbers?

Note. Adapted from “A revision of Bloom’s taxonomy: An overview,” By D. Krathwohl,
2002, Theory into Practice, 42(4), p. 216.

Cross-Curricular Content.
After student progress was demonstrated with subject-specific content during
development (Appendix G), the researcher investigated the inclusion of mixed crosscurricular content. Additionally, later in development, the use of behaviour goals was trialled.
Anecdotally, these goals assisted students to remember classroom expectations and routines,
as well as coping strategies when faced with difficult situations. Tables 4 provides examples
of cross-curricular learning content for different levels of cognitive processing as well as
questions to assist students to remember their personal goals.
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Table 4
Example Questions
Subject

Remembering

Understanding

Applying

Maths

What is double 9?

Use doubles to solve 2 x 9.

What is the easiest way to add 5, 9, 5 & 1?

English

Decode queen.

Clap the syllables in dinosaur.

How do you spell bright?

Health

How should we wash our hands?

Why do we wash our hands?

Show me how you wash your hands.

Science

What are the characteristics of living things?

Why do pets need food and water?

What do the guinea pigs need today?

Routines

Did you remember to order your lunch?

Expectations
Self-regulation

Are you remembering to put up your hand when answering a question?
Did you breathe slowly when you felt upset today?

Differentiation.
Learning Content.
Learning content included remediation, consolidation or extension material based on the content of classroom instruction, individual
student learning needs and learning progressions. Identification of individualised learning content occurred through student observation,
assessment and checklist procedures, or the post-testing of related flashcards from the online flashcard bank. Flashcards were also handwritten in
response to observations of student work during lessons, for example, incorrect spelling words across subject areas.
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Learning Load.
The inclusion of an inactive Store pocket enabled a differentiated learning load to be
applied. The quantity of active flashcards was thought to address the degree of difficulty and
so was tailored to each student’s perceived aptitude. The judgement presupposed that
students of lesser ability may benefit from a reduced quantity of flashcards and vice versa,
but this presumption was untested. With the learning load established, tutors transferred a
new flashcard from the Store pocket into the Entry pocket as each flashcard moved from the
last active pocket into the inactive Test pocket. In this way, the learning load was maintained.
At the time of the mastery test, the teacher could also increase or decrease the learning load
based on student results.
Response Time.
Response time is the maximum amount of time allocated to retrieve an answer and
demonstrate mastery of a flashcard learning item. Approximately ≤ 4 seconds was provided
for students to respond by recall, recognition, demonstration or explanation.
Learning Time.
The DLCP was self-paced. When a flashcard met the mastery criteria, it was moved
forward to the next pocket. If the criterion was not met, it returned to the Entry pocket
(Figure 3). Correct content advanced at the rate of one pocket per practice session, ultimately
arriving at the Test pocket where it awaited the teacher directed mastery test, usually
conducted weekly. If remembered, the flashcard was moved temporarily to the Mastered
pocket and ultimately removed from the tool. If forgotten, it returned to the Store pocket to
be reintroduced over forthcoming days, extending the remediation time available and
facilitating a self-paced process.
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Learning Intervals.
According to the educational psychologist document (Appendix F), the traditional
process consisted of the repetitive testing—also known as drilling—of flashcards, and their
movement through multiple pockets according to accuracy, within each practice session as
well as between. In the DLCP, however, the testing of each flashcard occurred only once per
session moving forward just one pocket when remembered, or back to the Entry pocket when
forgotten.
The researcher had a basic general knowledge of the benefits of spaced learning,
however, this knowledge was incidental to the development of the process. The practice
sessions (Figure 10) were scheduled according to classroom practicalities. As the school
assembly was held first period on a Friday, there was insufficient time available to get
organised and conduct a practice session on that day. Therefore, there were three 24-hour
intervals and one 96-hour interval over the weekend.

Figure 10. Spaced interval practice sessions.

Instruction and Consolidation.
During practice sessions, immediate feedback on mastery criteria was provided
through the movement of flashcards. After testing, tutors were asked to check for student
understanding of the incorrect content. Any individual difficulties with concepts or skills
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were then addressed through instruction. The researcher and tutors used conversation during
practice sessions to encourage the development of student self-efficacy and self-regulation.
To complete the session, the tutor guided the student in repeated retrieval of all the active
flashcards, which remained in their allocated pockets.
Integrated Example.
Mastery learning theory addresses the differentiation of content and time as well as
the consolidation of learning along learning progressions, according to mastery criteria.
Figure 11 provides a Year 1 mental maths example showing how the DLCP could be used to
support differentiated consolidation for number bonds to ten and doubles. Consolidation
practice begins with ‘remembering’, followed by the objectives of ‘understanding’ and
‘applying’. Remembering requires the recall of discrete content (Anderson & Krathwohl,
2001; Hopkins & Bayliss, 2017) which is then available for more complex cognitive
processes (Anderson & Sosniak, 1994; Brown et al., 2014; Didau, 2019). Practice to
‘understand’ uses this knowledge in the context of simple arithmetic. In practising the
‘application’ of this knowledge, students need to self-select the most appropriate combination
of partitioning, using number bonds and doubles to solve the more complex algorithms.
Figure 11 also describes the incorporation of differentiation. After lesson-based
instruction, assessments and remediation, students labelled A to I begin their remediation,
consolidation or extension at different points along the learning progressions. Students whose
assessment indicates that they can use the strategies independently, could practice using more
advanced material or not use the intervention for this content. The researcher found that the
DLCP and tool provided a manageable means of addressing the differentiation and
consolidation of mental mathematics computations.
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Figure 11. Remembering, understanding and applying two mental computation strategies.
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Theoretical Assumptions
Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Bloom et al., 1956), and
mastery learning (Bloom, 1968; Carroll, 1963) were the major theoretical constructs
understood in the original DLCP (Figure 12). The developers of Bloom’s revised taxonomy
assumed a “cumulative hierarchy; that is each simpler category was prerequisite to mastery of
the next more complex one” (Krathwohl, 2002, p. 213). The DLCP focused on the practice of
content related to the remembering, understanding and applying levels of the taxonomy.
Carroll’s (1963) Model of School Learning documented the factors pertinent to
student success in school learning and the relationship between them (Airasian, 1971).
During Carroll’s research in foreign language learning, he identified that “a student’s aptitude
for a language predicted not only the level to which he learned in a given time, but also the
amount of time he required to learn to a given level” (cited in Airasian, 1971, p. 5). He
subsequently defined aptitude as the amount of time required for a student to learn content in
optimum conditions according to given criteria. Bloom used Carroll’s concepts in developing
his Learning for Mastery (1968) model.
Instruction based upon student learning needs and differentiated learning time are
known as mastery learning principles. Learning progressions are an essential component of
mastery learning as student progress is assessed against mastery criteria before instruction
moves on to more advanced levels. Bloom (1968) and Carroll (1963) proposed that by
accommodating the time required for a student to understand a concept, and varying the
instructional strategies as necessary, most students should be enabled to achieve a higher
criterion of learning (Guskey, 2007). As a self-paced learning ‘safety-net’ beneath classroom
instruction, the DLCP could be described as instructional method variation. Prior to the
results of the current study, practice sessions and the mastery test were understood only as
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mastery procedures. These elementary understandings of theory were used to begin the
search for baseline conceptual and operational definitions of the DLCP components.

Figure 12. The DLCP theoretical assumptions.

Conceptual and Operational Definitions.
Conceptual and operational definitions of the DLCP components and strategies were
annotated to assist with the identification of underlying programme theory. Conceptual
definitions describe the general recognisable characteristics, while operational definitions
identify measurable outcomes in the related source data (Cooper, 1998). Theoretical
assumptions were limited and based predominately on Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Anderson
& Krathwohl, 2001; Bloom et al., 1956) and mastery learning principles (Bloom, 1968).
Table 5 displays the conceptual and operational definitions used to begin the theory
identification.
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Table 5
DLCP Learning Strategies, Definitions and Theoretical Assumptions

Learning Strategy

Conceptual Definition

Cognitive Strategies:

Operational Definition

Theoretical Assumption

Theories related to:

differentiated
content

The selection of learning material according to Student prior knowledge and
student learning needs.
learning content progressions to
address individual learning needs.

Bloom’s revised Taxonomy of
Learning Objectives: Cognitive
Domain
(Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001;
Bloom et al., 1956)
Mastery Learning
Bloom (1968)

differentiated
learning time

Provision of the amount of time of time required Time as a variable for learning to
for an individual student to master a learning be consolidated in long-term
concept.
memory according to individual
student needs.

Mastery Learning
Bloom (1968)

differentiated
learning load

The quantity of flashcards being addressed at The effects of variable quantities
any one time, according to student aptitude.
of flashcards being practised
concurrently according to
individual student needs.

Mastery Learning
Bloom (1968)

mixed content

The contiguous practice of mixed topic The effects of similar or different
flashcards.
subject / topic flashcards being
learned within the same session.

Unknown
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Learning Strategy

Conceptual Definition

Operational Definition

Theoretical Assumption

explicit
instruction

Clear guided instruction

The effects of explicit instruction
on long-term memory.

Unknown

spaced learning

Practice distributed over time

The effects of the distribution of
learning at intervals of varying
duration on the transfer of
learning to long-term memory.

Unknown

testing

Assessment of mastery criteria

Testing based on mastery criteria
within a response time of ≤ 4
seconds.

Mastery Learning
Bloom (1968)

feedback

An assessment of and response to student
mastery of learning content.

Effective student feedback for
learning.

Mastery Learning
Bloom (1968)

Metacognitive Strategies:
self-efficacy

A student’s belief that they can succeed with The type and effect of
learning tasks through feedback and instructional strategies that
perseverance.
promote student self-efficacy and
motivation, particularly with
reference to learning mistakes.

Mastery Learning
Bloom (1968)

goal setting &
self-monitoring

Student understanding the immediate and long- The effects of learning goals and
term purpose of learning and knowing their self-monitoring on learning
current and potential achievement level.
attitudes and achievement.

Unknown
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Impacts and Outcomes
A characterising and critical feature of interventions is that they are embedded and
delivered in complex social settings (Pawson et al., 2004), in this case, the classroom.
Pawson et al. (2004, p. 7), describe interventions as “fragile creatures… rarely if ever, is the
‘same’ programme equally effective in all circumstances because of the influence of
contextual factors.” With this understanding, the researcher’s subjective anecdotal
experiences of student results, are displayed within the final section of the logic model
displayed in Figure 13.
Figure 13. Researcher’s anecdotal observations of teacher and student impacts.
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The researcher’s perceived management of differentiation and consolidation of
classroom learning improved as the process was refined. Following lesson-based
differentiation strategies, the DLCP provided a means of providing finer grained, self-paced
student practice according to individual needs. Unexpectedly, over time the researcher also
observed an increase in student motivation and self-efficacy.
Stage 1 (b): Clarify the Review Purpose
The overarching purpose of realist synthesis according to Pawson (2006, p. 3)
“is to articulate underlying programme theories and then to interrogate the existing
evidence to find out whether and where these theories are pertinent and productive.
Primary research is examined for its contribution to the developing theory. The
overall intention is to create an abstract model of how and why programmes work,
which then can be used to provide advice on the implementation and targeting of any
novel incarnation of the intervention”.
Given the researcher’s previous role of teaching in a gifted and talented programme, and
general pedagogical knowledge, she had some understanding of differentiation and
consolidation. The DLCP was thought to combine the principles and strategies of mastery
learning and Bloom’s revised taxonomy. Given that the intervention was assisting the
researcher to better manage differentiation and consolidation, a greater theoretical
understanding was sought. The purpose of this study was therefore to review programme
theory integrity (Pawson et al., 2004). This approach provided the opportunity to identify and
investigate the underlying theory of the DLCP to potentially facilitate evidence-informed
maintenance or modification. The research purpose is further specified through the research
questions.
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Research Questions
Research on complex interventions is unlikely to be comprehensive due to breadth
(Pawson et al., 2004). Pawson et al. (2004) recommend the prioritisation of one aspect of the
intervention, in this case the DLCP, and a key mid-range explanatory theory. The new theory
of disuse (Bjork & Bjork, 1992) and the desirable difficulty framework (Bjork & Bjork,
2011) were selected and they are described further in the forthcoming chapter. Outlined
below are the overarching and specific research questions.
Overarching Questions.
What is the DLCP programme theory? Can it be aligned with evidence-informed
research, and if so, how?
Learning Strategy Focus Questions.
•

What is the theoretical basis for the strategy, how is it expressed in practice
and how does it compare to the expression of the strategy within the DLCP?

•

Does research data inform DLCP maintenance or modification?

Significance
Theorists raise concerns that research findings in cognitive psychology are not written
directly for teachers, and therefore, have limited adoption in classroom teaching and learning
(Dempster, 1988; Howard-Jones, 2014, Lovell, 2020, foreword by Sweller, p. 7). Therefore,
the creation, annotation and evidence-informed revision of a teacher-developed intervention
situated within this theoretical construct, may make an academic and practical contribution.
Teachers have limited time and support resources. Sharing the responsibility of
practice supervision with a tutor, combined with a delivery method external to the regular
lesson environment, may make individualised differentiation and consolidation possible
within the constraints of the classroom.
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Broader societal applications may be relevant for those with memory deficits or for
research purposes. The DLCP may provide an instrument for testing various cognitive
psychology learning strategy variables, as well as contextual implementation scenarios. The
initial theoretical assumptions previously discussed, together with newly identified theories
are explored and elaborated in Chapter 5: Theoretical Foundation.
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Chapter 5: Theoretical Foundation

The DLCP is a theory of theories consisting of macro to micro mechanisms of action
embedded within the context of an educational social system (Pawson et al., 2004).
Foundational to the DLCP is the belief that “if nothing has changed in long-term memory,
nothing has been learned” (Kirschner et al., 2006, p.76). It is premised on two factors: the
necessity of prior knowledge for new learning, and the importance of durable learning in
long-term memory. Juxtaposing the researcher’s DLCP experience (expert framing) with
DLCP conceptual and operational definitions, the realist synthesis goal was to identify the
underlying programme theories. Chapter 5 is the culmination of researcher’s identification
and assessment of potentially applicable theories.
The narrative review commences with foundational theories found within cognitive
science and the implicit value they place on knowledge. Information processing theories and
human cognitive architecture then define how, potentially through the DLCP, knowledge
may be stored, expanded and utilised. Based upon cognitive load theory, instructional design
theory is explored (Sweller et al., 2019). The new theory of disuse (Bjork & Bjork, 1992) is
described and the learning strategies of relevance elaborated. The next section of the review
introduces the metacognitive theories that may be applicable to the DLCP, related to selfregulation, self-efficacy and motivation. The final section compares the identified theories
with prior assumptions, summarising their interactions and culminating in a DLCP theoretical
model.
Cognition
In an age of instant information access, the value of knowledge and how it is acquired
is a topic of debate in education. At the turn of the twenty-first century, Lankshear et al.
(2000, p. 20) stated that the desire for information could render knowledge “as either passe or
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in need of a serious reframing”. In recent years, the importance of subject area knowledge has
been questioned.
Colloquially described as ‘twenty-first century learning’ some educators believe that a
focus on higher order thinking skills will provide students with the best preparation for their
future endeavours. Pedagogies that prioritise critical and problem-solving strategies
frequently deem these skills as transferable across subject domains (Hirsch, 2010). Cognitive
psychologists, however, propose knowledge-based reasoning claiming, “data from the last 30
years lead to a conclusion that is not scientifically challengeable; thinking well requires
knowing facts” (Willingham, 2009, p. 28).
Knowledge can be defined philosophically as “the sum of what is known: the body of
truth, information, and principles acquired by humankind” (Merriam-Webster, n.d.). In the
context of cognitive psychology, Anderson and Schunn (2000) assign a dual focus for
memory: the declarative knowledge of facts, and procedural knowledge—together with the
ability to manipulate and apply them. Declarative knowledge is expressed through language,
and procedural knowledge is demonstrated by action. The acquisition of knowledge has been
classified by Geary (2008) from an evolutionary perspective as either biologically primary or
biologically secondary, a division that has implications for learning.
Biologically primary knowledge is acquired implicitly through participation in
society. It includes complex cognitive skills such as listening, speaking, facial recognition,
social interactions, generic problem solving, planning and assessment of surroundings
(Sweller et al., 2019). These skills are described as generic-cognitive rather than domain
specific. Biologically secondary knowledge is culturally relevant and learned through
instruction and learning effort (Sweller, 2016), for example, subject-based curriculum like the
recognition of sound-symbol relationships in early literacy.
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Biologically secondary knowledge builds upon primary knowledge, just as listening
and speaking skills are foundational to reading and writing (Sweller, 2016). Through the
experience of touching a hot stove, a child learns the biologically primary knowledge that
doing so, can hurt. Biologically secondary knowledge follows when the child is taught about
different types of danger that they may not have yet experienced. The focus of the DLCP is
biologically secondary knowledge: domain-specific curriculum that requires the movement of
knowledge from working memory to long-term memory.
Hattie and Donoghue (2016) describe secondary knowledge acquisition and
consolidation in three phases: surface, deep and transfer, each with related consolidation.
They recognise that depth of understanding begins with preliminary surface knowledge.
Surface and deep knowledge are not mutually exclusive nor is one form more important than
the other provided the goal is the acquisition of learning in long-term memory. Knowledge
that begins as facts may, with ongoing instruction, evolve into related conceptual
understandings (Hattie & Yates, 2014). In illustrating the differences between the learning
outcomes of surface and deep objectives Hattie and Donoghue (2016) use the SOLO model
(Structure of Observed Learning Outcomes). Another taxonomy that describes learning
objectives is Bloom’s revised taxonomy of the cognitive domain.
Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Bloom et al., 1956; Krathwohl, 2002) was used by the
researcher in the development of the DLCP and provided a descriptive vocabulary for
learning objectives of increasing complexity. Surface knowledge may relate to Remembering
and Understanding. Deep knowledge may be described by Applying, Analysing and
Evaluating (previously termed Synthesis in the original taxonomy), and transfer may be
described by the Creating learning objective. Both the SOLO and Bloom’s taxonomies share
the concept that the acquisition of surface knowledge is predominately cumulative (Young,
2008). Hattie and Donoghue (2016, p. 4) state that “one cannot move straight to higher order
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thinking (e.g., problem solving and creative thought) without [a] sufficient level of content
knowledge”. This concurs with the developers of Bloom’s Taxonomy who assumed a
“cumulative hierarchy; that is each simpler category was prerequisite to mastery of the next
more complex one” (Krathwohl, 2002, p. 213; Young, 2008)—although the SOLO model
does not extend the concept beyond surface knowledge (Hattie & Donoghue, 2016). The way
knowledge is acquired, stored and accessed is reflected in current understandings of human
cognitive architecture and is defined as the organisation of our cognitive structures
(Kirschner et al., 2006).
Foundational to the DLCP, Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968) introduced the information
processing theory, a multi-store model of memory that defined human cognitive architecture
in terms of three memory stores: (a) the sensory register, (b) the short-term store and (c) the
long-term store. As originally described, the sensory register is first to receive information
from the environment which is only briefly accessible. With attention, the information is
transferred to the short-term memory store, filtering out any irrelevant environmental input.
Some information may be transferred to the long-term store. Relating human cognitive
architecture to instruction and learning, Sweller et al. (1998) developed cognitive load theory,
which may be applicable to the DLCP.
Cognitive Load Theory
Cognitive load theory is an instructional design theory (Sweller, 1988, Sweller et al.,
1998) within the field of cognitive psychology. According to the theory, the purpose of
instruction is to successfully navigate the limitations of working memory to enable and assist
students to secure new domain-specific knowledge in long-term memory (Chen et al., 2017).
It was identified as highly relevant to the current study, with principles which may have
implications for the DLCP. Cognitive load theory builds upon Atkinson and Shiffrin’s (1968)
information processing theory and working memory theory (Lovell, 2020).
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Working Memory
In 1974, Baddeley and Hitch expanded the concept of short-term memory developing
a working memory model that focussed on both storage and thinking. It contains an attentioncontrolling central executive, two passive stores: the phonological loop and visuospatial
sketchpad, and a multimodal store termed the episodic buffer (Baddeley, 2017). The model
explains how information is manipulated and retained during thinking and it relates to
working memory performance in both adults and children (Swanson, 2015). Baddeley’s
model describes both domain specific storage and domain general capability for cognitive
control and executive function (Conway et al., 2005). Whilst hypotheses, understandings of
human cognitive architecture are foundational to cognitive science and are “widely accepted
and quite noncontroversial” (Sweller et al., 1998, p. 289).
Working memory is the location of conscious processing and initial learning (Sweller,
2016). It has three limitations when novel biologically secondary knowledge is introduced.
First, the ability to recall knowledge, if not rehearsed, may be forgotten within 30 seconds
(Peterson & Peterson, 1959). Second, the capacity of working memory is restricted to storage
of a small number of knowledge items, described as approximately seven by Millar (1956)
and four by Cowan (2010). Third, the ‘depletion effect’, a recently proposed addition to
cognitive load theory (Chen et al., 2017), suggests that working memory capacity may be
depleted by extensive effort, and expanded after rest (due to the spacing effect).
The characteristics of working memory, the difficulty of the material and the design
of learning tasks impose an information processing load which influences students’ ability to
manage new knowledge and transfer it to long-term memory (Sweller et al., 2019). The
mental effort required to both understand and process information in working memory is
defined as the cognitive load (Sweller et al., 2011).
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A heavy cognitive load is deleterious to learning as working memory is limited not
only by the number of elements it can attend to, but how many it can process at any one time
(Millar, 1956). This is termed element interactivity, and such processing reduces the number
of items that can be attended to simultaneously to three or less (Sweller et al., 2011). A
learning task example is when students’ conduct a novel science experiment.
As an instructional method, a science experiment may contain multiple and
interacting elements; students must process what to do, how to do it, perform the experiment,
and interpret the results. In the absence of any further supporting information, this
instructional method applies a heavy cognitive load to the learning of scientific principles.
Under suitable conditions, however, new knowledge received through working memory can
be processed more effectively. Unnecessary demands on cognition can be managed through
appropriately differentiating the learning material and optimising thinking processes that are
related to learning (Sweller et al., 2019) through appropriate instructional design.
Cognitive load theory draws together evolutionary psychology (Geary, 2008) and the
properties of human cognitive architecture in addressing instructional strategies for the
learning of biologically secondary information. Five basic principles guide instructional
procedures (Sweller et al., 2019):
1. Information store principle: Information, stored in unlimited long-term
memory, is required for human cognition.
2. Borrowing and reorganising principle: Learning is predominately received
from others which is integrated into individuals’ schemata.
3. Randomness as genesis principle: Information not received through others can
be gained only through problem solving ‘generation and test’ procedures.
4. Narrow limits of change principle: Working memory capacity is variable
according to (a) knowledge in long-term memory, (b) on-going schema
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development, (c) trial and error procedures and (d) working memory resource
depletion through cognitive effort or expansion after rest (Chen et al., 2017).
5. Environmental organising and linking principle: Working memory limitations
are reduced through the ability to transfer domain-specific secondary
knowledge in chunks from long-term memory.
These properties of cognitive architecture are used to gain, arrange and store domain-specific
knowledge in long-term memory for future use. Historically, Sweller et al. (1998) classified
cognitive load into three categories: intrinsic, extraneous or germane.
Intrinsic cognitive load relates to the inherent complexity of the learning material. It is
influenced by the processing demands of element interactivity in working memory, and the
knowledge held by the learner in long-term memory. Novices in a subject-specific domain, as
in primary school students in most domains, have fewer and less sophisticated schema
resulting in a greater reliance on working memory and a higher risk of cognitive overload
(Sweller et al., 1998; Sweller et al., 2019). Intrinsic cognitive load can only be reduced
through increasing learners’ expertise or modifying the learning content. For example, if
instruction and practice is differentiated to relate to students’ prior knowledge, it is better able
to be integrated into existing schemata (Kirschner et al., 2020). Experts in a domain,
however, do not require these accommodations and gain benefit from more sophisticated
approaches such as problem solving (Sweller, 1988; 2019).
Extraneous cognitive load is determined by the presentation and procedures of
instruction which increase or decrease element interactivity (Sweller et al., 2019). Strategies
which have a low extraneous cognitive load include explicit instruction and worked
examples. Intrinsic and extraneous loads are interconnected as element interactivity is based
on the student’s prior knowledge, the complexity of the learning content and the instructional
design (Sweller et al., 2019).
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If working memory’s limited capacity is used to manage the requirements of the
learning task (extraneous load), less will be available for managing the intrinsic load—the
implicit difficulty of the material. In a departure from the past characterisation, the germane
cognitive load (Sweller et al., 1998) is now thought to perform a redistributive role within
working memory rather than an additional load (Sweller et al., 2019). The germane cognitive
load manages the load imposed by extraneous activities. Any technique to reduce, manage or
redistribute cognitive load supports the availability of working memory resources for the
intrinsic cognitive load of learning (Sweller et al., 2019).
Cognitive load management was identified as relevant to many aspects of the DLCP
which seeks the economy of mental effort in the following ways:
•

It is based on classroom instruction which seeks to provide foundational
supportive information.

•

The teacher uses observation and assessments to identify students’ developing
knowledge to provide targeted remediation, consolidation or extension
practice along learning progressions (intrinsic load management).

•

The DLCP supports teacher management of the progression of learning from
simple to complex through remembering, understanding and applying learning
objectives (Bloom et al., 1956; Krathwohl, 2002) according to individual
student needs (intrinsic load management).

•

Content limited flashcards may assist novices to process knowledge through
low element interactivity (intrinsic and extraneous load management).

•

Tutors provide just-in-time corrective feedback and point-of-need explicit
instruction whilst content is active in working memory. This may reinforce
cognitive rules—a step towards automaticity (Sweller et al., 2019) (intrinsic
and extraneous load management).
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•

The learning content changes but the DLCP remains consistent and
predictable (extraneous load management).

The limitations of processing new information in working memory do not apply once
knowledge been has transferred to long-term memory (Kirschner et al., 2006; Sweller et al.,
1998).
Long-Term Memory
The difference between working memory and long-term memory is demonstrated
through the following exercise;
“If I show you 16 digits for five seconds and then ask you to reproduce them, you will
probably fail: 4 8 7 1 9 4 7 5 0 3 8 5 8 6 0 4
But if I show you the following 16 letters for five seconds, you will probably be able
to reproduce them exactly: The cat sat on the mat” (Christodoulou 2014a, p. 31).
Remembering the digits relies completely on working memory. In contrast, the 16 letters are
easily recalled because words, sound-symbol relationships, phonetic decoding and semantic
knowledge can be easily retrieved from long-term memory by those who have learnt to read.
This example illustrates the understanding that there are no known limits on the amount of
information that can be stored and recalled into working memory over time (Tricot &
Sweller, 2013; Sweller et al., 2019).
Long-term memory is the stored representation of learning: acquired knowledge and
skills—the first principle of cognitive load theory (Sweller et al., 2019). Memories may be
based on events (episodic), knowledge (semantic) or procedures (Duchesne & McMaugh,
2018). Memory processing is defined in three phases: encoding (the creation of schema or
mental representations), retention (consolidation of encoded information) and retrieval
(recall) (Brown et al., 2014).
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Encoding.
Whilst not fully understood, encoding converts sensory input into chemical and
electrical impulses that form mental representations of learning experiences (Brown et al.,
2014). This may include concrete or abstract objects or information (Ericsson & Pool, 2016).
The new representations are defined as memory traces (Brown et al., 2014). Thousands of
units of information on any given topic are expanded, organised and categorised according to
how they will be used (Sweller et al., 1998). This abstract knowledge structure was labelled a
schema by Piaget in the 1920s (Piaget & Cook, 1952). During encoding, memory traces are
easily altered and require stabilising for retention to occur (Brown et al., 2014).
Retention.
Retention, also described as consolidation, is a process that involves energy, time,
biological resources, rest and sleep (Weinstein et al., 2019). The established schema of a
topic facilitates the retention of new information through “combining lower level schemas
into higher level schemas … by an active, constructive process” (Sweller et al., 1998, p. 255),
thus why prior knowledge is acknowledged as essential for learning. Hattie and Yates (2014,
p. xii) emphasise that “the more teachers understand the prior status of the student, and the
more they are aware of the nature of success … the greater the probability of learning
happening”. The DLCP seeks to assist teachers to address students’ prior knowledge through
the differentiation of practice material.
Differentiation of instructional strategies, content and learning time are consistent
with mastery learning principles (Bloom, 1968; Carroll, 1963). Carroll viewed aptitude as the
amount of time required for a student to understand a concept or master a task. Therefore, if
given the appropriate amount of time, all students should be capable of durable learning. In
mastery learning, learning goals and success criteria determine progress along learning
progressions (Block, 1971).
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The importance of learning progressions is highlighted in the National STEM School
Education Strategy (2015) with its recommendation to “extend national literacy and
numeracy continuums to assist teachers to identify and address individual student needs
according to the expected skills and growth in student learning at key points” (Education
Council, 2015, p.9). Whilst the DLCP does not result in uniform achievement, in seeking to
differentiate the practice of classroom instructional material, targeted learning along learning
progressions may assist what Goss et al. (2015) consider learning’s most important objective:
progress. Hattie (2015, p.3) defines this as “a year’s progress for a year’s input” for all
students. Consolidation and retention are also enhanced through retrieval and rehearsal.
Retrieval.
Retrieval involves reconstructing the memories of past learning. When memories are
activated after a delay, they may be subjective or altered (National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine, 2018). Successfully retrieved memories may be enhanced,
strengthened and connected to more recent experiences, a process termed reconsolidation
(Brown et al., 2014). Once established in long-term memory, knowledge can re-enter
working memory as a chunk as illustrated by the Christodoulou’s (2014a) The Cat Sat on the
Mat example.
Memory Chunking.
A schema in long-term memory, broad in “size, complexity, and sophistication”
(Sweller et al., 1998, p. 256) can be transferred to working memory as a single entity (De
Groot, 2008) as described by the fifth principle of cognitive load theory (Sweller et al., 2019).
This is termed memory chunking and it substantially reduces cognitive load. In the context of
junior primary, students may be asked to solve an addition problem such as 7 + 4 + 5 + 6. If
number bonds to ten, doubles knowledge and procedures such as partitioning are held within
long-term memory, then the addition algorithm can mentally proceed as follows:
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7+4+5+6
(7 + 3) + (6 + 6)
10 + 12
(10 + 10) + 2
With memory chunking, processing time is also reduced. Conversely, the student who does
not have mastery of basic facts and strategies may have concrete materials and counting-on
as their only option. Demonstrating this lack of mastery, Hopkins and Bayliss’ 2017
investigation revealed that less than 50% of a cohort of 200 Australian Year 7 students had
proficiency with simple mental addition. The flow on effects may include helplessness and a
lack of confidence and enjoyment (Willingham, 2009). When automaticity is absent, deep
learning is disrupted by the cognitive load of low-level processing (Hattie & Yates, 2014;
Sweller et al., 1998). Sweller et al. (1998, p. 256) identify that it is “extensive practice” that
leads to automation in long-term memory.
Automaticity.
Kirschner et al. (2006) define knowledge as automated: the ability to judge a given
situation or problem and respond appropriately and efficiently. The DLCP seeks this
automaticity for the content and skills delivered through classroom instruction. Automaticity
is attained through training and practice (Ericsson & Pool, 2016).
Ericsson and colleagues developed a general theory of expertise based upon
investigations into the habits and practices of exceptional performers from a wide range of
fields (Ericsson & Pool, 2016). They identified a set of general principles collectively termed
deliberate practice based upon the adaptability of the human brain and body. A student’s
potential is not something innate to be fulfilled, rather it is developed through dedication,
practice and time. The general theory of expertise shares similarities with both mastery
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learning theory and the premises of Bloom’s revised taxonomy, reflecting the DLCP
philosophy that the practice of a skill improves performance (Rohrer et al., 2015).
Deliberate practice challenges homeostasis, forcing the brain to adapt to the demands
required of it, ultimately producing increasingly efficient domain-specific mental
representations (Ericsson & Pool, 2016). It is consistent with the first principle of cognitive
load theory, that working memory is limited in capacity, but there are no known limits of
long-term memory (Tricot & Sweller, 2013).
The defining characteristic of experts compared to novices is the quality and quantity
of their mental representations—the knowledge in their long-term memory (Sweller et al.,
2011). This knowledge is organised, accessible and proficient, which facilitates automaticity
and higher order thinking skills such as analysis, evaluation and creativity (Bloom et al.,
1956). The ease of the assimilation of new information within a domain is therefore greatly
enhanced through established meaning and understandings (Ericsson & Pool, 2016).
Deliberate practice incorporates well-defined specific goals, focus, feedback and
challenge, both requiring and developing self-efficacy and self-regulation (Ericsson & Pool,
2016). The characteristics of the general theory of expertise reflect the researcher’s goals for
the DLCP in the following ways:
•

Practice is required for the automaticity of learning content and skills.

•

A meaningful learning context is necessary, provided through the supporting
foundation of classroom instruction.

•

Prior knowledge is key. This is identified through teacher observation and
assessment of developing learning to inform the differentiation of content
based on learning progressions.

•

Flashcards define specific student learning goals.
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•

The use of tutors assists with student focus, feedback, explicit instruction and
metacognitive conversations pertaining to self-regulation and self-efficacy.

Knowledge automaticity is the foundation of reasoning (Krathwohl, 2002).
Reasoning Skills.
Cognitive psychologists state that the ability to manipulate information, or reason, is
based upon domain-specific conceptual schema held in long term memory (Tricot & Sweller,
2013). The influence of domain-specific knowledge in primary-aged students was
demonstrated by Schneider et al. (1989) in a study which compared the comprehension
ability of soccer novices and experts. Both high and low literacy aptitude soccer experts of all
ages, recalled more details and correctly identified inferences and contradictions in
comprehension exercises than the soccer novices. The researchers concluded that the domainspecific prior knowledge of the soccer experts influenced their comprehension skills more
than a greater aptitude in literacy.
The Schneider et al. (1989) study highlights that problem-solving and critical thinking
skills, often implied to be independent in discussions of twenty-first century learning, retrieve
domain-specific facts and procedures from long-term memory, the fifth principle of cognitive
load theory (Sweller et al., 2019). If reasoning skills are based upon domain-specific
knowledge, then they are highly limited in their transference from one subject to another.
Whilst primary biological knowledge does confer some generic problem-solving ability
(Sweller et al., 2019), Hirsch (2010, p. 218) explains that “an ability to think critically about
chess does not translate into an ability to think critically about sailing”. This perspective on
reasoning compliments the cumulative nature (Krathwohl, 2002) of Bloom’s learning
objectives.
In a paper examining the revised Bloom’s taxonomy, Anderson and Sosniak (1994)
recount the developers’ concern that teachers may overemphasise the knowledge
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(remembering) component of the taxonomy rather than the balance provided by the list.
Christodoulou (2014a) suggests that, with the emphasis on twenty-first century learning and
skills, the pendulum has now swung in the opposite direction. Duschesne and McMaugh
(2018) caution against an overemphasis on higher order thinking skills due to the importance
of foundational knowledge. The DLCP seeks the consolidation of the content of classroom
instruction to facilitate reasoning. The memory processes of encoding, retention and retrieval
are greatly influenced by forgetting.
Forgetting begins rapidly after encoding but eventually slows down (Weinstein et al.,
2019). The concept of a timeline of forgetting was introduced by Ebbinghaus (1885 / 1913)
who, through self-experimentation with nonsense syllables, created what became known as
the forgetting curve. The new theory of disuse (Bjork & Bjork, 1992) reflects the classroom
experience of the researcher in terms of the relationship observed between remembering,
forgetting and learning.
The New Theory of Disuse
The original ‘law of disuse’ (Thorndike, 1913) asserts that memories are forgotten
due to irregular access over time. Bjork and Bjork’s new theory of disuse (1992), however,
presumes that the memory representations remain, but without regular access, retrieval
strength is lost. Retrieval strength is a measure of the ease with which learning can be
accessed in memory. A second characteristic, storage strength, is a measure of learning
embedded in long-term memory. The relationship between these factors is the key concept of
the theory (Bjork, 2011). When storage strength is high, retrieval strength is enhanced by
restudying or retrieval (Bjork & Bjork, 2020). However, higher retrieval strength results in a
smaller gains in storage strength as a result of restudy or retrieval. A loss of retrieval strength
(forgetting) can therefore enhance durable learning (Bjork & Bjork, 2020).
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Performance Versus Learning
Prior to the development of the DLCP, the researcher observed successful student
performances in remembering the number bonds to ten during instruction, however, a
delayed test revealed that the learning had not endured. This observation is consistent with
the new theory of disuse which identifies that there is a dichotomy between the durability of
knowledge and skills demonstrated during instruction (termed performance) and the
relatively permanent knowledge and skills retained over time in long-term memory (termed
learning). The researcher assumed “that performance during instruction provides a valid basis
for judging whether the relatively permanent changes that will support long-term
performance have or have not taken place” (Bjork & Bjork, 1992, p. 110).
Research in the mid-20th century demonstrated that learning may be occurring in the
context of little change in performance during instruction, with the reverse also being true;
demonstration during performance may not indicate durable learning in long-term memory
(Bjork, 1999). If testing is conducted during a learning event, results may suggest that
successful learning has taken place, however, only a delayed test will deliver an accurate
assessment (Richland et al., 2005). Weinstein et al. (2018) provide an illustration of the
durability of knowledge related to storage and retrieval strength. Should a student choose to
cram study, the retrieval strength will be high, but the storage strength will be low. The
performance in a test the next day may be satisfactory, however, the learning may not endure
when reassessed after a delay. The fact that performance during instruction does not provide
a “reliable index” of learning (Bjork & Bjork, 1992, p. 110) creates challenges for teachers
and students. In the number bonds to ten example the researcher had presumed long-term
stability of what, for most students, was working memory learning performances. Students
themselves may also be misled by their performance.
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Illusions of Knowledge.
Learning during instruction which is fluently retrieved (high retrieval strength) and
perceived by students as easy, can be misunderstood as secure in long-term memory. Bjork
(1999) describes this metacognitive state as illusionary. Illusions of competence based upon
initial knowledge fluency, demonstrate limited storage strength over time. There are many
reasons why it is important to have an accurate assessment of learning.
Overconfidence, based on performance during instruction, can result in the belief that
no further attention to a topic is required. Erroneous assessments by teachers and students,
may lead to insufficient consolidation and therefore on-going learning gaps. From a societal
point of view, few would want to be served by individuals, such as pilots or surgeons, who
overestimate their knowledge or capabilities (Brown et al., 2014). Immediate corrective
feedback, such as found within the DLCP, may assist students to gain an accurate
understanding of what they do and do not know. Storage strength can be enhanced by
slowing down progress through increased difficulty in the form of the thinking required
during retrieval (Bjork, 1999), a characteristic present in the DLCP, through testing students’
recall over time.
Desirable Difficulties
Certain mentally challenging learning conditions, termed desirable difficulties (Bjork,
1994), enhance long-term knowledge acquisition, retrieval and transfer (Bjork, 1999). “These
difficulties are desirable because overcoming their challenges stimulates advantageous
encoding and retrieval processes during learning, which results in durable learning”
(Weissgerber et al., 2018, p. 177). As simply explained by Willingham (2009, p.124), “if you
repeat the same thought-demanding task again and again, it will eventually become
automatic”; the brain seeks to remember the information to avoid the thinking effort. The
avoidance of disequilibrium relates well to the biological process of homeostasis (Ericsson &
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Pool, 2016). Continual mental challenge over time may trigger a homeostatic brain response;
learning in working memory moves into long-term memory.
Cognitive psychologists seek to identify learning strategies that create durable
learning. Strategies of desirable difficulty are described as highly effective in stabilising
learning in long-term memory (Bjork & Bjork, 2013; Brown, et al., 2014; De Bruyckere,
2018; Dunlosky et al., 2013; Weinstein et al., 2019; Weissgerber et al., 2018). They include
spaced practice, retrieval practice (which includes elaboration) and interleaved practice.
Weinstein et al. (2018) claim that, outside the field of cognitive science, few instructors are
aware of the potential of these learning science strategies. These desirable difficulty learning
strategies are potentially applicable to the DLCP.
Spaced Practice.
It has been known for over a century that an effective way to improve long term
retention of learning is to provide learning opportunities which are distributed over time
(Toppino & Gerbier, 2014). Distributed practice, also known as spaced practice, is described
by Bjork as the “most robust effect from experimental psychology across the 130 years of
research on human learning and memory” (ColumbiaLearn, 2018, 9:34). Its beneficial effect
on learning has been described as “dependable and replicable” (Dempster, 1988, p. 627),
“[large] and most robust” (Rohrer et al., 2015), “overwhelming” (Dunlosky, 2015, p 15),
“tremendous” (Kang, 2016, p12), and “empirically well-established” (Chen et al., 2017. p.
498). As previously mentioned, formal research into the spacing effect began with Hermann
Ebbinghaus (1885 / 1913), the creator of the forgetting curve.
Ebbinghaus (1885 / 1913) determined that when the repetition of syllables was spaced
over three days instead of one, he could halve the number of repetitions required to learn
them (Weinstein et al., 2018). Over many years, hundreds of studies followed to investigate
various aspects of the interaction of memory, spaced practice and learning (Cepeda et al.,
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2009). Historically, much research has been based on empirical characteristics outside of
ecologically relevant contexts (Dempster, 1988) however, there is increasing interest in
educational research (Kapler et al., 2015). The spacing effect may have multiple and related
causes under different conditions (Küpper-Tetzel, 2014) which will be addressed in Section
2: Theory Application. The DLCP spaces the testing of flashcards across intervals of one to
seven days and, therefore, this mechanism may be implicated in the positive outcomes
observed by the researcher in the classroom. A second potential DLCP learning strategy is
retrieval practice.
Retrieval Practice.
Learning is often understood in terms of study and memory processes (Karpicke &
Roediger, 2008). Testing was previously understood by the researcher as either formative, to
inform student learning needs, or summative, to assess student learning. Research in
cognitive psychology has identified a different purpose for testing: learning. Termed retrieval
practice, investigations have determined that the retrieval of knowledge through testing leads
to stronger long-term retention of learning (Brown et al., 2014). Student testing, however, is
associated with some controversy within education.
Some educators express concerns that frequent testing—a feature of the DLCP—is
unnecessary and irrelevant (Adesope et al., 2017; Brown et al., 2014). Retrieval testing
however, recognises the nature of human cognitive architecture and has been identified as an
effective learning strategy (Dunlosky et al., 2013; Pashler et al., 2007). Section 2 will further
explore research on the evidence-informed use of retrieval testing and potential applications
to the DLCP.
The learning strategy of elaboration is another form of retrieval practice (Brown et al.,
2014). Elaboration asks students to explain or justify their understandings (Dunlosky et al.,
2013). In doing so, they must search their memory to retrieve the relevant information which
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links to the learning at hand. This enhances schema development (van Merriënboer &
Kirschner, 2018).
Spaced retrieval practice combines spaced practice (the spacing effect) and retrieval
practice (the testing effect), and this strategy may represent key learning mechanisms within
the DLCP. A third potential strategy of desirable difficulty within the DLCP is interleaved
practice.
Interleaved Practice.
Students of all ages are ultimately required to integrate and apply learning of topics or
concepts in exams or real-life contexts. They need to have the “specific knowledge to
perform the familiar aspects of those problems, but, above all, have the necessary general and
abstract knowledge to deal with the unfamiliar aspects of those problems” (van Merriënboer
and Kirschner, 2017, p. 8). Van Merriënboer and Kirschner (2017) describe interleaved
practice as a strategy that can facilitate this learning objective.
Inductive learning is the ability to generalise concepts and categories from exposure
to multiple related exemplars (Kornell & Bjork, 2008). Interleaving involves interspersing
(spacing) the practice of exemplars from different categories, rather than blocking them by
category. Research identifies interleaved practice of low discriminatory learning material as
an effective inductive learning strategy (Kornell & Bjork, 2008, Weinstein et al., 2019;
Weissgerber et al., 2018; Kirschner & Neelan, 2018). Rohrer and Taylor (2007) demonstrated
increased learning gains for geometric solid formulae when practised in the interleaved
condition as compared to practice blocked by formula type. Learning gains have also been
demonstrated based on the interleaving of high discriminatory mathematics practice
examples. When high discriminatory mathematical practice examples are interleaved, the
learner needs to retrieve both the type of strategy and the procedure required to solve it. This
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increases the desirable difficulty, and therefore the potential learning gains (Rohrer et al.,
2014).
Cross-curricular flashcards within the DLCP are randomly interleaved when tested.
Conditions facilitating the interleaving effect and potential implications for the DLCP are
discussed in Section 2. Whilst cognitive strategies facilitate learning progress, metacognitive
strategies assist students to monitor and control it (Flavell, 1979).
Metacognition
John Flavell established the term metacognition, which is defined as “awareness or
analysis of one's own learning or thinking processes” (Merriam-Webster, n.d.).
Metacognition in learning relates thinking to concepts of learning intentions, success criteria,
feedback, progress, achievement (Hattie & Yates, 2014) self-regulation (Winne & Hadwin,
1998), self-efficacy, motivation (Bandura, 1986) and attributions for success or failure
(Weiner, 1985).
The DLCP inherently provides students with explicit learning intentions, in flashcard
format. Success criteria is applied to each learning item through the attempted retrieval of
content during each practice session. Progress is demonstrated through the forward
movement of learning items when successfully retrieved, or the return of flashcards to the
Entry pocket when unsuccessful. This feedback provides students with realistic
understandings of what they do and do not know (Bjork, 1999; Hattie & Yates, 2014).
Achievement is highlighted when learning items are mastered, graduating from the process
and tool.
Winne and Hadwin (1998) describe four stages of self-regulated learning: task
definition, goal setting and planning, enactment and adaptation. Teachers and tutors manage
these decisions on behalf of the students, however, the DLCP may act as a scaffold and
model of self-regulated learning for independent study in the future.
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Bandura’s (1986) social cognitive theory seeks to explain the influence of social
context on student learning and behavior (Duchesne & McMaugh, 2018). Described as
reciprocal determinism, Bandura divided the influence of social context into three elements:
personal (cognitive) factors, behavioural responses and environmental considerations.
Cognitive factors determine how external events are perceived based on knowledge, beliefs
and emotions. These may elicit a behavioural response which in turn, may alter the
environment. This he described as personal agency from which theories of self-efficacy and
motivation emerge.
Bandura’s (1986) self-efficacy theory relates to the resilience and motivation that
come from successful learning experiences. Within the DLCP, learning content is
differentiated to address prior and developing student knowledge with the goal of achieving
progress along learning continuums. Researcher observations of student responses to the
DLCP over time, suggest that it may make a positive contribution to self-efficacy and
motivation. Bandura’s (1986) self-efficacy theory may provide insights for DLCP revision.
Teacher and tutor conversations during retrieval sessions may guide student thoughts on the
reasons behind the success or failure they experience within the DLCP.
Attribution theory divides the perceived or actual causes of success or failure into
internal or external loci, stability and controllability (Weiner, 1985), all of which may impact
ego esteem needs and the expectations of future learning outcomes. In a school context, ego
esteem needs relate to the desire to be positively recognised for learning performances and
outcomes (Hattie & Yates, 2014). Internal stable factors, such as student aptitude, have a
greater impact on ego esteem needs, than external factors such as a particularly difficult test
(Weiner, 1985). Students who attribute failure to unstable factors, such as the application of
effort, may suffer less impact to ego esteem. The application of effort may be controllable, in
which case, a student may see potential in changing a future outcome. Metacognition and
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applications of attribution theory to self-regulation and the DLCP are explored in Chapter 8:
Metacognitive Development Strategies.

Revision of Theoretical Assumptions
The potential DLCP programme theories included in this chapter were derived as a
result of the researcher’s experience as a teacher and with the DLCP and they may help to
explain some of the observed effects of DLCP in the classroom. The acquisition of automated
knowledge is colloquially associated with the method of rote learning. The researcher
wondered, and some teaching colleagues proposed, that the mechanism of action within the
DLCP was rote learning. This strategy shares some similarities with the DLCP so, with
greater theoretical understanding, it shall be reviewed.
Rote Learning
The Merriam-Webster (n.d.) dictionary defines rote as “1: the use of memory usually
with little intelligence [and] 2: mechanical or unthinking routine or repetition”—highly
controversial concepts within education. In the early years of cognitive load research, John
Sweller and colleagues surmised that, despite understandings of the nature of long-term
memory and the value of automated knowledge, the implications of the theory had made little
impact upon instructional design for fear of being associated with rote learning (Sweller et
al., 2019). The erroneous association of rote learning with memorised information to the
exclusion of higher order thinking is illuminated by cognitive load theory (Sweller et al.,
2019).
A dichotomy exists for some educators, between knowledge (held in long-term
memory) and creativity (or other higher order thinking skills) (Christodoulo, 2014a).
However, according to the environmental organising and linking principle of cognitive load
theory (Sweller et al., 2019), working memory is able to process knowledge from long-term
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memory as a chunk (Kalyuga, 2015). This informs and facilitates more advanced thinking,
learning and creativity (Bloom et al., 1956; Willingham, 2009). The importance that the
DLCP places on the movement of learning from working to long-term memory is consistent
with this principle. Cognitive load theory also describes prerequisites for the acquisition of
knowledge.
The second principle of cognitive load theory describes the importance of prior
knowledge—an established schema—for the integration of new knowledge (Sweller et al.,
2019). Rote learning is a technique which may, or may not, recognise prior knowledge or an
appropriate learning context. The DLCP, however, seeks to support the practice of classroom
instruction according to learning progressions and individual student needs. In addition, the
new theory of disuse (Bjork & Bjork, 1992) and relevant desirable difficulty strategies, may
provide an alternate explanation to rote learning as a mechanism of learning within the
DLCP. In conclusion, the researcher suggests that mechanism of learning within the DLCP is
not rote learning.
Potential DLCP Theories
A general knowledge of spaced learning and two formal theoretical assumptions—
Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Bloom et al., 1956), and mastery
learning (Bloom, 1968)—were the researcher’s theoretical presumptions prior to the current
study. This chapter has discussed potential additional theories which are displayed in Figure
14. Newly identified terminology replaces some of the previously used descriptions (Figure
15).
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Figure 14. The baseline and revised DLCP programme theory.
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Figure 15. The baseline and revised DLCP component assumptions.

Programme Theory Combinations
The purpose of realist synthesis Stage 1(c) continues with the abstraction of identified
theories into related theoretical categories, combinations and subsets. Appendix K displays a
table that assisted the work of interpreting commonalities and relationships between the
DLCP theoretical components which lead to the DLCP theoretical model.
A DLCP Theoretical Model.
A model of the DLCP theoretical assumptions is presented in Figure 16. Concentric
rings identify the theoretical scope, moving from broad to specific in terms of direct impact
on the DLCP. It is acknowledged that this model is introductory and may be modified as a
result of future research.
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Figure 16. A proposed theoretical model of the differentiated learning consolidation process.
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The DLCP is based on the content of classroom instruction and a cognitive
psychology theoretical foundation. Cognitive psychology examines multiple mental
operations, such as perceiving, remembering and thinking, all of which have relevance to
learning and the DLCP (Agarwal & Bain, 2019). Context and meaning are provided through
(a) the classroom learning objectives, (b) classroom instruction, and (c) differentiation that
relates individual student prior knowledge to learning progressions. Three theoretical
constructs of knowledge form the broadest tier of the DLCP theoretical model.
Information processing theory defines human cognitive architecture in terms of three
related memory stores: the sensory register, the short-term store and the long-term store
(Atkinson & Shiffrin,1968). Evolutionary psychology theory partitions knowledge into
biologically primary knowledge, and of relevance to the DLCP, biologically secondary
knowledge gained through instruction and learning effort (Geary, 2008). Bloom’s revised
taxonomy (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Bloom et al., 1956) communicates the importance
of a knowledge foundation, across all learning objectives (Krathwohl, 2002). The DLCP goal
of automated domain-specific knowledge may be used for the analysing and evaluating of
information, as well as the creation of novel knowledge applications. The next tier includes
Baddeley’s model of working memory and cognitive load theory.
Baddeley’s model of working memory expands the concept of short-term memory to
include both storage and thinking (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). Sweller (1988) introduced
cognitive load theory to address the constraints of limited working memory through
instructional design. Well-designed instruction will assist students to process new knowledge
and move it into long-term memory through teacher management of the intrinsic load, the
extraneous load and element interactivity. Relevant to the DLCP, it encompasses the need to
address prior knowledge and to present instruction explicitly (Sweller et al., 2019). Moving
inwards, the next tier addresses theories which are more specific to the DLCP.
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The cognitive theories of expertise and mastery learning recognise the necessity of
practice for knowledge automaticity (Ericsson & Pool, 2016). Mastery learning (Bloom,
1968) highlights the use of responsive instructional methods, success criteria and the
provision of differentiated time to achieve learning goals according to individualised learning
needs. Self-efficacy and attribution theories inform metacognitive development strategies.
Bandura’s (2008) self-efficacy theory relates the achievement of mastery learning
goals to the development of learning resilience and motivation. Additionally, it explains the
potential metacognitive benefits of the effort and persistence that practice requires. The inner
tiers describe the key components of the DLCP and the theories and learning strategies of
direct relevance.
The new theory of disuse (Bjork & Bjork, 1992) introduces the strategies of desirable
difficulty which, through effortful thinking, facilitate the movement of learning from working
memory to long-term memory. The desirable difficulty strategies of spaced, retrieval and
interleaved practice may form the chief mechanisms of learning through the DLCP.
Theoretical Research Focus
Stage 1(c) of a realist synthesis recommends the selection of a mid-range theory to
narrow the research scope in addressing the ‘why’, ‘when’ and ‘how’ questions (Pawson,
2006). The selected theory is the new theory of disuse (Bjork & Bjork, 1992, 2013). This
theory explains the movement of learning from working memory to long-term memory
through the management of desirable difficulty. The desirable difficulty learning strategies of
spaced practice, retrieval practice and interleaved practice, together with metacognitive
development strategies, may be key mechanisms by which the goals of the DLCP are
addressed and were therefore selected as the research focus of Section 2: Theory Application.
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Section 2: Theory Application

The DLCP was initially developed through informal action research in the absence of
thorough theoretical understandings. Curiosity about the reasons behind the observed positive
student results led to the current study to discover the DLCP theoretical foundation and
potentially facilitate evidence-informed revision. The identified DLCP programme theory
was presented in Chapter 5 and displayed as a theoretical model in Figure 16. Theoretical
investigation suggested that the DLCP fit within the cognitivist theoretical framework and the
field of cognitive psychology. Cognitive load theory was identified as an overarching
construct of the DLCP, however, realist synthesis recommends the selection of a lower, midrange theory of focus (Pawson et al., 2004). The new theory of disuse (Bjork & Bjork, 1992)
and the theoretical framework of desirable difficulty (Bjork & Bjork, 2011) were selected.
The focus of Section 2: Theory Application are the DLCP mechanisms of action, the
learning and metacognitive strategies which may have facilitated the outcomes observed in
the researcher’s classroom. Spaced practice, retrieval practice, interleaved practice and
related metacognitive strategies were selected to test and refine the programme theory.
The synthesis of spaced retrieval (Chapter 6) and interleaved practice (Chapter 7) data
used the methods of systematised literature review (Grant & Booth, 2009) and qualitative
content analysis (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005) to investigate quantitative theoretical data, analyse
and synthesise results (tabulated and narrative data) and apply findings as appropriate to the
DLCP. The investigation of these strategies revealed the associated importance of
metacognition. Using the metacognitive themes and results found within the previously
addressed spaced retrieval and interleaving studies, research data on metacognitive
development strategies (Chapter 8) were based on predominately qualitative studies accessed
through secondary sources such books and synthesized research reports. These were explored
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through a narrative review. The goals of the systematised and narrative reviews of Section 2
were to:
•

identify theory and studies of greatest relevance to the DLCP,

•

assess prerequisite conditions,

•

ascertain which results were theoretically applicable and practical within the
process and broader intervention context,

•

identify potential learning benefits and

•

provide the reader with sufficient information to evaluate and adjudicate the
conclusions (Pawson et al., 2004).

The format within each chapter of Section 2 was responsive the type of data and the
nature of the application to the DLCP. In Chapter 6 Spaced Retrieval Practice, specific
studies related to multiple individual or subsets of process components. Process maintenance
and modifications were described accordingly. Chapter 7 Interleaved Practice, applied to only
one component of the DLCP: the sequencing of flashcards. In this chapter, studies were
divided according to the discriminability—low or high—of the learning content. In Chapter 8
Metacognitive Development Strategies, data was applied to the DLCP according to the three
classifications of metacognition (Dunlosky & Metcalfe, 2009): metacognitive monitoring,
knowledge and control.
The goal of the research synthesis was to derive an understanding of the mechanismsof-action of the selected learning strategies and their application to the DLCP. The
combination of cognitive load theory, as a ‘science of instruction’ and the new theory of
disuse, a ‘science of learning’ (Desy et al., 2018), assisted the researcher to understand both
instructional design factors and the facilitation of learning. The new theory of disuse and
desirable difficulty framework is revisited as a foundation for the proceeding chapters.
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New Theory of Disuse: Desirable Difficulties
Bjork (1994) introduced the term ‘desirable difficulties’ to describe the effortful
thinking that his research identified led to durable learning. Desirable difficulties are thought
to enhance encoding (storage strength) and recall (retrieval strength) as well as the potential
to apply knowledge in novel contexts (transfer) “to yield knowledge and skills that are
durable and flexible” (Bjork & Bjork, 1992, p. 109). Complementing cognitive load theory,
desirable difficulty leads to the enhanced consolidation of schemas: the reorganising and
stabilising of memory traces and connections with prior knowledge (van Merriënboer &
Kirschner, 2018).
Desirable difficulties are thought to facilitate consolidation through a measure of the
natural process of forgetting. The resultant mental effort to reconstruct knowledge from longterm memory strengthens the memory trace, modifying and connecting it with new learning.
Termed reconsolidation, the struggle to reconstruct a memory may negatively impact
performance in the present, but the thinking that is facilitated deepens learning and enhances
the ability to retrieve knowledge in the future (Brown et al., 2014). Conversely, knowledge
that is easily gained, understood and demonstrates successful retrieval in the short term, for
example within the time frame of instruction, may not be durable in the long term. Illusions
of knowledge may come undone when knowledge is assessed after an educationally relevant
delay, such as an end-of-year exam (Bjork & Bjork, 2011).
It was suspected that the strategies of spaced practice, retrieval practice, interleaved
practice and metacognitive development, had an integral involvement in the DLCP and that
their mechanisms-of-action may be responsible for the student outcomes observed in the
classroom. The theoretical investigation sought to identify potential revisions of the DLCP to
create a more evidence-informed instructional design.
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Chapter 6: Spaced Retrieval Practice

Spaced retrieval practice combines spaced practice and retrieval practice. Initially
these strategies will be discussed separately, however, the proceeding synthesis will focus on
the combination.
Spaced Practice
Some learning material is incidentally spaced and revisited within the classroom
lesson context (Pashler et al., 2007). For example, a synthetic phonics programme usually
introduces a series of phonics sounds which are first practised separately and then through the
decoding of phonetic words. This is followed by reading practice using decodable books and
ultimately, general reading. Similarly, mastered mental mathematics strategies may continue
to be practised through their application in evolving mathematical contexts. Spaced practice
is particularly beneficial when learning is not intrinsically reviewed (Pashler et al., 2007).
Researchers agree that spaced practice can enhance the durable learning of a wide
variety of educational material (Küpper-Tetzel et al., 2014). Memory effects have been
investigated and demonstrated for memorization tasks (Mettler et al., 2016), verbal learning
tasks, mathematics and natural science learning materials (Küpper-Tetzel et al., 2014).
Learning objectives include remembering, conceptual understanding and educationally
relevant skills. Typically, however, learning in mainstream education rarely takes full
advantage of the benefits identified by research in spaced practice (Dempster, 1988; KüpperTetzel et al., 2014; Mettler et al., 2016; Weinstein, 2019). Several reasons have been
identified.
Instructional sequences invariably follow discrete curriculum objectives and resource
materials (Taylor & Rohrer, 2010). Mathematics lessons and practice often follow the
blocked sequence of textbooks and science curriculums move from one topic to the next.
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Spiral curriculums aim to return to prior learning, however, the gap between presentations,
potentially a year, may be broader than the capacity of students to remember the previous
instruction (Mettler et al., 2016). Like the researcher, teachers may not recognise the
difference between performance evidenced during instruction and long-term durable learning
(Bjork, 1999) and may therefore overestimate the retention of knowledge. Multiple classroom
factors may challenge the use of systematic spaced practice within lessons: group delivery
(Kapler et al., 2015), crowded curriculums (Dinham, 2014), variations in prior knowledge
and achievement and the logistics required to customize schedules of practice (Mettler et al.,
2016). Yet, the learning benefits of spaced practice are undisputed (Chen et al., 2017).
Effect sizes resulting from spaced practice are large: Cohen’s d = 0.71 (Hattie, 2009)
to d > 1 (Cepeda et al., 2006), which makes incorporation of the strategy within educational
contexts worth pursuing (Küpper-Tetzel et al., 2014). The scientific community notes,
however, that there is a “missing bridge between research and practice” (Küpper-Tetzel et al.,
2014, p. 72).
Within research investigations, spacing effects are compared to massed learning
effects (Küpper-Tetzel et al., 2014). Massed instruction and practice occur within a single
session or time frame without subsequent or on-going review. Investigations on spaced
practice use similar terms including ‘distributed practice’ and ‘inter-study interval effects’
(also known as lag or gap effects) (Cepeda et al., 2006; Cepeda et al., 2009). Inter-study
interval effects on learning have been identified for durations of minutes (Rowland, 2014),
days, weeks, months and years (Dempster, 1988).
Theories
Spaced practice is yet to be explained by a unified theory that covers all aspects of
empirical findings (Küpper-Tetzel et al., 2014; Smith & Scarf, 2017, Chen et al., 2017). The
effects are linked to four non-mutually exclusive theories: contextual / encoding variability,
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the reconsolidation account, working memory resource depletion effect and study-phase
retrieval. The final theory will be reviewed in the following section on retrieval.
Contextual / Encoding Variability.
Contextual variability proposes that factors present at the time of learning are
associated with the memory (Glenberg, 1979). Such factors include aspects of the physical
environment, like location, sounds or smells, the time of day, the mood of the learner and the
way the material was studied. If practice is spaced, different contextual aspects will be
associated with the memory trace over time. Multiple contextual factors may act as cue to
retrieve the learning after a delay. This theory complements with the new theory of disuse
which links the cramming of study with high performance (Bjork, 1999) through the
likelihood of contextual overlap within a short time frame. Likewise, positive results at a
delayed test may be explained by wider contextual variability over time when practice is
spaced (Küpper-Tetzel et al., 2014).
Reconsolidation Account.
The reconsolidation account suggests that spacing builds the memory consolidation
process across multiple presentations. Initial and subsequent repetitions of the same learning
material integrate, resulting in an enhanced memory and the creation of more durable
learning (Smith & Scarf, 2017). Sleep is thought to play an active role in consolidation:
reactivating memories, reducing forgetting and developing generalizations. Like
reconsolidation, sleep-consolidation benefits from spaced practice (Brown et al., 2014, Smith
& Scarf, 2017).
Deficient Processing Account.
The deficient processing account suggests that spacing intervals, when very short (as
in massed presentation), results in less focused attention (Mettler et al., 2016). Conversely,
spaced presentation of greater durations, refreshes the attention and requires more effortful
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thinking. A recent theoretical explanation for the spacing effect is related to cognitive load
theory (Chen et al., 2017).
Working Memory Resource Depletion.
According to cognitive load theory, working memory capacity is consistent, but varies
between learners (Sweller et al., 1998). In Chen et al.’s (2017) investigation, the working
memory capacity of primary school students was assessed after massed vs. spaced
instruction. They identified that working memory capacity depletes after cognitive effort,
particularly when the tasks have similar cognitive components and demands, as found when
practice is massed. Conversely, their investigation revealed that working memory capacity
recovered after the rest provided by spaced practice. Working memory resource depletion
theory hypothesises that, with time held constant, massed instruction imposes heavier
demands on working memory than learning material that is spaced. They recommend further
research to identify if the rest provided by spacing is also applicable to a change in the type
of cognitive activity, which may be applicable to the learning strategy of interleaving across
domains. The second learning strategy, often associated with spaced learning, is retrieval
practice.
Retrieval Practice
Within the classroom, ‘learning’ is interpreted as the acquisition and encoding of new
curricular content received through materials and activities (Karpicke, 2017). Testing is
understood as either formative, to inform student learning needs or summative, to assess
student learning. Research in cognitive psychology, however, has identified that retrieving
learning from memory in activities such as quizzing, is a learning strategy and has a powerful
effect on retention through the interruption of forgetting (Brown et al., 2014).
Testing as a concept, as previously mentioned, is frequently controversial with
concerns raised about its place and importance in education (Brown et al., 2014). Helping to
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counter the more controversial aspects of testing, a key factor in retrieval practice is that it is
most effective when presented as a low- or no-stakes event (Agarwal & Bain, 2019) and
communicated explicitly to students as a strategy of learning rather than a form of
assessment.
Theoretically described as the testing effect, retrieval includes the recall of facts,
concepts or skills (Karpicke, 2017). Secondary in effectiveness, but also achieving learning
gains, is the recognition of a correct answer, as found in multiple choice tests (Dunlosky,
2013). The synthesis will focus on recall as this is the usual requirement of the DLCP.
Pre-testing on new topics also demonstrates learning benefits through the creation of
mental search sets which benefit subsequent study (Kornell et al., 2009). This aspect is
relevant to the learning of new items when tested in the first pockets of the DLCP.
Since 2006, there has been a dramatic increase in research interest in retrieval
practice, particularly concerning applications to education (Karpicke, 2017). Study designs
often include initial instruction, followed by the comparison of two conditions: a retrieval
task, such flashcard recall, and a study task such as the rereading of learning material (Brown
et al., 2014). A final test is then administered at delays from immediate to several months or
more (Karpicke, 2017).
Rowland’s (2014) meta-analysis on laboratory studies identified the testing effect as
robust. The benefits of retrieval practice have been observed through laboratory memory
studies including the recall of word lists, word-pair learning, foreign language vocabulary
and memorization of prose (Tran et al., 2015). Classroom studies include history facts
(Carpenter et al., 2009), science facts and generalisations (Gluckman et al., 2014), vocabulary
(Küpper -Tetzel et al., 2014; Sobel et al., 2011), maths facts (Schutte et al., 2015) and
mathematics problems (Lyle et al., 2020).
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Theories
Retrieval practice enhances retention, with or without feedback, and stronger effects
are created by free recall than recognition tasks (Carpenter & Delosh, 2006). Research points
to the ‘act of retrieval’ as the mechanism of the testing effect. The effect is thought to be
influenced by two general factors: desirable difficulty that results in retrieval effort (Bjork &
Bjork, 2011) and the initial successful retrieval of the target information (Karpicke, 2017).
Multiple, potentially non-mutually exclusive, theories are proposed for the effects of retrieval
practice.
Transfer-Appropriate Processing.
Whilst not directly related to the mechanism of learning, transfer-appropriate
processing theory highlights the advantage of practising the process required to recall a
memory: the act of retrieval (Karpicke, 2017). Similarly, study-phase retrieval theory is also
descriptive rather than explanatory, however, it is a prominent theory in spaced retrieval
research literature.
Study-Phase Retrieval Theory.
Study-phase retrieval proposes that subsequent memory performances benefit from
the ability to retrieve previous learning encounters with the same material (Kang et al., 2014).
Complementing the new theory of disuse (Bjork & Bjork, 1992), spacing can be adjusted to
manipulate the optimal effort (desirable difficulty) required (Mettler et al., 2016). When an
item of low retrieval strength (low memory accessibility) is retrieved, the storage strength is
enhanced benefiting future retrievals. Successful retrieval over time, reduces forgetting as
compared to restudy conditions (Küpper-Tetzel et al., 2014). Also related to the desirable
difficulty framework, Pyc and Rawson (2009) introduced the retrieval effort hypothesis
which states that the optimal degree of difficulty will be achieved at the longest interval at
which a successful retrieval can be achieved.
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Elaborative Retrieval Account.
When Carpenter and Delosh (2006) manipulated memory cue support, they identified
that fewer cues enhanced retention. In the absence of cues (for example, non-multiple choice
tests), the elaborative retrieval account suggests that less accessible memories result in
greater processing (desirable difficulty), and therefore recall on a delayed test, as compared to
easier restudy. This processing may enhance meaningful cues that link to the memory of
successfully retrieved items which in turn, may assist future recall (Karpicke, 2017). The
elaborative retrieval account view is supported by results demonstrating better retention at
longer inter-study intervals and improved results for recall as compared to recognition
retrieval tasks. The contextual / encoding variability theory is also related to memory cues.
Contextual / Encoding Variability.
In addition to assisting to explain the spacing effect, the contextual / encoding
variability theory is associated with retrieval practice. Like the spacing of to-be-learned
material, it is assumed that contextual information is encoded at an initial retrieval practice
event (Karpicke, 2017). During on-going retrieval sessions, memory searching includes
seeking the previous contextual cues. When successfully retrieved, the initial context is
upgraded with cues from the new context which continues through future retrievals.
Rowland’s (2014) meta-analysis on retrieval practice focused on theoretical
characteristics. He identified that whilst the exact mechanisms remain elusive, the results
support the retrieval effort class of theories. Visible Learning (2019) identifies retrieval
testing as having an effect size of 0.46.
Synthesis
Spaced retrieval practice maximises the benefits of spacing and retrieval (Kang et al.,
2014), interrupting forgetting and producing greater retention of learning at educationally
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relevant delays (Karpicke, 2017). Spacing and retrieval effects are frequently understood in
terms of similar psychological mechanisms (Dempster, 1996).
Spaced retrieval studies often involve initial retrievals to establish a baseline criterion,
an inter-study interval and second retrieval session, followed by a delay (the retention
interval) prior to a final test. A delayed test avoids the confounding effect of working
memory. These conditions may be compared with a single massed presentation that combines
the total learning time, or the comparison of other variables such as duration of inter-study or
retention intervals.
Two research areas address spacing effects: within-session and between-session interstudy intervals (Küpper-Tetzel et al., 2014). Within-session spacing involves a collection of
to-be-learned items that are interspersed within a list. Spacing is achieved through one
presentation in time followed by subsequent non-juxtaposed presentations over seconds or
minutes. This form of spaced practice is termed interleaving. Between-session inter-study
intervals involve durations ranging from day(s) to years (Küpper-Tetzel et al., 2014). The
DLCP includes both types of spacing. Interleaving studies addressing spacing effects are
included in this chapter. A more detailed discussion on interleaving and studies related to the
nature of the learning material, will be discussed in the next chapter.
Research designs involving more than one session may use or compare different types
of inter-study intervals of equal, expanding, contracting or adaptive durations. Optimising the
space (lag effects) between retrieval sessions may have “substantial implications for realworld learning” (Mettler et al., 2016, p. 897).
The selected synthesis studies are focussed on relevance to the DLCP.
Specific goals are to:
•

investigate initial mastery criterion parameters,

•

identify the optimum type and duration of inter-study intervals and to
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•

determine retrieval testing best practice.

Two hundred and twenty-six citations were identified as relevant to spaced and or
retrieval practice. SCOPUS was used to refine the search, identifying prominent authors and
citation frequency. Subsequent snowballing and pearling techniques provided the most
relevant citations. Purposive sampling identified thirty-four papers for abstract reading.
Twenty-seven papers were read and eleven papers of relevance to the DLCP were selected
for the data synthesis.
The DLCP intervention is displayed in Figure 4. Learning content is based on
classroom instruction and the process is preceded by lesson-based activities and practice. The
original process was divided into two phases, the Tutoring Phase and the Mastery Test Phase,
delivered through a combination of tutor and teacher.
Each spaced retrieval session is both a learning event, through the desirable difficulty
strategies, and an assessment of mastery through retrieval testing and corresponding flashcard
movement through the tool. The tool consists of 12 pockets. Eight were originally used by the
process and four were unallocated. Aspects of the process relevant to the spaced retrieval
synthesis include:
•

learning objective complexity,

•

desirable difficulty management,

•

learning load influence,

•

response time criterion,

•

inter-study interval optimisation,

•

feedback and elaboration conditions and

•

the nature of explicit instruction.

The synthesis begins with an analysis of the original Tutoring Phase.
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Tutoring Phase
As displayed in Figure 17, the Tutoring Phase commenced with a teacher judgement
on the appropriate quantity of learning items (the learning load). Learning load was thought
to be a variable that could be manipulated according to student aptitude; it was presumed that
fewer flashcards would make the mastery criterion easier to achieve. For any given learning
item, the number of spaced retrieval sessions for each student was dependent on accuracy and
response time (≤ 4 seconds). The mastery criterion was five consecutive successful recalls
per learning item, which, at one retrieval test per session, required a minimum of five spaced
retrieval sessions, after which, the item moved into the Mastery Test pocket to be assessed 1
– 7 days later. Unsuccessfully retrieved items, or those demonstrating a response time of over
4 seconds, resulted in those learning items returning to the Entry pocket.
Table 6 contains the research study summaries of relevance to the Tutoring Phase.
These studies are interrogated to demonstrate their relevance to different aspects of the DLCP
and to determine if they can inform evidence-informed process maintenance or modification.
Study descriptions to enable stakeholders to evaluate and adjudicate the conclusions.
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Figure 17. The original DLCP spaced retrieval sessions.
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Table 6
Synthesis Studies of Relevance to the Tutoring Phase

Study

Learning Objectives:

Research goals and

Topic and approach

participants

Findings

To examine the learning

Instruction on food chains within

Student results in the spaced condition

effects of spaced vs. massed

different biomes including

outperformed the massed and clumped

Gluckman, M., Vlach, H. A., &

lesson-based science

information, concrete materials,

conditions on memory and

Sandhofer, C. M. (2014).

instruction on memory

demonstrations and explanations.

generalisation questions.

Spacing simultaneously

(facts), simple generalisation

promotes multiple forms of

(concepts) and complex

Pre-test

Results in memory and generalisation

learning in children's science

generalisations (interrelated

curriculum. Applied Cognitive

concepts).

were not significantly related,
Lessons in three conditions

Psychology, 28(2), 266-273.

suggesting spacing supports different
cognitive process for each form of

n = 32

1-week delayed post-test

Lesson conditions:

Classroom context

(free recall, cued recall and forced

massed

Year 1 and 2 students

choice questions)

clumped

Quantitative

spaced
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learning.

Study

Desirable Difficulty:

Research goals and
participants

Topic and approach

Findings

Experiment 1. To test the

The difficulty level of Swahili-

Longer interleaving intervals

retrieval effort hypothesis

English translation word pairs was

(increased difficulty) increased

Pyc, M. A., & Rawson, K. A.

that successful but difficult

manipulated by adjusting within-

retention.

(2009). Testing the retrieval

retrievals enhance memory

session (interleaved intervals) and

effort hypothesis: Does greater

more than easier successful

initial criterion.

difficulty correctly recalling

retrievals.

information lead to higher levels

n = 129

of memory? Journal of Memory
and Language, 60(4), 437-447.

improved retention in the short term
Learning event design: retrieval

but the effect diminished with

attempt + repeated retrievals of

cumulative retrieval trials.

Experiment 2a. To repeat

incorrect recalls to one successful

Exp. 1 using response time as

retrieval within one session

a metric.
n = 98

Increased initial criterion levels

Conditions in which retrieval was
more difficult produced greater

7 initial study criterion levels

memory benefits as compared to

short vs. long interleaved intervals

easier successful retrievals.

short retention test: 25 mins

Response time was confirmed as an

long retention test: 1 week

indicator of desirable difficulty.

Undergraduates
Quantitative
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Study

Learning Load:

Research goals and
participants

Findings

To investigate the

The addition of positive fractions

Using a working memory capacity

relationship between the

with different denominators.

test, students obtained lower cognitive

Chen, O., Castro-Alonso, J. C.,

spacing effect and working

Paas, F., & Sweller, J. (2017).

memory depletion.

Extending cognitive load theory
to incorporate working memory

Topic and approach

load ratings for spaced practice
Schedule:

compared to massed practice.

Worked example slides
primary school students

resource depletion: Evidence

Working memory test

Reduced working memory capacity

Content post-test

may be attributed to resource

from the spacing effect.

Experiment 1

depletion resulting from the greater

Educational Psychology Review,

n= 54

mental effort associated with the

1-19.

Year 4 students

massed condition. Conversely,

Experiment 2

working memory capacity may be

n = 61

reinstated through the rest provided by

Conditions:

massed practice (40 min session) Year 5 students
spaced practice (4 days)

spacing.

Quantitative
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Study

Criterion Level:

Research goals and
participants

Topic and approach

Findings

To determine an optimum

Three variations of a similar

Criterion Level Efficiency:

practice schedule that

experiment:

Initial learning (within session

Rawson, K., & Dunlosky, J.

achieves durable and

Criterion levels - 1 to 4 within-

interleaving): practice to three

(2011). Optimizing schedules of

efficient learning for both

session (interleaved) successful

successful recalls benefited early

retrieval practice for durable and

short term and long-term

retrievals compared across 1 – 5

relearning trials with diminishing

efficient learning: How much is

retention.

subsequent relearning sessions

effects over cumulative trials.

enough? Journal of Experimental

with different final test delays.

Psychology: General 140, 283-

Educationally relevant

302.

spaced retrieval across ≤ 10

Learning event design:

Learning Durability:

https://doi.org/10.1037/a0023956

days

retrieval attempt + repeated

At 1-month and 4-month delayed

retrievals of incorrect recalls to

tests:

one successful retrieval

With the above criterion levels, three

Experiments 1, 2, 3
n = 130, 68, 335

Undergraduates

spaced retrieval sessions were
Schedules were assessed for

optimum for efficiency and learning

efficiency and learning durability.

durability.

Quantitative
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Study

Adaptive Inter-Study Intervals:

Research goals and

Topic and approach

participants

Findings

Experiment 1. To determine

In a single session, learning items

Adaptive scheduling demonstrated

if adaptive schedules of

and filler examples required

greater learning gains at the delayed

Mettler, E., Massey, C. M., &

practice outperform fixed

participants to match African

test, increased response times and

Kellman, P. J. (2016). A

schedules (equal or

country names with location using

reduced forgetting between tests:

comparison of adaptive and

expanding).

interleaving with an adaptive or

fixed schedules of practice.

n = 72

fixed presentation schedule.

Journal of Experimental

Adaptive intervals M= 0.42
Fixed expanding intervals M = 0.31

Psychology: General, 145(7),

Experiment 2. To determine

Pre-test

897-917.

if the benefits of adaptive

Learning phase with feedback

https://doi.org/10.1037/xge0000

schedules relate to individual

Immediate test

Greater learning gains are achieved

170

students or learning items.

Delayed test (1 week)

when spacing is adapted according to

n = 48

Fixed equal intervals = M = 0.30

on-going student performance, not
learning item difficulty.
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Learning Objectives.
Prior to the researcher’s development of the DLCP, traditional mastery learning
folders were frequently used as tools for fact learning. Likewise, research on spaced practice
has traditionally focused on factual memory tasks, however in the last decade, studies have
begun to investigate higher order learning objectives, such as generalisations. Generalisation
tasks involve presenting learners with a range of information from which they are required to
develop abstractions and applications to new contexts (Gluckman et al., 2014). A study by
Gluckman et al. (2014) investigated if spaced practice could benefit both memory and
generalisation learning objectives. The results of this study may inform the use of the DLCP
beyond the learning objectives of remembering, understanding and applying (Anderson &
Krathwohl, 2001; Bloom et al., 1956).
Set within the classroom, Gluckman et al.’s (2014) study used Year 1 and 2
elementary school participants studying food chains in the context of different biomes
(grasslands, artic, ocean, swamp and desert). Lesson instruction included introductory science
facts, concrete materials such as proportionally correct animal figurines, demonstrations and
explanations. The topic facilitated the learning of information (vocabulary and facts), simple
generalisations (large animals eat smaller ones) and more complex generalisations (food
chain interdependency). Three spaced conditions were investigated:
•

massed (no spacing) – four lessons in immediate succession,

•

clumped – two lessons on one day and two lessons on the next and

•

spaced – one lesson per day over four days.

One week after the final lesson for each condition, students received a post-test. Questions
included free recall, cue-recall (memory tasks) and forced choice questions which assessed
both memory and generalisation objectives.
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The students in the spaced learning condition significantly outperformed the other
conditions. Analysis revealed that memory and generalisation scores were not significantly
related, indicating that the improvement in memory tasks was not responsible for the
generalisation results. The authors suggest that different cognitive processes are involved for
each type of learning with spaced practice supporting both lower and higher order learning
objectives.
Within the Year 1 classroom, the foundational learning objectives of remembering,
understanding and applying were the focus of the DLCP. However, given the results of
Gluckman et al.’s (2014) study, practice material to facilitate higher order learning objectives
may be possible if the tutor has the capacity to accurately assess the answers and provide
relevant feedback. Student leader tutors, for example, may not have the appropriate level of
knowledge. Future research may inform the potential of the DLCP to facilitate learning gains
for objectives at higher levels of complexity.
Desirable Difficulty.
Desirable difficulty (Bjork & Bjork, 2011) is created through spacing the retrieval of
learning items. Pyc and Rawson (2009) sought to further define the characteristics of
desirable difficulty. They designed an investigation to test their retrieval effort hypothesis
which states that “difficult but successful retrievals are better for memory than easier
successful retrievals” (p. 437). Their study used interleaved learning items which were
subject to different conditions.
Studies within the desirable difficulty framework frequently recommend an initial
learning benchmark, known as a criterion level, as a foundation of further practice. Pyc and
Rawson (2009) used the criteria of 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 or 10 correct retrievals within the initial
session to manipulate the difficulty of item retrieval in a subsequent retrieval session. The
assumption was that a criterion of 10 correct retrievals would make subsequent recall easier
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than one successful retrieval. Secondly, they addressed the interleaving intervals between
presentations of the same learning item. Half the participants had short intervals between
these presentations, the remainder had long. The effects on retention were assessed at two
intervals (25 minutes and 1 week).
Pyc and Rawson’s (2009) results demonstrated that higher initial criterion levels
improved retrieval at the short retention interval. This result is consistent with the desirable
difficulty concept that performance during instruction produces short-term learning gains
(Bjork, 1999). However, as the initial criterion level increased, the desirable difficulty
decreased, as did retention at the 1-week delayed test, creating what is described as a
curvilinear relationship. Further, longer intervals between presentations of the same item,
increased difficulty and improved retention at the delayed test.
Pyc and Rawson’s (2009) demonstration of the retrieval effort hypothesis highlights
the relevance and importance of desirable difficulty management. This concept is of
fundamental importance to the DLCP and will be addressed in different aspects of the
process throughout the synthesis. Previously, the quantity of active learning items (learning
load), was understood to be the major variable in the management of difficulty.
Learning Load.
Prior to first use of the DLCP, the researcher made a judgement on the appropriate
number of active flashcards to be learnt by each student in any given session (the learning
load) based on the learning aptitude of each student. The quantity ranged from a minimum of
three flashcards, to over twenty. At the mastery test, the learning load could be adjusted.
In the researcher’s experience, learning items that had arrived in the Mastery Test
pocket usually had a high retrieval success rate. If, over the period of a few weeks, a student
did not demonstrate this level of mastery, the first response was to ask the tutor how they
were delivering the process. If the process was being followed faithfully, the researcher
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would respond by reducing the learning load, believing that less learning items would reduce
the level of difficulty and so make recall easier. Two studies challenge this assumption.
First, Pyc and Rawson’s (2009) investigation classifies desirable difficulty as effortful
but successful retrieval. The quantity of learning items would therefore be irrelevant to the
difficulty of each learning item. Second, the learning load may impact on each student’s
individual working memory capacity.
Chen et al.’s (2017) working memory resource depletion hypothesis suggests that
working memory capacity is reinstated by the rest provided by spacing, and potentially
(though not yet researched) by changes in topic. DLCP learning items are spaced; within and
between pocket interleaving provides temporally short spacing, and retrieval sessions are
spaced over days. If spacing refreshes working memory capacity, then the learning load may
not negatively impact cognitive load. The results of Chen et al. (2017) and Pyc and Rawson
(2009), suggest that learning load may be unrelated to the level of difficulty. The learning
load does, however, relate to the practical aspect of time-on-task for students, tutors, and
teachers during retrieval sessions.
If time was unlimited, students could learn many things. In the classroom context,
however, the educator’s goal of durable learning is highly restricted by this variable.
Learning efficiency is, therefore, a very relevant component of instructional design. Rather
than moderating difficulty, the learning load may be adjusted to optimise the overall average
duration of the retrieval session.
Issues of time relate directly to the availability of tutors and the practicalities of a
single classroom teacher conducting a weekly mastery test with all students. During the
Tutoring Phase (students and tutors), the duration of the retrieval session varied between 3
and 8 minutes for up to 20 flashcards per student. In the Mastery Test Phase (students and
teacher) the retrieval session was shorter, 2 to 4 minutes, due to only one pocket being tested.
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In the classroom delivery mode, based on 5 minutes per student, one tutor could conduct
retrieval sessions with approximately four or more students within the 20 minutes available
before the school bell. In this case, approximately six tutors would be required to cover a
class of 24 students. The researcher found this number to be an achievable goal, given the
variety of tutor options described in Chapter 4. Concurrent Mastery Test Phase testing by the
teacher may be staggered across the week at a rate of five students a day, or scheduled during
other suitable timeslots, such as during independent student activities. If available, education
assistants may also be involved. Based on the scenario described2, reducing the learning load
by five learning items, may result in an approximate 1-minute gain per student which would
reduce the overall average duration of the retrieval session to around 16 minutes. Therefore,
the learning load could be used to adjust the time-on-task according to time and tutor
availability.
Response Time.
Pyc and Rawson’s (2009) second experiment sought to replicate their Experiment 1
results, using response time rather than accuracy to determine difficulty. The items with
lower criterion levels were more difficult and demonstrated longer response times which
decreased with increasing criterion levels. Response time was also longer for items in the
longer interval condition. These results confirmed that response time is an indicator of
difficulty and the findings of Experiment 1.
In the original DLCP, each retrieval was interpreted only as a test of mastery. The
researcher estimated that a response time of ≤ 4 seconds was considered to be a
demonstration mastery for any given learning item. However, the new understanding that

2

24 students and 6 tutors = 4 students per tutor

20 flashcards ≈ 5 minutes per student ≈ 20 minute overall retrieval session duration
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every spaced retrieval session within the DLCP is also a learning event, has implications for
response time duration. Pyc and Rawson’s (2009) study demonstrated that (a) successful but
effortful retrievals had greater impact on retention than easy or unsuccessful retrievals and (b)
both accuracy and response time were indicators of difficulty. The misplaced emphasis on
mastery reduces the thinking time available for effortful retrieval, short-changing the
potential benefits of desirable difficulty, therefore, the DLCP response time expectation
requires modification.
Changing the emphasis from mastery to effortful retrieval could be achieved by
increasing the available response time (within practical limits). The researcher estimates that
≤ 10 seconds would provide sufficient time for both effort and criterion assessment, which
may be assessed by future research. Response time could also be used to adjust the desirable
difficulty: increasing the time available for struggling students or reducing it for students
demonstrating quick correct answers. The concept of learning efficiency has been
investigated through attempts to optimise schedules of practice according to criterion level.
Criterion Level.
Many spaced retrieval practice studies establish an initial criterion level for to-belearned items, often for the methodological purpose of establishing a uniform baseline,
however, a small number of studies have compared the effects of initial criterion levels with
subsequent retention. Pyc and Rawson’s (2009) results were based on one interval between
the establishment of criterion levels and the delayed tests, however, a study by Rawson and
Dunlosky (2011) compares criterion level with retention results over multiple spaced retrieval
sessions. These results are of relevance to the DLCP Tutoring Phase.
Rawson and Dunlosky (2011) sought to assess the optimum amount of spaced
retrieval practice for durable and efficient learning in three related experiments. Two student
learning goals were considered: the need to both pass a course exam (short-term retention)
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and to maintain the necessary prior knowledge for a subsequent more advanced course (longterm retention: 1- 4 months).
The investigation assessed two variables: the effects of initial learning criterion and
the effects of relearning after retrieval. Relearning sessions involved one successful retrieval
for any item, or, for unsuccessfully retrieved items, repeated interleaved retrieval to the
criterion of one successful recall. Step two of the original DLCP included repeated retrievals
with the same goal. For the purposes of this discussion, ‘relearning sessions’ are described as
spaced retrieval sessions as each session is spaced and commences with a retrieval attempt.
In the first session, Rawson and Dunlosky (2011) established criterion levels of 1, 2, 3
or 4 successful recalls. This was followed by one to five spaced retrieval sessions to
determine the relationship between the initial criterion level and retention results. Learning
efficiency was assessed by averaging the total number of retrieval trials per item at each
criterion level for comparison with the learning gains at the five spaced retrieval sessions.
The results demonstrated a relationship based on the desired durability of the knowledge.
Like Pyc and Rawson (2009), Experiment 1 identified that higher initial criterion
levels improved learning over short durations. More specifically, Rawson and Dunlosky
(2011) determined a criterion level of three successful recalls was optimum for students to
remember learning for events such as a forthcoming test as relative retention gains
diminished with additional spaced retrieval sessions (demonstrated in Experiments 2 and 3), a
finding that will be further discussed later in the text. However, Rawson and Dunlosky (2011,
p. 300) state, “we would still advocate that learners practice to a higher initial criterion” as
research has identified that students [and perhaps teachers] are inclined to abandon
independent practice after one successful recall, a view also supported by Kornell and Bjork
(2007). Additionally, higher initial criterion levels also modestly assist subsequent relearning
(Rawson & Dunlosky, 2011).
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The concept of an initial criterion level had been previously interpreted by the
researcher as a responsiveness to individual student needs; the DLCP content was based on
prior knowledge, classroom instruction, ongoing assessment and learning progressions.
However, the Tutoring Phase involves spaced retrieval intervals of short duration (day/s)
analogous to the establishment of Rawson and Dunlosky’s (2011) initial criterion level. The
tutoring phase will henceforth be renamed the Criterion Phase, to reflect the initial learning
goal of short-term retention over a period of days.
In Experiment 2, three spaced retrieval sessions resulted in a score of 56% on the
delayed cued-recall test which was a 75% improvement on the score after one session,
demonstrating the benefit of additional spaced retrieval sessions. The effect of higher
criterion levels, however, attenuated with further spaced retrieval sessions.
In Experiment 3, Rawson and Dunlosky (2011) increased the number of spaced
retrieval sessions, from one to five with a delayed cued-recall test conducted at one and four
months. For the 1-month retention duration, an average of seven trials per item were required
to meet the criterion in the initial session, though in subsequent sessions, only one or two
trials were required to return items to criterion due to faster relearning, indicative of
improved efficiency with an increasing number of relearning sessions. Using the time-on-task
metric, in the first session, practice of 6.3 mins per item was required to establish the criterion
level, but the second spaced retrieval session added only 0.7 minutes to practice time and the
third, 2.7 mins. Retention scores improved at each spaced retrieval session, however, relative
gains diminished in sessions four and five.
Similar results were achieved at the 4-month delayed cued-recall test3. The longer
retention interval also identified that more spaced retrieval sessions equalled greater learning

3

NB This test implicitly included an additional retrieval session due to the 1-month

delayed test which was included in the data.
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gains, however, as the number of sessions increased, the relative retention gains diminished.
In terms of efficiency, smaller gains in retention (2% in Session 5) came at the cost of more
time-on-task (additional practice trials): once again demonstrating a curvilinear relationship.
This relationship, also demonstrated by Pyc and Rawson (2009), suggests learning efficiency
may be optimised by a reduced number of spaced retrieval sessions, for a minimal sacrifice
of learning gains.
Rawson and Dunlosky (2011) concluded that practice schedules optimised for
learning efficiency and durability are dependent on student or teacher learning retention
goals. Students inevitably require both short and long-term retention. The authors selected a 3
+ 3 schedule to address these goals: practice to the criterion of three correct retrievals during
initial learning, followed by three subsequent spaced retrieval sessions. This combination
may enhance retention goals and the increased efficiencies that come from a reduced number
of retrievals. Whilst the research designs of Pyc and Rawson (2009) and Rawson and
Dunlosky (2011) do not directly align with the instructional design of the DLCP, their results
provide some principles for potential modifications. First, some differences need
highlighting.
Dunlosky and Rawson (2011) and Pyc and Rawson (2009) both used repeated spaced
retrieval practice (interleaved practice) within their initial sessions to achieve the required
criterion levels. Interleaved practice uses temporally short intervals of seconds to minutes.
This is different to the DLCP which involves only one retrieval attempt per session during the
Criterion Phase, resulting in longer spaced intervals of hours and days. Whilst the Rawson
and Dunlosky (2011) study did not address the variable of spacing, they note that the retrieval
test at 1-month provided an expanded retention interval which may have positively
influenced the results at the 4-month retrieval test, as greater spacing is associated with
improved memory effects (Cepeda et al., 2008; Dunlosky et al., 2013; Kang, 2016). This
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DLCP condition may, therefore, not be disadvantageous to comparisons. The effects of
spacing will be addressed in a forthcoming section.
Pyc and Rawson (2009) using temporally short interleaved retrieval, and Rawson
and Dunlosky (2011) using multiple retrieval sessions, both demonstrated a curvilinear
relationship between the number of retrieval sessions and retention, a factor of relevance to
the original criterion level of the DLCP. In the original DLCP, if recall was not successful in
any spaced retrieval session, the item was returned to the Entry pocket which resulted in
additional retrieval sessions. The criterion level was set at five consecutive successful recalls
for any given learning item, as illustrated in Figure 18.
Figure 18. The criterion level process for the original DLCP.

This high criterion level held the potential to produce multiple spaced retrieval sessions. As
an example, an unsuccessful retrieval at the third pocket results in the learning item returning
to the Entry pocket. If followed by continuous successful retrievals, a minimum of eight
spaced retrieval sessions will be required to reach the criterion level of five consecutive
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retrievals. Table 7 illustrates the number of spaced retrieval sessions resulting from one
unsuccessful retrieval in the third pocket, one to five times.

Table 7
Number of Unsuccessful Retrievals at Pocket 3 Versus Total Number of Retrieval Sessions
with a Criterion Level of Five Consecutive Retrievals

Unsuccessful retrievals

Number of Spaced
Retrieval Sessions

1

8

2

11

3

14

4

17

5

20

The range of eight to twenty spaced retrieval attempts is excessive for two reasons.
First, Rawson and Dunlosky (2011) demonstrated that criterion levels higher than three
successful initial recalls had diminishing returns on retention results. Second, Pyc and
Rawson, (2009) demonstrated that as criterion levels increase, desirable difficulties and
therefore long-term retention, also decrease. The original criterion level of five consecutive
retrievals within the DLCP could, therefore, be counterproductive to each item’s desirable
difficulty. The principles demonstrated in both studies suggest that reducing the criterion
level of the DLCP may improve both learning efficiency and durability.
The criterion level could be reduced in two ways. First, the number of pockets within
the Criterion Phase could be reduced from five to three. Second, rather than a requirement for
consecutive successful retrievals, successful retrievals could be cumulative. This could be
achieved if unsuccessfully retrieved items are returned to their pocket of origin, rather than to
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the Entry pocket (Figure 19). Using the same scenario as previously described, an
unsuccessful retrieval at the third pocket (followed by successful retrievals) would result in a
cumulative total of four retrieval sessions rather than eight. Table 8 compares the two
criterion level conditions.

Figure 19. The Criterion Phase process for the modified DLCP.
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Table 8
Number of Unsuccessful Retrievals at Pocket 3 Versus Total Number of Retrieval Sessions
Comparing Three Cumulative Retrievals with Five Consecutive Retrievals

Unsuccessful
retrievals

Number of Spaced Retrieval Sessions
Three Cumulative

Five Consecutive

Successful Retrievals

Successful Retrievals

1

4

8

2

5

11

3

6

14

4

7

17

5

8

20

Although this modification may still result in more than three initial successful
retrievals (Rawson & Dunlosky, 2011), the increased spacing afforded by only one retrieval
per session may increase the desirable difficulty for potential learning gains. Whilst the
studied articles suggest a substantial reduction criterion levels and number of spaced retrieval
sessions, future research on the Criterion Phase, could investigate optimum learning and
efficiency conditions.
Inter-Study Intervals.
Inter-study intervals within the original DLCP were set according to practical
classroom considerations. For example, during the first year of implementation, the DLCP
was a homework strategy and scheduled Monday to Thursday creating four inter-study
intervals of 1 day, and an interval of four days over the weekend. In the following year,
practice sessions were scheduled prior to the morning school bell. To suit the classroom
timetable, these sessions were scheduled on a Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
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resulting in two inter-study intervals of 1 day, one of 2 days and another of 3 days over the
weekend. Other factors influencing sessions and intervals included school events such as
excursions and student absences.
The difficulty of a retrieval is based on the storage strength of a learning item for an
individual student at any given point in time (Bjork & Bjork, 1992). The optimum inter-study
interval for each student will be a successful retrieval of their learning items at the longest
duration (Pyc and Rawson, 2009). Mettler et al., 2016 (p. 898) acknowledges that “it is
logistically difficult for educators to customize schedules of practice for individual students
and topics”.
Prior knowledge, performance accuracy and response time are indicators of storage
strength (Mettler et al., 2011) and can be used for manipulations of desirable difficulty. As
previously described, the DLCP seeks to address prior knowledge through teacher
assessments and observations. Performance accuracy for any given learning item is addressed
through mastery criteria and the movement of flashcards. Flashcards move forward to the
next pocket when successfully retrieved or, if retrieval is unsuccessful, are returned to the
pocket of origin. To facilitate effortful thinking, a response time of ≤ 10 seconds is the
revised measure of storage strength for a successful retrieval.
To address storage strength and provide desirable difficulty, Mettler et al. (2011)
developed a software-based learning system called Adaptive Response-Time-based
Sequencing (ARTS) system. The adaptive system uses an algorithm that assigns a priority
score to each item which facilitates dynamically scheduled spacing intervals. Mettler et al.,
(2016) designed two experiments comparing the ARTS system to fixed scheduling.
In Experiment 1, twenty-four African countries and their map locations were learned
(with related unassessed filler items) through spaced retrieval (with feedback) in the
interleaved condition. There were two between-subject conditions based on schedule
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presentation: adaptive spacing (ARTS) or fixed spacing. The fixed space items were further
divided into equally spaced or expanding and all items were presented four times. Two
primary dependent measures were used across items: accuracy and response time. A post-test
was administered immediately after the learning session, followed by an identical test one
week later.
The adaptive schedule used real-time performance data. Relevant factors included:
accuracy, response time, number of trials since the last presentation and enforced desirable
difficulty delay. Additionally, a priority score based on the ARTS algorithm defined storage
strength with items competing for presentation at the next trial. The fixed equal condition,
spaced items at equidistant interleaved intervals, with the distance between items expanding
in the other fixed condition.
At the delayed post-test, the adaptive condition outperformed the fixed schedules for
item accuracy. Forgetting was measured in all conditions by subtracting the delayed test
results from the immediate post-test. The adaptive condition resulted in less forgetting than
the fixed conditions. Additionally, the adaptive condition demonstrated a trend towards faster
response times. In summary, “adaptive spacing based on ongoing assessments of learning
[storage] strength yields greater learning gains than fixed schedules” (Mettler et al., 2016, p
897). Mettler et al.’s (2016) second experiment identified that learning gains improve when
spacing is adapted according to on-going performance rather than item difficulty.
Mettler et al. (2016) used adaptive inter-study intervals for learning items in the
interleaved condition and obtained results consistent with the desirable difficulty framework
(Bjork & Bjork, 2011). Whilst interleaving is a potential DLCP learning strategy (which is
addressed in the forthcoming chapter), the results of their investigation are not directly
applicable to the inter-study intervals between spaced retrieval sessions. However, the
desirable difficulty principles applied to the ARTS algorithm and the learning gains achieved
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through individual adaptation may be theoretically applied and tested empirically in future
research. The relevant principles include real-time responsiveness, accuracy (mastery
criteria), response time and the potential expansion or contraction of spacing intervals
according to storage strength. These factors together with Pyc and Rawson’s (2009) principle
that successful but effortful retrievals are the most advantageous for durable learning, may
inform between-session inter-study interval modifications during the Criterion Phase.
The original DLCP used real-time performance data by adjusting the number of
retrieval sessions based on item performance accuracy, and the use of response time data has
now been included. The original between-session inter-study intervals, however, related only
to classroom practicalities; classroom and homework schedules were fixed based on factors
such as tutor availability, before school commitments or parent participation during
homework sessions. The researcher’s experience suggests that the adjustment of inter-study
intervals may be of most relevance to either low or high aptitude students.
The researcher has observed that most students experience successful retrieval of new
learning items within the first few spaced retrieval sessions, however, a small number of
students continue to struggle. Adaptive intervals may hold great potential for these students
to achieve effortful, but successful retrievals (Pyc & Rawson, 2009).
During the Criterion Phase, tutors could be requested to advise the teacher of any
students demonstrating continued retrieval difficulties. Poor results during the Mastery Test
Phase would also raise teacher awareness. Based on the principles of desirable difficulties
(Bjork & Bjork, 2011), and the ARTS system research (Mettler et al., 2016), shorter interstudy intervals could be incorporated for students failing to achieve successful retrievals at
the standard intervals. Any adjustments to the spacing between intervals must, however, be
practical and achievable in the classroom context.
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One option could be to schedule additional spaced retrieval sessions in between the
established classroom intervals through a combination of classroom and home delivery. For
example, parents of struggling students could be asked if they would be willing to conduct a
small number of spaced retrieval sessions at home. Figure 20 provides an example of how the
inter-study interval could be reduced to address low storage strength and potentially provide
more tailored desirable difficulty for these students.
Within this sample schedule, the longest inter-study interval is 2 days. Monitoring
student progress at the longer intervals may assist in evaluating the suitability of the selected
schedule. Inter-study intervals could be contracted (by adding sessions) or expanded (by
reducing the number of sessions) per week according to the student’s progress. Whilst the
researcher observed a small group for whom the established intervals created too much
difficulty, they also noted a small number of students for whom the desirable difficulty was
too low. The adaptation of between-session inter-study intervals may also be responsive to
their learning needs.
Durable learning is not associated with fast, easy acquisition (Bjork & Bjork, 1992;
Pyc & Rawson, 2009). If high aptitude students demonstrate quick response times and
successful retrieval early in the Criterion Phase, the level of desirable difficulty may be
insufficient. Initially, the classroom teacher would need to ensure that the learning content
was appropriate to the student’s prior knowledge and followed advanced learning
progressions. With these conditions met, desirable difficulty could be increased by the tutor
disregarding easier learning items during one or more spaced retrieval sessions, thereby
creating a longer inter-study interval for those items. Alternatively, the student may have a
reduced total number of spaced retrieval sessions per week.
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Figure 20. Criterion Phase sample schedules for a student with low storage strength with
delivery through homework and classroom delivery.

From the middle primary years, high aptitude peers may be included in the tutor team
for one session per week to increase the interval to their next session. This would increase the
desirable difficulty they experience and may enhance durable learning. Assessments of
response time (≤ 10 seconds) and accuracy may therefore facilitate the dynamic adaptation of
inter-study intervals according to desirable difficulty, for students finding retrieval at the
standard intervals too difficult or not difficult enough for optimal learning.
Elaboration.
Elaboration is a form of retrieval practice that asks how and why questions of learners.
When asked for explanations of newly learned content or strategies students search their
memory for the cognitive schemas related to the subject at hand (Dunlosky et al., 2013; van
Merriënboer & Kirschner, 2018). When found, the new learning links to the discovered
associations and analogies (prior knowledge), to create meaningful contexts (Dunlosky et al.,
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2013; Kalyuga, 2009; van Merriënboer & Kirschner, 2018). The established cognitive
schema is enhanced (elaborated) and due to additional retrieval pathways, becomes more
accessible in the future. The term ‘knowledge elaboration’ describes this process.
The benefits of elaboration have been demonstrated for learners of different ages
(from upper primary school), stages and abilities (Roediger & Pyc, 2012). As a retrieval
strategy, asking questions to facilitate elaboration is described as elaborative questioning or
interrogation (Dunlosky et al., 2013). Self-interrogation or explanation are terms used for
independent learners.
The benefits of elaborative interrogation are most pronounced when questioning is
tailored to a student’s prior knowledge (Dunlosky et al., 2013). Under these conditions, the
effects of elaborative questioning have been shown as robust for different types of factual
(Dunlosky et al., 2013) and complex (Sumeracki et al., 2019) information.
The original DLCP followed retrieval testing with checking for understanding and
repeated retrievals. Rawson and Dunlosky (2011) demonstrated that repeated retrievals
within the criterion phase, accrued minimal learning gains. Facilitated by the tutor,
elaborative interrogation could replace the repeated retrievals of the original DLCP after the
completion of testing at each pocket. Elaborative questions may benefit memory for both
successful and unsuccessful retrievals. Examples of elaboration questions may include:
•

Why did you choose this strategy?

•

How did you remember this …?

•

Can you explain your thinking?

•

How does this relate to …?

•

Could this apply to …?

•

Which part did you find tricky?

•

Can you think of a way to remember it next time?
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Rowland’s (2014) meta-analysis noted that increased semantic processing and
elaboration may lead to greater testing effect benefits. Future research on the use of
elaborative interrogation within the DLCP, may shed light on the effectiveness of its
inclusion for young students across different subject areas and levels of learning. In addition,
to stimulating thinking and learning, student responses provide feedback to tutors to guide
their explicit instruction and provision of supportive information (van Merriënboer &
Kirschner, 2018; Sweller et al., 2019). The relationship between elaborative interrogation and
metacognition is discussed in Chapter 8, Metacognitive Development Strategies.
Explicit Instruction.
Cognitive load theory informs instructional design through explanations of cognitive
architecture (Sweller, 1988). Working memory capacity limits the rate and scope of
knowledge acquisition. The expertise reversal effect identifies that, whilst advanced learners
benefit from independent problem-solving practice, novice learners in a knowledge domain
require explicit instruction and supportive information to manage cognitive load (Kalyuga,
2009). Through one-on-one elaborative interrogation, trained tutors may have the potential to
assess student knowledge, control cognitive load and tailor instructional guidance according
to changing student learning needs (Kalyuga, 2009).
Nickrow et al. (2020, p. 1) describe tutoring “as one of the most versatile and
potentially transformative educational tools in use today”. Their meta-analysis of
interventions identified an overall pooled effect size estimate of 0.37 with impacts on
learning strongest for teacher / paraprofessional directed programmes, earlier grades and
those conducted during school. Through tutoring, the DLCP may facilitate reduced
extraneous cognitive load through the demonstration of worked examples in mathematics,
followed by a related problem-solving example for the novice student (Chen & Kalyuga,
2020). Additional point-of-need examples could be added to the student’s folder for further
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spaced retrieval practice. Worked examples and further resources may be provided to the
tutor by the teacher in print form or displayed during the classroom retrieval session.
Following the Criterion Phase, learning items entered the Mastery Test Phase.
Mastery Test Phase
The Mastery Test Phase was facilitated by the classroom teacher and included an
inter-study interval and a final spaced retrieval session. In the original DLCP, learning items
achieving the criterion level moved from the last active pocket, into the Mastery Test pocket
to await the mastery test (Figure 21). This movement occurred during any session between
the previous mastery test and the next. As mastery testing usually occurred weekly, the interstudy interval was between 1 and 7 days. At the mastery test, successfully retrieved items
moved to the Mastered pocket. In the original DLCP, unsuccessfully retrieved items were
returned to the Store pocket to recommence the process from the start.
Principles from studies on the optimum number of retrieval sessions (Rawson &
Dunlosky, 2011) and adaptive intervals (Mettler et al., 2016) combine with studies on interstudy and retention intervals (Table 9) to provide insights into potential modifications of the
Mastery Test Phase.
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Figure 21. The original DLCP Mastery Test Phase.
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Table 9
Synthesis Studies of Relevance to the Mastery Test Phase
Study

Research goals and

Topic and approach

Findings

participants
Inter-study Intervals for Retention:
To investigate the relative

Learning of 60 Japanese-

When retrieval practice occurs over

Kang, S., Lindsey, R., Mozer, M., &

efficacy of equal and

English word pair translations

days or weeks expanding scheduling

Pashler, H. (2014). Retrieval practice

expanding spaced retrieval

were compared in two

produces a better average

over the long term: Should spacing be

practice schedules across

scheduling conditions: equal

performance, faster acquisition and

expanding or equal-interval?

educationally relevant

and expanding.

slight retardation of forgetting during

Psychonomic Bulletin & Review, 21(6),

training durations.

1544-1550.

training.
Initial study period

https://doi.org/10.3758/s13423-014-

Participants: adults

Session 1: Three cycles of

0636-z

n = 37

retrieval practice for all items
Sessions 2-6: Three cycles of

Training period: 28 days

retrieval practice according to
allocated schedule

Corrective feedback
Delayed test: 56 days
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Study

Research goals and

Topic and approach

Findings

participants

Küpper-Tetzel, C. E., Kapler, I. V., &

To investigate the optimal

Arbitrary word pairs were

The optimal schedule varied with the

Wiseheart, M. (2014). Contracting,

distribution of three

learnt over three sessions

required retention interval. A

equal, and expanding learning

learning sessions for the

within one week. Analysis of

contracting schedule was

schedules: The optimal distribution of

retention of paired

results compared equal,

advantageous for 1 and 7-day

learning sessions depends on retention

associates with retention

contracting or expanding

retention intervals. Equal and

interval. Memory & Cognition, 42(5),

intervals from 0 to 35

intervals with retention

expanding schedules produced better

729-741.

days.

intervals of 0, 1, 7 or 35 days.

performance at the 35-day retention

https://doi.org/10.3758/s13421-0140394-1

interval, demonstrating a 43%
Participants:

Tests: free and cued recall

university students
n = 210

Study duration: 7 days

advantage compared with the
contracting schedule.

Session 1: Pairs retrieved to a
criterion of two successful

Expanding schedules maintained

cued-recalls with feedback

higher performance during learning.

Sessions 2 & 3: Retrieval
practice with feedback
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Study

Research goals and

Topic and approach

Findings

participants

Cepeda, N. J., Vul, E., Rohrer, D.,

To assess final test

Learning session 1: 32 facts

Optimal lag intervals are a function of

Wixted, J. T., & Pashler, H. (2008).

performance as a function

learned to a criterion of one

the required retention interval.

Spacing effects in learning: A temporal

of lag (inter-study interval) correct recall

ridgeline of optimal retention.

and retention interval to

Psychological Science in the Public

determine optimal lag.

The optimal gap compared to no gap
Lag period variable

Interest, 19(11), 1095-1102.

resulted in an overall increase in recall
of 64%.

https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-

Participants:

Review session: two retrievals

9280.2008.02209.x

mixed ages and

for each fact with feedback

optimal lag for 1 year retention is 5 –

nationalities
n = 1354

Retention interval variable

26 lag / retention intervals

Two tests without feedback:
1. Recall

Equated study times

As a proportion of test delay, the

2. Recognition (multiple
choice)

Context: laboratory
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10% (18 – 36 days).

Study

Research goals and

Topic and approach

Findings

participants

Lyle, K. B., Hopkins, R. F., Hieb, J. L.,

To investigate the increase

32 targeted precalculus

At short delay: increased retrieval and

& Ralston, P. A. (2020). How the

in the amount and spacing

learning objectives

spacing practice boosted retention

Amount and Spacing of Retrieval

of retrieval practice for

Practice Affect the Short- and Long-

short and long delays in

Class tutorial for each

Term Retention of Mathematics

mathematics.

objective

compared to other conditions.

Knowledge. Educational Psychology
Review, 32(1), 277-295.

boosted retention at a similar
Quantitative

https://doi.org/10.1007/s10648-01909489-x

At long delay: additional spacing

Participants:

Quiz questions requiring

magnitude observed at the short delay

problem solving with

test but was not influenced by

feedback

increased retrieval practice.

Undergraduates
Conditions:

n = 62

Short delay test:

baseline

within-semester short day

within-semester exam

increased spacing

n = 51

increased retrieval

between-semester long day Long delay test:

increased spacing and retrieval

between-semester diagnostic
Context:

readiness exam for proceeding

authentic undergraduate

calculus course

course
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Number of Sessions.
Rawson and Dunlosky (2011) identified a 3 + 3 combination of spaced retrieval
sessions: three during initial learning to establish a criterion level, followed by three further
spaced retrieval sessions. Two Mastery Test Phase modifications may be incorporated in
relation to their findings.
First, as displayed in Figure 21, the original Mastery Test Phase included only one
spaced retrieval session, the final mastery test. The addition of two more spaced retrieval
sessions would bring the process into alignment with Rawson and Dunlosky’s (2011) study.
Following the reallocation of pockets during the Criterion Phase, the remaining pockets may
be repurposed to facilitate these additional spaced retrieval sessions.
The original mastery learning folder tool contained four unassigned pockets. The
process modification which reduced the criterion level from five consecutive successful
retrievals to three cumulative retrievals created another two spare pockets. Three of these six
pockets may be utilised to provide additional spaced retrieval sessions.
Second, sending unsuccessfully retrieved items from the Mastery Test pocket back to
the Store pocket returns them to the start of the process and therefore subjects them to
potentially excessive retrievals (Rawson & Dunlosky, 2011). As revised in the Criterion
Phase, unsuccessfully retrieved items could be returned to the Mastery Test pocket for
another retrieval attempt following the intervening interval (usually 1 week). Figure 22
displays these modifications. Optimum inter-study intervals for durable learning have been a
topic of research debate.
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Figure 22. The revised Mastery Test Phase spaced retrievals.

Inter-Study Intervals.
Consistent with the desirable difficulty framework (Bjork & Bjork, 2011), Mettler et
al.’s (2016) study identified that the adaptation of inter-study intervals based on ongoing
student performance achieved learning gains beyond fixed (equal or expanding) schedules of
practice. The Criterion Phase was revised by the option to adapt the number of spaced
retrieval sessions to moderate difficulty for selected students. The modified Mastery Test
Phase now contains additional retrieval sessions and inter-study intervals which may be
scheduled to optimise learning duration effects. The Mastery Test Phase is therefore better
described as the Retention Phase.
Researchers have attempted to identify optimal inter-study intervals based on equally
spaced, contracting and expanding practice schedules (Figure 23). In a detailed review of
retrieval practice, Karpicke (2017) stated that equal, contracting and expanding intervals had
not demonstrated statistically significant differences, however, Kang et al. (2014) claim that
this is because the research designs have consisted of predominately single learning sessions
with effects assessed by a single final test, rather than on performance throughout a training
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period. Additionally, interval testing has been based on spacing of short duration in the
interleaved condition. Whilst Rowland’s (2014) meta-analysis confirms learning gains at
intervals in the order of minutes, Kang et al. (2014) suggest that a single learning session is
unlikely to demonstrate results relevant to the retention of learning at educationally
meaningful delays. In response, they designed an investigation to focus on the more
educationally relevant schedule of multiple spaced retrieval opportunities and an assessment
of recall throughout training as well as at a delayed test.

Figure 23. Potential Retention Phase inter-study interval schedules.

Note. Adapted from “Student Instruction Should Be Distributed Over Long Time Periods”,
by D. Rohrer, 2015, Educational Psychology Review, 27(4), p. 636
(https://doi.org/10.1007/s10648-015-9332-4).
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Kang et al. (2014) used Japanese-English word pair translations to investigate equal
and expanding spaced retrieval practice schedules across educationally relevant durations,
followed by a 56-day delayed test. Their results indicated that when retrieval practice occurs
over days or weeks, an expanding schedule produces a better average performance, faster
acquisition and a slight retardation of forgetting during training when compared with equal
spacing. In the same year, Küpper-Tetzel et al. (2014) conducted a similar experiment to
determine the optimal scheduling of three learning sessions comparing equal, contracting or
expanding intervals at different retention durations.
In Küpper-Tetzel et al.’s (2014) study, university student participants learnt arbitrary
noun pairs to the criterion of two successful retrievals. Memory performance was assessed
immediately, and at retention delays of 1, 7 or 35-days by free and cued-recall tests for each
practice schedule. A contracting schedule optimised results at the 7-day retention interval,
however, at the most educational relevant interval of 35-days, the equal and expanding
schedules outperformed the contracting schedule by 43%. Additionally, analysis revealed that
expanding practice produced better performance during learning. They concluded that the
results demonstrated an association between schedule condition and the required retention
interval.
The laboratory studies of Kang et al. (2014) and Küpper-Tetzel et al. (2014) suggest
that expanding intervals may provide optimal learning gains at educationally relevant delays.
Rawson and Dunlosky (2011, p. 298) confirm that “the diminishing returns of increasing
relearning [spaced retrieval] sessions may be overcome by expanding the interval between
later sessions” a finding consistent with increasing the desirable difficulty. However, the
absence of contextually relevant studies with younger students must be noted. Until empirical
DLCP research provides greater clarity, expanding intervals reflect accessible results. A well-
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known study by Cepeda et al. (2008) may provide insight into the optimal duration of these
expanding inter-study intervals.
Interval Durations.
The goal of education and the focus of the DLCP, is long-term learning retention.
Minimally, learning from one year level should endure to provide a baseline of prior
knowledge relevant to the curriculum in the following year. Cepeda et al.’s (2008) study
sought to investigate the duration of inter-study intervals for the retention of learning over
substantial periods of time, as required within educational contexts. Their comprehensive
investigation used a large adult population (n = 1354), multiple delayed tests and retention
intervals of up to one year. With study times equated, this systematic study used 26 interstudy vs. retention interval conditions to identify educationally relevant durations for durable
learning.
Participants within Cepeda et al.’s (2008) study learnt 32 facts to the criterion of one
successful retrieval. This was followed by the assigned inter-study interval after which a
review session was administered with a criterion level of two successful retrievals (with
feedback). The prescribed retention interval was then applied, followed by a recognition and
recall test.
The conclusion of their analysis was that inter-study intervals are contingent on the
desired or required retention interval, a result also reported by Küpper-Tetzel et al. (2014),
Pyc and Rawson (2009) and Rawson and Dunlosky (2011). The results are consistent with
encoding variability and study-phase retrieval theories (Cepeda et al., 2008). The recall test
was of greatest relevance to the DLCP and these results are displayed in Table 10.
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Table 10
Inter-study Intervals (Optimal Lag) for Different Retention Intervals and Improvement
Compared with No Lag for Recall Testing

Days
Retention Intervals

7

35

70

350

Optimal Lag

1

11

21

21

Improvement

10%

59%

111%

77%

With the criterion established, an inter-study interval of 1 day resulted in a retention
interval of 7 days. A 35-day retention interval was achieved by inter-study interval of 11
days. A retention interval of 70 and 350-days was the closest to the ideal retention interval of
1 year. This was achieved by an inter-study interval of 21 days. These inter-study intervals
are potentially applicable to the DLCP, moderated by the understanding that Cepeda et al.’s
(2008) results were based on adult populations. Future research using the DLCP may provide
an opportunity to refine the application of Cepeda et al.’s (2008) results through
investigations with younger students.
The goal of inter-study intervals is to provide sufficient spacing to create effortful but
successful retrievals (Pyc & Rawson, 2009). Within the Criterion Phase, the first goal is to
create sufficient storage strength for an effortful but successful retrieval at short durations
(days). During the first two spaced retrieval sessions of the Retention Phase, the aim is for
effortful but successful retrievals as learning items move forward within the process. The
final inter-study interval seeks to facilitate a long retention interval, approximately one year,
during which time a student may be exposed to related lesson-based content.
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As previously discussed, the modified pocket arrangement includes three Criterion
Phase pockets and three Retention Phase pockets, leaving four assigned pockets. These
pockets may be repurposed in the Retention Phase to create longer inter-study intervals
through the inclusion of rest pockets that simply hold the learning items.
Expanding intervals may be facilitated through a delineation between the tutor
sessions that occur over a period of days, and the sessions that are conducted weekly, by the
classroom teacher. Figure 24 displays the pockets addressed during the tutor sessions. As
indicated, the tutor could facilitate the first short rest interval of the Retention Phase by

Figure 24. Inter-study intervals facilitated by the tutor.
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skipping the retrieval testing of items in the Rest pocket for one session as further explained
below.
As previously described, retrieval testing by tutors commences from Pocket 6 and
works backwards. Successfully retrieved items move forward, and unsuccessfully retrieved
items return to their pocket of origin. After testing the Pocket 6 items, the tutor moves the
flashcards from Rest Pocket 5 into Pocket 6 without testing them. There they remain until the
next session. This facilitates a short one session rest interval, which, depending on the
practice schedule of three to five sessions per week, will be between two and four days. A
supplementary video demonstration of the tutor session procedure can be accessed via the
link below4. The remainder of the Retention Phase is conducted by the classroom teacher
once a week.
Figure 25 displays the six remaining pockets of the Retention Phase. Retrieval testing
by the classroom teacher commences from Pocket 11, Mastery Test, and works backwards to
Pocket 7. As there are three rest pockets and two retrieval pockets, the process is quick. Items
successfully retrieved during the testing of Pocket 11 move to the Mastered pocket, where
they may be added to a cumulative total or graphed (Appendix J). Periodically, mastered
flashcards may be removed from the tool and stored in a zip-lock bag. The teacher checks
student understanding of the unsuccessfully retrieved items and returns them to the same
pocket for another attempt, one week later. The Mastery Test pocket now receives the bundle
of resting learning items from Pocket 10 and Pocket 10 receives the resting items from
Pocket 9. The teacher then conducts a spaced retrieval session on the learning items within
Pocket 8, with successfully retrieved items moving forward, or returning to the same pocket
if not retrieved, for another retrieval attempt at the next teacher session. Pocket 8 then

4

Tutor Session Animation: https://youtu.be/fLncM4W842s
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receives the resting learning items from Pocket 7. During the teacher directed session,
additional learning items may be added to the Store pocket or the learning load may
occasionally be adjusted to manipulate total classroom time-on-task if required. A
supplementary demonstration can be accessed via the link below5.
Figure 25 also highlights the inter-study intervals. The second expanding rest interval
spans pockets seven and eight where learning items rest for a total of 7 – 14 days. A
successful retrieval after this interval, may facilitate retention of sufficient duration for a
challenging but successful retrieval at the final mastery test, 21 days later6. The resting of
flashcards in pockets nine to 11 results in the largest inter-study interval of 21 days which is
associated with a retention interval of 70 – 350 days (Cepeda et al., 2008). Of practical
relevance to the DLCP, Cepeda et al., (2008) found that whilst a 21-day inter-study interval
was optimal for the longest retention, the rate of subsequent forgetting after this interval was
very slow. This provides a measure of flexibility in the timing of the mastery test should
contextual factors cause a delay. A supplementary animation of the inter-study intervals can
be accessed via the link below7.

5

Weekly Teacher Session Demonstration: https://youtu.be/SPitkw6knLU

6

Cepeda et al.’s (2008) results demonstrated a retention interval of 35 days for an

inter-study interval of 11 days.
7

Inter-Study Intervals Animation: https://youtu.be/rKSlqdeDcKo
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Figure 25. The second and third expanding inter-study intervals within the Retention Phase
administered by the teacher.

Figure 26 compares the original DLCP pocket allocation with the modified version
and includes the usual roles of tutor and classroom teacher. It should be noted that schools
using the DLCP assign roles according to their available resources. For example, in some
schools, teachers manage the allocation of learning items but use education assistants to
conduct the entire process.
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Figure 26. Original and modified DLCP pocket allocation.
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The Cepeda et al. (2008) study provides valuable insights into inter-study intervals for
learning retention at educationally meaningful durations. Modifications to the DLCP will
require further research to determine if the inter-study and retention intervals identified by
Cepeda et al.’s (2008) study translate to school-aged populations. Figure 27 summarises the
Retention Phase spaced retrieval modifications. To conclude the synthesis of spaced retrieval
research applications, a study by Lyle et al. (2019) set in an educational context, ties together
several findings.

Figure 27. The revised Retention Phase.

Lyle et al. (2020) investigated three spaced retrieval conditions to determine how the
retention of classroom learning is affected by the following spaced retrieval conditions:
increased spacing, increased retrieval and increased spacing and retrieval. The participants
were undergraduate students participating in a regular within-semester pre-calculus course.
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Retrieval practice took the form of quiz questions. A baseline condition was
established through the presentation of three quiz questions for each target learning objective
at the first quiz session. In the spaced condition, the inter-study intervals were manipulated;
quiz questions (on the same learning objective) were distributed across the first four weeks of
the course in an expanding schedule (days 1, 7 and 14). The amount of retrieval was varied
by the provision of one or two questions at these sessions. Increasing only the amount of
retrieval was achieved by presenting all six quiz questions on each learning objective at the
first session.
Two retention intervals were assessed. First, a within-semester condition in the form
of a pre-calculus course exam was administered at a short delay of 4 weeks after the final
spaced retrieval session. Second, a between-semester condition was presented in the form of
a diagnostic readiness exam for the forthcoming calculus course. This involved a longer
delay of 12 weeks after the final spaced retrieval session.
Consistent with desirable difficulties, their study revealed that increased spacing
reduced quiz performance during the instructional phase but led to retention gains at both the
pre-calculus exam and diagnostic readiness exam. Due to the nature of the forgetting curve,
the proportion correct at the longer retention interval was less than at the shorter duration,
however, the spacing effect was similar for both when compared to the baseline condition.
Consistent with the previous studies, increased retrieval practice improved retention at
the short delay, though the effect size was smaller than that achieved by spacing the practice.
Similarly, Lyle et al. (2020) identified that increased retrieval practice did not influence
retention at the longer delay, rather, long term retention was best served by spaced practice,
which in their study, was presented in an expanding interval schedule.
Lyle et al.’s (2020) classroom study demonstrated similar results to previous studies
that were conducted in less educationally relevant contexts. They confirm that spaced
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practice is the major factor influencing learning retention at educationally meaningful delays
which may support the inclusion of expanding DLCP spaced intervals. Figure 28 displays the
features of the DLCP that have been maintained or modified through the spaced retrieval
synthesis.
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Figure 28. Summary of the maintenance and modifications of spaced retrieval sessions within the DLCP.
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Future Research
In addition to the investigation of variable conditions within the DLCP, an evidenceinformed DLCP may provide an instrument for testing a variety of variables using relevant
curriculum materials and naturalistic classroom conditions. Table 11 provides examples of
potential research.
Table 11
The DLCP as a Potential Instrument for Contextually Relevant Investigations
Investigation
Comparison of retention results using

Related Studies
Gluckman et al. (2014)

learning objectives at different levels Bloom’s
taxonomy.
Contextually relevant applications of the

Lyle et al. (2020)

DLCP for students of different ages and
abilities.
Manipulation of variables to determine

Chen et al. (2017)

working memory effects.

Kalyuga (2009)
Chen & Kalyuga (2020)

Criterion Phase:

Mettler et al. (2016)

Manipulations of desirable difficulty using

Pyc & Rawson (2009)

the variables of response time, criterion level,

Rawson & Dunlosky (2011)

adaptive inter-study intervals, number of

Dunlosky et al. (2013)

spaced retrieval sessions and inter-study

van Merriënboer & Kirschner (2018)

interval durations.

Kalyuga (2009)

Elaboration and explicit instruction variables.
Retention Phase:

Cepeda, et al. (2008)

Manipulations of desirable difficulty using

Kang, et al. (2014)

the variables to determine optimal inter-study

Küpper-Tetzel et al. (2014)

intervals for retention at educationally

Lyle, et al. (2020)

relevant delays, interval scheduling and

Dunlosky et al. (2013)

optimal number of retrieval sessions.

van Merriënboer & Kirschner (2018)

Elaboration and explicit instruction variables.

Kalyuga (2009)
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Spaced practice and retrieval practice feature in several lists describing effective
cognitive psychology learning strategies. The report “Organising Instruction and Study to
Improve Student Learning” commissioned by the Institute of Education Sciences, U.S
Department of Education, includes both strategies in their seven recommendations for
schools (Pashler et al., 2007). More recently, the US National Council on Teacher Quality
report “Learning About Learning” (2016) confirms their selection of spaced and retrieval
practice (Pomerance et al., 2016). In their detailed monograph, “Improving Students’
Learning with Effective Learning Techniques: Promising Directions from Cognitive
Psychology”, Dunlosky et al. (2013) attributed a high utility factor to spaced and retrieval
practice, ranking them as the most effective strategies from a review of ten instructional
strategies. In a related article, Dunlosky (2013, p. 16) states that, in combining spaced and
retrieval practice, “many students will begin to master material they never thought they could
learn”. Visible Learning (2019) research on student achievement influences assigns an effect
size of 0.79 for deliberate practice, 0.46 for retrieval practice and 0.65 for spaced practice
compared to massed. It is hoped that future empirical research will assess the application of
spaced retrieval research to the DLCP and create a process that is evidence-informed,
contextually relevant and manageable for classroom teachers.
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Chapter 7: Interleaved Practice

Learning is influenced by the way it is presented and sequenced (Carvalho &
Goldstone, 2019). Learning ideally moves from simple to complex (Kirschner & Neelan,
2018) through remembering, understanding and applying objectives (Anderson & Krathwohl,
2001; Bloom et al., 1956). The DLCP supports classroom instruction guided by macro
sequences such as learning progressions and micro sequencing involving the juxtaposition of
learning content in flashcard format.
Investigations within cognitive psychology have identified micro sequencing effects
which may have applications to classroom instruction and interventions. The desirable
difficulty strategy of interleaved practice is a micro sequencing condition appropriate to
certain learning conditions (Birnbaum et al., 2013; Kornell & Bjork, 2008). Chapter 5:
Theoretical Foundation, raised the hypothesis that the mixing of content within the DLCP
may be identified as interleaving.
Interleaved practice involves the shuffling or interspersing of learning examples from
different domains or categories, rather than grouping by topic (which is termed blocking). A
representation of blocked versus interleaved practice is displayed in Figure 29. This chapter
includes interleaving definitions, key elements of theory, tabulated and narrative descriptions
of synthesis studies and potential applications to the DLCP.
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Figure 29. Blocked versus interleaved practice.

Interleaved practice involves sequencing within and between different hierarchies of
to-be-learned information. Hierarchical definitions used within the thesis discussion, are
described as follows:
•

A domain is defined “as a sphere of knowledge” (Merriam-Webster, n.d.). It
may be broad, such as mathematics or more specific, for example, an
understanding of chess.

•

A category is a subset of a domain. It is defined as “any of several
fundamental and distinct classes to which entities or concepts belong”
(Merriam-Webster, n.d.). Categories may contain similar examples (low
discriminatory) or dissimilar examples (high discriminatory).

•

Examples within a category are known as exemplars, may be a concept
(including facts) or a procedure. Mathematics examples include long division
and formula calculations.

Figure 30 illustrates these classifications in the blocked condition for an investigation
conducted by Rohrer and Taylor (2007).
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Figure 30. Organisational hierarchies displayed in the blocked sequencing condition.
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Rohrer and Taylor’s (2007) study provides a general example of an interleaving
investigation. College students were presented with related exemplars (formulae) to calculate
the volume of four different geometric solids. Half of the participants practised the volume
calculations blocked by the type of solid, practising the formula for the volume of a spheroid,
followed by the formula for a half-cone, then the other two geometric solids sequentially
(Figure 30). The remaining participants received the same overall number of practice items
presented in the interleaved condition (Figure 31). By nature, blocked practice states or
provides the relevant formula. Conversely, the interleaved condition facilitates the practice of
both formula selection and the solution procedure (Taylor & Rohrer, 2010). In this
investigation, greater positive learning gains were achieved through interleaving the practice
questions than by blocking them. Category structure is one classification used to distinguish
interleaving studies.
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Figure 31. Rohrer and Taylor’s (2007) interleaved sequencing condition.
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Within interleaving investigations, category structure is based on the discriminability
of exemplars. Discriminability may be described as low (having highly similar exemplars) or
high (low similarity exemplars). Like Rohrer and Taylor’s (2007) investigation, most
interleaving studies are based on low discriminatory perceptual features (Brunmair &
Richter, 2019). Other examples include the identification of artists’ work by style (Kornell &
Bjork, 2008), the recognition of butterflies (Birnbaum et al., 2013), and the identification of
different bird species from the same taxonomic order (Wahlheim et al., 2011). Second in
prevalence (Brunmair & Richter, 2019), are studies within the mathematics domain such as
the selection of appropriate fraction arithmetic rules (Patel et al., 2016) and formula
calculations of of faces, corners, edges and sides for different geometric solids (Taylor &
Rohrer, 2010). Different populations have been studied, from three-year-olds (Vlach et al.,
2008) to older learners (Kornell et al., 2010). Ostrow et al. (2015) explored interleaved
practice with middle school students in an information technology learning context, using an
adaptive tutoring platform. Each of these studies identified that the interleaving of practice
exemplars achieved greater learning gains than the blocking of exemplars.
A smaller sample of studies has investigated the interleaving of high discriminatory
learning content such as word pairs from different subject areas (Hausman & Kornell, 2014),
superficially dissimilar mathematics problems (Foster et al., 2019; Rohrer et al., 2014; Rohrer
et al., 2015) and mixed domain concepts (Yan & Sana, 2020). Figure 32 provides an
illustration of low and high discriminatory learning content displayed in the blocked
condition.
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Figure 32. Diagrammatic representation of low or high discriminatory learning content.
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Different category structures and schedules of practice may support different types of
learning. Ultimately however, students in all year levels are required to integrate and apply
the learning objectives of topics or concepts. They need to have the “specific knowledge to
perform the familiar aspects of those problems, but, above all, have the necessary general and
abstract knowledge to deal with the unfamiliar aspects” (van Merriënboer & Kirschner, 2017,
p. 8). The ability to generalise conceptual understandings (category learning) through
exposure to multiple related exemplars is described as inductive learning (van Merriënboer &
Kirschner, 2018).
Inductive Learning Effects
Traditionally, blocking learning by topic was thought to facilitate inductive learning
through highlighting the similarities between exemplars in a category (Kornell & Bjork,
2008). Logically, the spacing of exemplars through interleaving should make the associations
more difficult to discern (Kornell & Bjork, 2008). However, research suggests that when
within- and between-category exemplars are low discriminatory, interleaved practice does
facilitate learning (Kirschner & Neelan, 2018; Kornell & Bjork, 2008; Weissgerber et al.,
2018). Research on interleaving is dominated by studies focussed on inductive learning using
low discriminatory material, for example, the previously described practice of formulae
algorithms (exemplars) for different geometrical solids (categories) (Rohrer & Taylor, 2007).
Under certain conditions, inductive learning may also be facilitated by the blocking of
practice (Carvalho & Goldstone, 2015; Carvalho & Goldstone, 2020). Two theories
specifically address inductive learning through interleaving and/or blocked conditions: the
discriminatory contrast hypothesis (Kang & Pashler, 2012) and sequential attention theory
(Carvalho & Goldstone, 2015).
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Theories
Discriminative Contrast Theory.
Kurtz and Hovland (1956) first proposed a discrimination hypothesis for the effects of
interleaving which has since been replicated and refined by other studies (for example,
Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014; Guzman-Munoz, 2017; Kang & Pashler, 2012; Kornell &
Bjork, 2008; Wahlheim et al., 2011 and Zulkiply & Burt, 2013). Discriminative contrast
theory proposes that categories and exemplars which are very similar, for example perceptual
features of bird species, helps the learner to better identify and remember the differences
between the related categories (Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014). This result is thought to be
achieved by juxtaposing different exemplars over time (Foster et al., 2019) leading to the
ability to classify novel examples. In addition to perceptual features, the need for
discrimination is also applicable to many types of mathematical problems (Rohrer & Taylor,
2007) at nearly every level (Rohrer et al., 2015). The sequential attention theory (Carvalho &
Goldstone, 2014) seeks to explain how the discriminative contrast theory is applicable in both
interleaved and blocked practice schedules under certain conditions.
Sequential Attention Theory.
Sequential attention theory (Carvalho & Goldstone, 2015) proposes that interleaved
and blocked schedules highlight different aspects of the to-be-learned material. Enhanced
learning will be achieved using the sequencing schedule that highlights the most challenging
feature of the material. “Learners focus their attention on and encode mostly differences
between objects of different categories and similarities among objects of the same category”
(Carvalho & Goldstone, 2015, p. 7). When exemplars of different categories are similar (lowdiscriminatory features), interleaving will benefit category learning though discriminative
contrast. Conversely, when within-category similarity is low (high-discriminatory features),
the challenge is to determine how the exemplars are similar; blocking exemplars may
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facilitate the identification of the feature that characterises the category. According to
sequential attention theory, “any situation that changes the relative importance of differences
between categories versus similarities within categories should show similar results”
(Carvalho & Goldstone, 2015, p. 8).
Meta-Analysis
Brunmair and Richter (2019) conducted a meta-analysis on interleaved studies
designed for inductive learning effects. They used Hedge’s g for effect sizes for studies with
sample sizes less than 208. A moderate overall interleaving effect (Hedges’ g = 0.42) was
determined, however there was variety in effect based on setting and the type of learning
material. The studies based upon paintings had the largest effect (g = 0.67), followed by
mathematics (g = 0.34). Low or negative effects were identified for some language-based
content. The results supported the sequential attention (Carvalho & Goldstone, 2015) and
discriminative contrast theories (Birnbaum et al., 2013; Kang & Pashler, 2012). Theories
related to the interleaving of both low and high discriminatory material are thought to be nonmutually exclusive (Foster et al., 2019). Many researchers propose that the study-phase
retrieval theory may also have an involvement in inductive learning (Foster et al., 2019;
Guzman-Munoz, 2017; Rohrer et al., 2015).
Spaced Learning Effects
Whilst most interleaving studies relate to the investigation of low discriminatory
learning material (Brunmair & Richter, 2019), learning gains have also been observed
through the interleaving of high discriminatory content (Rohrer et al., 2014). The theory of
relevance for this category structure is study-phase retrieval.

8

Hedge’s g (sample size < 20) and Cohen’s d (sample size ≥ 20) are comparable.
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Theories
Study-Phase Retrieval.
Interleaving spaces the within- and between-category retrieval of learning material
(Rohrer et al., 2019). Birnbaum et al. (2013) observed that greater spacing between
exemplars within the same category had positive memory effects. As previously discussed,
study-phase retrieval is a theory based on spacing and testing (retrieval) effects.
When practice is blocked, the category defines the concept or procedure, so this
information does not need to be retrieved (Rohrer et al., 2015). However, when practice is
interleaved (spaced), the retrieval of concept and/or procedure information requires the
learner to revisit previous thinking, increasing the desirable difficulty (Bjork & Bjork, 2011),
which reinforces the memory pathway for future retrievals (Foster et al., 2019; GuzmanMunoz, 2017). Recall is required for two steps: the selection of a strategy and the execution
of it (Rohrer et al., 2015) for both low discriminatory and high discriminatory content
(Rohrer et al., 2014; Rohrer et al., 2015, Foster et al., 2019).
In conclusion, there are three main non-mutually exclusive hypotheses which seek to
explain the learning benefits of different practice sequences:
•

the discriminatory-contrast hypothesis (interleaving for inductive category
learning),

•

sequential attention theory (interleaved or blocked sequences for inductive
category learning) and

•

study-phase retrieval hypothesis (inductive or non-inductive learning).

To explore interleaved practice within the DLCP, literature was examined to identify the
alignment and relationship between sequencing theories and potential DLCP maintenance or
modification.
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Synthesis
Classroom instruction is frequently modelled on the sequencing format of textbooks
which inherently present learning content in the blocked condition (Rohrer et al., 2014;
Rohrer & Taylor, 2007). Blocked practice within lessons naturally follows. The DLCP aims
to differentiate and consolidate the content of this instruction, however, the self-paced
mastery process results in the overlapping of cumulative cross-curricular learning material.
Therefore, by default, flashcards within the DLCP may be interleaved by both domain and
category.
Three hundred and four citations were identified as potentially relevant to interleaving
within the DLCP through initial database searching. SCOPUS was used to refine the search
using more specific criteria. Forty-seven articles were identified. Snowballing and pearling
techniques revealed further relevant citations with forty-one papers selected for abstract
reading. Thirty-one papers were read in part (11) or whole (20). Sixteen papers were
identified as having potential to shed light on the interleaving of low and high discriminatory
learning material. Purposive sampling was employed for the selection of ten studies for data
synthesis.
The classifications of high and low discriminability are used to divide studies within
the synthesis to provide insight into evidence-informed application of interleaved and
blocked conditions to the DLCP. Each classification includes study descriptions to enable
stakeholders to evaluate and adjudicate the conclusions.
Low Discriminatory Material
Low discriminatory learning material features in studies related to inductive learning.
Learning gains are attributed to the identification of differences between features of
sequentially presented exemplars. The studies of most relevance to this synthesis are (a)
related to school curriculums, (b) focussed on remembering, understanding and applying
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(Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Bloom et al., 1956) and (c) those potentially applicable to the
DLCP. Consequently, most studies selected for this section are related to mathematics
learning.
Table 12 summarises the data from five studies, comparing the interleaving of low
discriminatory material to the blocked learning condition. The first study by Kornell and
Bjork (2008) introduces the finding that interleaving supports inductive learning. The next
three studies focus on classroom mathematics learning using student populations from Year 4
to Year 7. The final study by Carvalho and Goldstone (2014), compares interleaved and
blocked sequencing conditions for the inductive learning of low or high discriminatory
material.
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Table 12
Synthesis Studies of Low Discriminatory Interleaved Learning Material
Study

Research goals and
participants

Topic and approach

Findings

Kornell, N., & Bjork, R. A. (2008).

To investigate blocked

Experiment 1a. Multiple paintings

Interleaved study led to more

Learning concepts and categories:

versus

by different named artists

effective inductive learning than

Is spacing the “enemy of

interleaved practice of low-

presented in the blocked or

blocked study for recall of artist

induction”? Psychological science,

discriminatory material for

interleaved condition.

name and recognition of painting

19(6), 585-592.

inductive learning.

style.
Experiment 1b. As above with

Domain:

Participants: undergraduates

fine arts - paintings

Experiment 1a. n = 120

Categories: artists

Experiment 1b. n = 72

Experiment 2. Novel paintings

Blocked Mean = 35%

Exemplars: paintings by artist

Experiment 2. n = 80

including studied artists, to test

Exp 1b.

recognition by style as familiar or

Interleaved Mean = 59%

non-familiar.

Blocked Mean = 36%

Context: laboratory

participants grouped by condition.

Exp 1a.
Interleaved Mean = 61%

Exp 2.
Quantitative

Interleaved Mean = 77%

Post-test

Blocked Mean = 67%
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Study

Research goals and
participants

Topic and approach

Findings

Taylor, K., & Rohrer, D. (2010).

To compare the effects of

Formula selection and calculation

Interleaving impaired results during

The effects of interleaved practice.

interleaved versus blocked

of the number of faces, corners,

the practice session, however, it

Applied Cognitive Psychology,

practice of low-

edges and sides of different

improved scores on a delayed test

24(6), 837-848.

discriminatory formulae

geometric solids.

due to the increased discrimination

calculations.
Domain: geometry

in pairing formulae with the
Tutorial provided

Categories: prisms

Participants: Year 4 students Quantitative

Exemplars: algorithms

(n = 24)

Practice session and test, post-test

Context: classroom

appropriate solution procedure.

Post-test scores:
Interleaved 78%

Group 1. Interleaved practice
Group 2. Blocked practice
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Blocked 38%

Patel, R., Liu, R., & Koedinger, K.

Experiment 1.

Addition and multiplication of

Interleaving facilitated practice of

R. (2016, August). When to block

To compare the effects of

fractions with same and different

the decision to convert fraction

versus interleave practice?

interleaved versus blocked

denominators, followed by novel

denominators, and improved

Evidence against teaching fraction

practice of low-

fraction division calculations.

accuracy results in the post-test.

addition before fraction

discriminatory fraction

multiplication [Paper presentation].

addition and multiplication

Instruction provided

Interleaving improved the transfer of

Cognitive Science Society 38th

calculations and to assess

Annual Meeting, Philadelphia, PA,

the transfer of knowledge

Quantitative

United States.

when applied to novel

Pre-test, mid-test and post-test

fraction division

with corrective feedback

Domain: fractions

knowledge to the division of

calculations.

Categories: addition, multiplication

fractions.

Post-test scores:
Interleaved 79%

Group 1 Participants:

Non-interleaved 68%

and denominator conversion

Participants: Year 6 students Blocked practice

Exemplars: algorithms

(n = 70)

Period 1: 24 fraction additions

Transfer to fraction division post-

Context: classroom

Period 2: 24 fraction

test:

multiplications

Interleaved 70%
Non-interleaved 57%

Group 2 Participants:
Interleaved practice
Period 1: 24 randomised questions
Period 2: 24 randomised questions
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Rohrer, D., Dedrick, R. F.,

To assess the efficacy of

Four types of algebra problems

Interleaving produced large learning

Hartwig, M. K., & Cheung, C. N.

interleaved practice and

(graph, inequalities, expressions

gains in a delayed test, a result

(2019). A randomized controlled

evaluate the feasibility of

and circles) were interleaved with

which may have been enhanced by

trial of interleaved mathematics

implementation in the

unrelated filler problems and

practice. Journal of Educational

classroom.

compared with the blocked

ability to pair problem type

condition.

with solution procedure

Psychology.

•

https://doi.org/10.1037/edu0000367 Participants: Year 7 students

incorporation of between-

Teacher assistance was provided

session spaced practice due

Study duration: 5 months

during assignment completion.

to study duration and

Caveats:

Categories: graph, inequalities,

Students took more time to
complete questions in the
interleaved condition.
Test benefits may be smaller
with shorter test delays.
Initial blocked practice may
be desirable.
Practice included corrective
feedback.
Interleaved practice within
this regime included three
strategies: interleaving,
spacing and retrieval.

Exemplars: algorithms

increased discrimination

Fifty-four classes (n = 787)

Domain: algebra

expressions and circles calculations

•

•

retrieval practice.

Quantitative
initial classroom blocked practice

Test Scores

cluster randomized controlled trial

Interleaved 60.7%
Non-interleaved 37.6%

Practice phase (8 assignments),
Review worksheet and test

Group 1. Interleaved practice
Group 2. Blocked practice
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Effect size d = 0.83

Study

Research goals and
participants

Topic and approach

Findings

Carvalho, P. F., & Goldstone, R. L.

Experiment 1.

Study of blob figures (“alien

The interleaved condition achieved

(2014). Putting category learning in

Compared high within- and

cells”) to identify species by

greater generalisation for novel

order: Category structure and

between-category similarity

perceptual features.

items of high-similarity categories.

temporal arrangement affect the

with low within- and

benefit of interleaved over blocked

between-category similarity

Quantitative

(Blocked condition results will be

study. Memory & Cognition, 42(3),

in interleaved versus

Study task with corrective

discussed within the high

481-495.

blocked conditions.

feedback

discriminatory section.)

Generalisation task (no feedback)
Domain: visual discrimination

Participants: undergraduates

Categories:

high similarity/low

Group 1. High similarity condition

high within-category similarity
low within-category similarity
high between-category similarity
low between-category similarity
Exemplars: blob figures

discriminatory

- blocked & interleaved exemplars

(n = 29)
low similarity/high

Group 2. Low similarity condition

discriminatory

- blocked & interleaved exemplars

(n = 32)
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Prior to Kornell and Bjork’s (2008) investigation, the blocked presentation of related
low discriminatory examples was thought to better facilitate the abstraction of principles and
concepts (inductive learning) through highlighting the similarities of exemplars (Kornell &
Bjork, 2008). In what became a seminal study, Kornell and Bjork (2008) sought to determine
the size of the blocking effect and the presumed reduced effectiveness of the interleaved
condition by assessing students’ ability to identify the work of different artists. The results
“caused a small stir in the field of applied cognitive psychology” (Guzman-Munoz, 2017, p.
421). When participants were tested with a novel painting by a studied artist, results
indicated that artists’ whose work had been interleaved were more successfully identified
than those that had been blocked. Overall, 78% of participants better recognised the new
works when the artists had been presented in the interleaved condition. This study generated
interest in the application of interleaving to educationally relevant materials and contexts.
Taylor and Rohrer (2010) followed their 2007 study with another investigation related to
geometric solids, with Year 4 students.
With spacing held constant, participants in the blocked or interleaved condition were
assessed on their ability to select the appropriate formula and compute the number of faces,
corners, edges or sides of different geometric solids (Taylor & Rohrer, 2010). Results
indicated that the interleaved practice condition impaired performance during practice,
however, it doubled the subsequent scores on a delayed test, 77% versus 38%. The authors
claim that the interleaved condition required the participants to remember both the formula as
well as the solution procedure, so when presented with a delayed test, they were better
prepared to discern the formula and complete the related procedure. Both groups produced a
similar amount of fabrication errors (where a formula not encountered in the investigation
was used). The discrimination errors, however, which involved selecting the wrong formula
from the instructional set, were 10% for the interleaved group and 46% for the students who
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used blocked practice. The desirable difficulty “incurred during the practice session proves to
be ultimately worthwhile” for the low discriminatory learning material (Taylor & Rohrer,
2010, p. 844).
The effectiveness of interleaving for reducing discrimination errors was also tested by
Patel et al. (2016) using fraction addition and multiplication calculations with Year 6 student
participants. The tasks, which only differed in appearance by the type of operator (+ or x),
had very different solution procedures. Errors in these types of fraction problems are most
frequently due to incorrect strategy selection. Students were assessed on the key requirement
to first recognise if the conversion of denominators was appropriate before completing the
calculation and the remaining procedure. The blocked group received fraction addition
questions in one lesson period, followed by fraction multiplication questions in the next, all
with corrective feedback. The interleaved group received randomised questions in both
periods. The mean accuracy of the interleaved group on the post-test was 79% compared with
68% for the blocked condition. Progress graphs on the decision to convert the fraction before
the procedure provided insight into the post-test scores. The interleaving group were slower
to master this skill than the blocked group, however, their slower progress ultimately resulted
in higher scores. Patel et al. (2016) concluded that interleaving learning gains were achieved
through the more extensive practice in discerning the necessity of denominator conversion.
An additional post-test was given on fraction division to assess the transfer of knowledge.
The interleaved group scored 70% compared to the blocked group score of 57%, suggesting
that the interleaved condition facilitated better learning transfer with related novel material.
In 2019, Rohrer et al. conducted an extensive study with ecologically relevant
materials (assignments), classroom procedures (including a pre-exam review) and a large
sample (54 Year 7 classes). With spacing held constant, low discriminatory algebra problems
in the interleaved condition were compared with the same questions in the blocked condition.
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Practice questions were provided in eight assignments over 4 months, followed by a review
of learning and a delayed test 33 days later. The interleaved practice condition produced a
mean 60.7% accuracy compared to the blocked condition (37.6%). The effect size was large
(d = 0.83). In discussing the magnitude of the effect, the authors highlight that the interleaved
condition may have enhanced spacing and retrieval effects due, in part, to the duration of the
regime (5 months). Additionally, learning may have benefited from the research design
which included initial blocked practice.
The interleaving studies conducted by Taylor and Rohrer (2010), Patel et al. (2016)
and Rohrer et al. (2019) were based on low discriminatory material: similar exemplars from
related mathematical categories. In each study, interleaving resulted in inductive learning
gains relative to blocking. However, Carvalho and Goldstone (2014) proposed that
similarities or differences within- or between-categories may modulate sequencing effects in
inductive learning. Dissimilar exemplars within categories may challenge the identification of
what characterises each category, in which case, students would need to need to discern what
is the same between exemplars. Sequential attention theory proposes that, under these
conditions, inductive learning may be better facilitated by blocking exemplars. Carvalho and
Goldstone (2014) created an investigation to test this theory.
Undergraduate students studied one category structure type in both the interleaved
and blocked condition, followed by a generalisation (transfer) task in which they had to
classify novel items. Concurring with the results of previously presented studies, the
interleaved condition achieved greater generalisation for novel items between high-similarity
(low discriminatory) categories. The blocked presentation, however, improved performance
for novel items within a low-similarity category. Carvalho and Goldstone’s (2014) results
suggest that category structure will influence the selection of interleaving or blocking for
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inductive learning gains. Figure 33 describes these conditions using arbitrary content. These
conditions will be further discussed in the next section on high discriminative material.

Figure 33. Interleaving versus blocking for inductive learning based on category structure.

In summary, this section of the synthesis has focussed on investigations of low
discriminatory material for inductive learning. Some studies, Carvalho and Goldstone (2014)
and Kornell and Bjork, (2008), guided theoretical parameters, the remaining studies were
selected according to DLCP relevance and criteria stated in the methodology. Table 13
collates the key findings. Given the volume of studies and to assist with cumulative
concluding discussions, study numbers have been allocated to all research papers.
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Table 13
Data Extraction of Key Findings for Inductive Learning of Low Discriminatory Learning Content Within the DLCP
Study

Authors

Key Findings

Relevance

Limitations

Kornell, N., &

Interleaved practice leads to more effective

Theoretical

Context: laboratory

Bjork, R. A. (2008)

learning than non-interleaved study.

Learning objective:

Content: perceptual-visual-

understanding nuances of

paintings

artist style

Participants:

1

undergraduates
Test delay: 15 secs
Taylor, K., &

Interleaved practice increased discrimination

Context: classroom

Test delay: 1 day

Rohrer, D. (2010)

ability to pair problems and solution procedure.

Participants: Year 4 students

Sample: (n = 24)

Content: mathematics

2

Instruction: provided
Learning objective:
application

3

Patel, R., Liu, R., & Interleaving facilitated practice of the decision to

Context: classroom

Koedinger, K. R.

convert fraction denominators and improved

Participants: Year 6 students

(2016)

accuracy and transfer results.

Content: mathematics
Instruction: provided
Learning objective:
application
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Test delay: 80 minutes

Rohrer, D.,

Interleaving produced large learning gains after a

Context: classroom

Dedrick, R. F.,

study duration of 5 months and a delayed test.

Participants: Year 7 students

Hartwig, M. K., &

4

Content: mathematics

Cheung, C. N.

Learning gains may have benefited from initial

Instruction: provided

(2019)

blocked learning.

Filler problems: mathematical
Sample: large (n =787)
Test delay: 1 month
Learning objective:
application

5

Carvalho, P. F., &

On the generalisation (transfer) task, the

Theoretical

Context: laboratory

Goldstone, R. L.

interleaved condition achieved greater

Learning objective:

Content: perceptual-visual-

(2014)

generalisation for novel items of high-similarity

remembering / recognition

blob figures

(low discriminatory) categories.

Participants:
undergraduates
Test delay: immediate
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DLCP Features to Maintain.
The DLCP may be consistent with the interleaving studies presented within the low
discriminatory section in the following ways:
•

the presentation of initial blocked instruction in the lesson context,

•

the use of interleaved mathematics material,

•

practice of both strategy selection and solution procedure (Taylor & Rohrer,
2010),

•

relevance to the remembering, understanding and applying learning objectives
(Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Bloom et al., 1956) and

•

the potential to use category structure to determine sequencing conditions.

The foundation of the DLCP is prior knowledge and classroom instruction which is
usually followed by blocked in-class practice activities. Initial blocked practice may highlight
shared theoretical constructs of potential learning benefit to subsequent low discriminatory
interleaving (Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014; Rohrer et al., 2019). Studies 2, 3 and 4 and many
other interleaving studies reviewed, provided instruction prior to interleaved practice. Initial
instruction and blocked practice are recommended, particularly for young or less skilled
learners or more complex learning (Carvalho & Goldstone, 2019; Dunlosky et al., 2013;
Rohrer et al., 2014; Rohrer et al., 2015). Interleaving within the DLCP, is consistent with
these principles.
Mathematics is a focus area within the DLCP. Brunmair and Richter’s (2019) metaanalysis identified this domain as the second most prevalent within the interleaving studies
reviewed. Results from Studies 2, 3 and 4, suggest inductive learning gains for the
interleaving of low discriminatory mathematics material. These findings may support the
continued use of mathematics content within the DLCP. Two examples of low discriminatory
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learning content used within the DLCP are the practice of mental maths strategies and word
problems.
Study 2 demonstrates the learning benefits of practising strategy selection and
solution procedures. Figure 11 (Chapter 4 Baseline Data) illustrates how the DLCP facilitates
Year 1 mental maths strategy and solution practice. Additionally, students frequently find
word problems difficult as highly similar questions may require different solution procedures
(Taylor & Rohrer, 2010). Interleaved word problems are practised within the DLCP and may
assist students to discern the appropriate strategy.
The DLCP recognises the importance of moving students through the learning
objectives of remembering, understanding and applying (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001;
Bloom et al., 1956). Interleaving Study 5 involved recognising and remembering key visual
characteristics to facilitate categorisation of novel exemplars (remembering). Study 1
involved participants being able to discern nuances between artists’ painting styles
(understanding). Studies 2, 3 and 4 involved practise of mathematics strategy selection and/or
solution procedure (application objectives). The use of different learning objectives within
the synthesis studies resonates with the purpose of the DLCP.
Based on the sequential attention theory, Study 5 highlights a consideration of
category structure in sequencing decisions. In Study 3, when applying the discriminativecontrast theory to learning, Patel et al. (2016, p. 2074) recommends “careful cognitive task
analysis to support the decision of when to block or interleave”. These factors will be
addressed in the section on high discriminatory material.
DLCP Features to Modify.
Inductive learning achieves results through the presentation of examples.
Discriminative contrast and attention are enhanced when low discriminatory exemplars from
related categories are presented contiguously; the juxtaposition highlights the differences
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between categories, making them easier to discern and remember (Carvalho & Goldstone,
2014; Kornell & Bjork, 2008). Studies 2, 3 and 4 demonstrated learning gains through the
interleaving of low discriminatory contextually relevant mathematics calculations. Whilst the
DLCP includes mathematics content, the interleaved condition is often cross curricular and
randomly sequenced which is inconsistent with these studies. As Brunmair and Richter’s
(2019) meta-analysis revealed an effect size of g = 0.34, close to a moderate9 educational
benefit, it would be worthwhile to consider if and how the DLCP could fulfil the required
conditions. Two options exist to facilitate advantageous micro sequencing of low
discriminatory mathematics content for inductive learning gains within the DLCP.
First, the process could be used exclusively for the interleaved practice of low
discriminatory within- and between-category mathematics exemplars. Following instruction,
teachers could use online flashcards or create their own, to span the variety of practice tasks
required, for example, related mental mathematics strategies. This arrangement would
preserve the self-paced mastery process and may facilitate inductive learning according to the
discriminative contrast and sequential attention theories. A limiting factor is that the precise
mixing of exemplars, as found within studies, would be interrupted by the self-paced mastery
process. For example, an incorrectly identified exemplar returning to the pocket of origin,
may, at the next retrieval test, be situated next to a related exemplar. To rectify this condition,
tutors could be requested to modify the sequence when they remove flashcard bundles from
each pocket rearranging them so that different exemplars are juxtaposed prior to retrieval
testing, which is discussed later in the text. Further research within the DLCP could ascertain
if the random mixing of low discriminatory mathematics material produced a statistical
difference when compared to the precise juxtaposition of related but different categories

9

Hattie (2009) describes Cohen’s d = 0.4 as an educationally relevant effect size of

moderate efficacy.
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(Table 14, A vs. B). This approach would prevent the inclusion of unrelated mathematics
practice tasks and other subject area content. Alternatively, depending on tool type and cost
effectiveness, subject specific folders could be used.
Second, the interleaved related mathematics content could be bundled within the
DLCP. Study 4 provided assignments that contained related interleaved practice problems
presented contiguously, followed or preceded by unrelated maths filler problems. Learning
gains were still achieved. The flashcards for inductive learning could be fastened in the
required interleaved sequence (no identical categories presented sequentially). A mastery
criterion could be applied to the bundle, for example a minimum score, which would
determine if the bundle moved forward or returned to the pocket. Before moving on to the
remaining unrelated content, the tutor could check for understanding of the bundle concepts
and instruct as required. Future DLCP research could compare this condition with the sorted
interleaved condition (Table 14, B vs. C). Further research is required for the use of low
discriminatory within- and between-category exemplars in the DLCP to identify potential
process and tool accommodations that are both effective and practical within the classroom
context.
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Table 14
Future Research Conditions to Compare Inductive Learning Gains using Low
Discriminatory Within- and Between-Category Exemplars in the DLCP
Condition

A

random interleaved content

Process/Tool Accommodations
•

dedicated mathematics mastery tool

•

tutor conducts retrieval testing of
flashcards in random condition

B

sorted interleaved content

•

dedicated mathematics mastery tool

•

tutor sorts flashcards into category
juxtaposed sequence prior to
retrieval testing each pocket

•

other content is within the tool

•

mastery criterion is applied to the
low discriminatory bundle to guide
movement forward or back to the

C

fastened interleaved content in the
juxtaposed condition

pocket of origin
•

tutor checks for understanding,
provides corrective feedback and
instruction after retrieval testing the
bundle prior to retrieval testing the
remaining unrelated content

The initial analysis of low discriminatory content for inductive learning suggests that
applications within the primary school context may be limited. The priority of one-on-one
mastery assessment necessitates a broad range of tutors, from older student leaders through to
education assistants who may or may not have the capacity to make category structure
decisions for the precise juxtaposition of low discriminatory material exemplars. However,
this requirement may be manageable for older independent learners or more relevant to the
subject specific nature of high school classes.
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According to Kirschner and Neelen (2018), studies of interleaving have most
frequently been applied to low-discriminatory content to enable students to generalise
categories and apply that knowledge to novel examples. Rohrer et al. (2014) note that this
restrictive boundary condition would limit the applicability of interleaving within the
classroom context, where practice often involves mathematical problems that are easily
distinguishable. Some studies have, therefore, sought to explore the interleaving of high
discriminatory learning material.
High Discriminatory Material
Research examples of high discriminatory content include (a) different categories
within the mathematics domain, for example, a combination of interleaved algorithms on
linear equations, word problems on proportion, graphing equations and slope calculations
(Rohrer et al., 2015), and (b) unrelated domains, for example, statistics and physics, with
categories in a variety of interleaved or blocked conditions (Yan & Sana, 2020). These
studies more closely align with the original interleaved DLCP condition and are, therefore,
investigated in greater depth. Six studies were selected to assess learning in high
discriminatory sequencing conditions.
The first three studies were conducted in the classroom and therefore, contextually
relevant. The study by Rohrer et al. (2014) introduces the interleaving high discriminatory
mathematical categories. Rohrer et al. (2015) adjust the same experimental design to include
both a student review and a more relevant test delay to better reflect teaching practice. Foster
et al. (2019) build on the theoretical foundation established by Taylor and Rohrer (2010)
discussed in the low discriminatory section, designing an investigation to evaluate the relative
contributions of discriminative contrast versus spaced practice. The next study by Hausman
and Kornell (2014), was selected as it investigated content in the language domain: the
interleaving of high discriminatory word-pair associations. An investigation by Yan and Sana
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(2020) is then reviewed as they present a unique study that investigates relative learning
gains of both within and between domain conditions. Finally, Carvalho and Goldstone’s
(2014) study is revisited to review their results on the high discriminatory condition within
their investigation. Based on relevance to the DLCP, this collection of studies presents
confirmatory and contradictory results of the interleaving effect and contributes perspectives
on potential evidence-informed revision of the process. Table 15 summarises each study’s
design and results.
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Table 15
Synthesis Studies of High Discriminatory Interleaved Learning Material
Study

Research goals and
participants

Research topic and approach

Findings

Rohrer, D., Dedrick, R. F., &

To investigate the effects of

Computation of four types of

Interleaving strengthened the

Burgess, K. (2014).

interleaving on the learning

mathematical problems: linear

association between problem type

The benefit of interleaved

of high discriminatory

equations, word problems on

and solution strategy.

mathematics practice is not limited

mathematical problems.

proportion, graphing equations and

to superficially similar kinds of

slope calculations.

problems. Psychonomic Bulletin &

Participants: Year 7 students

Review, 21(5), 1323-1330.

(n = 140)

Quantitative

Post-test scores:

Pre-test

Interleaved 72%

Domain: mathematics

Ten assignments over 9 weeks

Blocked 38%

Categories: linear equations,

2-week delayed post-test

proportion word problems,
graphing equations and slope

Group 1. Interleaved practice

calculations

Group 2. Blocked practice

Exemplars: algorithms
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Rohrer, D., Dedrick, R. F., &

1. To improve ecological

The content under investigation

The study determined that the

Stershic, S. (2015).

validity in the assessment of

was slope and graph problems,

interleaved condition conferred

Interleaved practice improves

interleaving by providing an

interleaved with the following

learning benefit after a short and

mathematics learning.

end of trial learning review.

unrelated topics: fractions,

long delay.

Journal of Educational Psychology, 2. To determine if the

proportions, percentages, statistics

107(3), 900.

and probability.

learning benefits of
interleaving decrease over

Domain: mathematics

time.

Quantitative

Post-test scores (1-day delay):

Ten practice assignments

Interleaved 80%

Categories: slope and graph

Participants: Year 7 students

Learning review session

Non-interleaved 64%

problems

(n = 126)

Post-test: 1- or 30-day delay

Post-test scores (30-day delay):
Interleaved 74%

Exemplars: algorithms

Group 1. 1-day delay post-test,
Graph problems: interleaved
Slope Problems: blocked
Group 2. 30-day delay post-test
Graph problems: blocked
Slope Problems: interleaved
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Non-interleaved 42%

Foster, N. L., Mueller, M. L., Was,

Experiment 2. To assess the

Calculation of the volume of four

Experiment 2

C., Rawson, K. A., & Dunlosky, J.

relative contribution of the

three-dimensional geometric

Interleaving and remote-interleaving

(2019). Why does interleaving

effects of discriminative

shapes and non-volume problems

results were similar and superior to

improve math learning? The

contrast and distributed

(fraction addition/division and

blocked practice, supporting the

contributions of discriminative

practice (spacing effect) or

permutations)

distributed-practice hypothesis

contrast and distributed practice.

evidence for combined

Memory & Cognition.

effects.

Quantitative

Conditions –

Pre-test

(spacing effect).

https://doi.org/10.3758/s13421019-00918-4

(a) blocked practice
Domain: mathematics

(b) interleaved practice

Categories: wedge, spheroid,

(c) remote-interleaved

spherical cone, half cone

(volume calculations spaced

Exemplars: algorithms

by non-volume mathematical

Tutorial & Practice

1 week delay final test

calculations)
(d) remote-blocked (blocked
presentation of volume and
non-volume calculations)

Participants: university
students
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Hausman, H., & Kornell, N.

Experiment 4. To investigate

Recall of Indonesian / English

Within session spacing produced the

(2014). Mixing topics while

the interleaving of high

translation word pairs (I), and

same results for mixed (TATA …)

studying does not enhance learning. discriminatory material and

anatomy term / definition word

and unmixed (AAA …TTT)

Journal of Applied Research in

determine the effects of

pairs (T).

conditions. These spaced conditions

Memory and Cognition, 3(3), 153-

interleaving mixed subject

160.

word pairs.

were superior to the unmixed
Quantitative

Within session:

massed condition of the study of (I)
and (T) in separate sessions.

Domain: English

(a) interleaved flashcards,

Practice session

Categories: translation word pairs,

(b) semi-blocked flashcards

1 week post-test delay

definition word pairs

(half and half)

Exemplars: word pairs

Between session:

Two interleaved conditions and

(c) Indonesian translation

one non-interleaved.

pairs or anatomy term /
definitions

Participants: adults
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Yan, V. X., & Sana, F. (2020).

Experiment 3

To adjust the scheduling condition

All conditions showed learning

Does the interleaving effect extend

To examine study schedules

of concepts within two unrelated

gains.

to unrelated concepts? Learners'

of conceptual concepts

domains (statistics and physics) to

beliefs versus empirical evidence.

within and between different

compare blocked versus

Interleaving at the domain (c) OR

Journal of Educational Psychology. domains.

interleaved conditions with within

the concept level (b) was similar

https://doi.org/10.1037/edu0000470

domain, and between domain

(Mean = 0.59, Mean = 0.58) and

conditions.

achieved higher results than

Conditions –
Domains: statistics and physics

(a) domain and concepts

Categories:

blocked

Statistical tests –

(b) domains blocked,

chi-square, Wilcoxon signed-ranks

concepts interleaved

and Kruskal-Wallis

(c) domains interleaved,

Physics –

concepts blocked

Study phase: six-word problems

inertia, acceleration, and

(d) domains interleaved,

per concept

action/reaction

concepts interleaved

Final test: three-word problems

Exemplars: word problems linked
to textbook titles

integrated interleaving (d) (Mean =
Quantitative

Three concepts from each domain

per concept
Participants: undergraduate
students (n = 157)
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0.40) or blocking (a) (Mean = 0.46).

Study of blob figures (“alien

On the generalisation task, blocked

(2014). Putting category learning in Compared high within- and

cells”) to identify species by

presentation improved performance

order: Category structure and

between-category similarity

perceptual features.

for novel items of low-similarity

temporal arrangement affect the

with low within- and

benefit of interleaved over blocked

between-category similarity

Quantitative

study. Memory & Cognition, 42(3),

in interleaved versus blocked

Study task with corrective

481-495.

conditions.

feedback

Carvalho, P. F., & Goldstone, R. L.

Experiment 1.

(high discriminatory) categories.

Generalisation task (no feedback)
Domain: visual discrimination

Participants: undergraduates

Categories:

high similarity/low

Group 1. High similarity condition

high within-category similarity
low within-category similarity
high between-category similarity
low between-category similarity
Exemplars: blob figures

discriminatory

- blocked & interleaved exemplars

(n = 29)
low similarity/high

Group 2. Low similarity condition

discriminatory

- blocked & interleaved exemplars

(n = 32)
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Rohrer et al. (2014) investigated the utility of interleaving using mathematical
problems which were superficially dissimilar: linear equations, word problems on proportion,
graphing equations and slope calculations. Their investigation was classroom-based and used
an ecologically relevant assignment format. Year 7 students participated in blocked or
interleaved practice of each problem type over nine weekly assignments with a delayed test
after two weeks. The mean test scores were 72% (interleaved practice) and 38% (blocked
practice). As anticipated with dissimilar learning material, and consistent with Study 2,
student work displayed very few discrimination errors (5% interleaved, 4% blocked),
suggesting that discriminative contrast was not a major factor in results. The authors
concluded that, in the context of dissimilar problems, interleaving “strengthen[ed] the
association between each kind of problem and its corresponding strategy” (Rohrer et al.,
2014, p. 1323). Conversely, blocking inherently removed the opportunity to practice strategy
selection and therefore, failed to reinforce the related association. Rohrer et al. (2014)
determined that the spacing achieved through interleaving was a key explanation for the large
positive learning gains demonstrated for the high discriminatory material used in their
investigation.
In the following year, Rohrer et al. (2015) adjusted the experimental design to include
a student review and two post-tests at 1 and 30 days. The review session reduced the variable
associated with particular question types occurring closer to the post-test (in the interleaved
condition) than blocked questions, although they note that this is an inherent characteristic of
interleaving. Additionally, classroom instruction, which is frequently blocked, is often
supplemented with a cumulative review prior to important assessments like exams, and so
this inclusion better reflected teaching practice. The 30-day post-test was used to determine if
interleaving benefits decreased over time.
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The content under investigation was slope and graph problems, interleaved with the
following unrelated algorithms: fractions, proportions, percentages, statistics and probability.
The mean test scores after a delay of one day were: 80% interleaved condition, 64% blocked;
and after a 30-day delay, 74% interleaved and 42% blocked. The study confirmed the benefit
of the high discriminatory interleaved condition over blocked practice after a short and long
delay, also inspiring confidence in the results of their previous investigation (Rohrer et al.,
2014). The results of Rohrer et al. (2014) and Rohrer et al. (2015) suggest that spacing alone
may produce an interleaving effect, irrespective of discriminative contrast.
Taylor and Rohrer’s (2010) findings, discussed in the low discriminatory section, had
firmly supported positive learning benefits for the interleaving of similar formulae,
attributing the results to the association between strategy selection and solution procedure
facilitated by the spacing effect. However, their study design did not rule out the theoretical
contribution of discriminative contrast (Foster et al, 2019). To avoid the conflation of
discriminative contrast and distributed practice10, Foster et al. (2019) designed an
investigation to determine the theoretical contribution of each. Their interleaving study was
modelled on the previously discussed investigation by Rohrer and Taylor (2007), who used
interleaved versus blocked volume calculations based on geometric solids. In addition to
volume calculations, they included unrelated mathematical content such as fraction addition,
fraction division and permutation problems.
Foster et al. (2019) designed Experiment 2 to determine if the learning gains of
interleaved practice could be attributed to distributed practice alone (the spacing effect).

10

The mechanism of the distributed-practice hypothesis is study-phase retrieval or

contextual/encoding variability, both based on the spacing effect.
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Their study design included four practice conditions: blocked, standard-interleaved (as per
Rohrer and Taylor, 2007) remote-blocked and remote-interleaved:
•

Condition 1. In the blocked condition, participants received a tutorial on
calculating the volume of a specific solid followed by a practice set of
problems on that solid. This sequence repeated for each solid.

•

Condition 2. In the standard-interleaved condition (testing discriminative
contrast), all four tutorials on the volume of geometric solids were delivered
consecutively and the subsequent practice of formulae retrieval and
calculations were interleaved. A higher result for this condition compared to
Condition 4 would suggest a discriminative contrast benefit.

•

Condition 3. The remote-blocked group received the wedge volume tutorial,
followed by wedge volume practice questions. Subsequent tutorial and
practice sessions followed in a fixed block sequence for the remaining topics.

•

Condition 4. In the remote-interleaved condition (testing the distributed
practice theory), the session commenced with the tutorials on wedge volume,
fraction addition, fraction division and permutations. This was followed by
participants practising wedge volume formula retrieval and calculations
interleaved with the unrelated content. In this condition, discriminative
contrast is not applicable so if wedge volume results are comparable with the
standard-interleaved condition, then learning benefit from distributed practice
would be confirmed.

One week after completion of the practice phase, participants were tested on four
novel questions for each problem type, being requested to respond with both the formula (for
volume problems) and the answer. Consistent with similar studies (Carvalho & Goldstone,
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2014; Rohrer & Taylor, 2007; Taylor & Rohrer, 2010), both interleaved conditions
outperformed the blocked condition for formula retrieval and final test performance.
The authors had predicted that if discriminatory contrast contributed to the
interleaving effect, then the size of the effect would be larger for standard-interleaved versus
the standard-blocked group than the remote-interleaving versus the remote blocked group.
This did not occur; the results for formula retrieval were statistically comparable in the
remote-interleaved and standard-interleaved conditions11. This outcome indicates that
distributed practice alone was responsible for more accurate formulae retrieval. Like Rohrer
et al. (2014) and Rohrer et al. (2015), the authors attribute learning gains to the spaced
practice of both formula selection and solution procedure. The authors conclude that
discriminative contrast may not always be required for learning gains through interleaving in
mathematics, a result of relevance to the DLCP which shall be discussed in the forthcoming
section.
The DLCP frequently includes language domain content such as sight words,
phonetic decoding and spelling. There are substantially fewer interleaving studies within the
language domain compared to those based on perceptual features and mathematics. One
example is a study by Hausman and Kornell (2014) who investigated the interleaving of high
discriminatory unrelated interleaved word pairs: Indonesian / English translations and
anatomy term / definitions. In Experiment 4, they compared three conditions across two
learning sessions separated by 48 hours. The conditions were (a) interleaved flashcards, (b)
semi-blocked flashcards (Indonesian word pairs together and anatomy word pairs together) in
both sessions and (c), Indonesian pairs practised in one session, and anatomy pairs in the
next. On the delayed test, one week later, the recall rates on condition (a) interleaved and (b),

11

Solution procedures were inconclusive as results were also influenced by unrelated

computation errors.
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semi-blocked were similar to the fully blocked condition. Whilst the interleaving of unrelated
topics did not demonstrate a negative effect, the anticipated positive within-session spacing
effect due to the interleaved condition was not demonstrated. The authors recommended
further research to determine if high discriminative nature of the interleaved flashcard content
was detrimental to the usual learning advantage of spacing. Before exploring the application
of this investigation to the DLCP, the study design requires consideration.
First, the nature of the material used in Hausman and Kornell’s (2014) investigation
may be subject to the implications of other research on sequencing and memory. The selected
categories are described as highly discriminatory. Under these conditions, sequential
attention theory, recommends that categories are blocked for practice to facilitate category
generalisations (Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014), however, in their investigation blocking
results did not demonstrate a learning advantage.
Second, whilst the within- and between-category similarity may have been low,
language translations and science definitions are both word-based. Brunmair and Richter’s
(2019) meta-analysis identified negative effects for inductive learning of words through
interleaving such as “names that belonged to different conceptual categories, pronunciation
rules, or translations in different languages” (p. 1035). Inductive learning for concepts within
expository text also had low positive utility. Concept characteristics, such as those described
within the language domain, may limit the applicability of interleaving, however, the
principles of cognitive load theory may also contribute a theoretical perspective.
Hausman and Kornell’s (2014) study design specifically excluded participants with
prior knowledge of either topic and did not provide any initial instruction, therefore, a
semantic context (Bjork, 1994), highly relevant for the language domain (Schneider et al.,
1989), was not created. As Yan and Sana (2020) highlight, Hausman and Kornell’s
investigation tested factual memory, rather than conceptual learning. Facts are valuable to
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education, however, the borrowing and reorganising principle of cognitive load theory states
that information (received through others, for example, instruction) is integrated into a
student’s schemata based on prior knowledge structures (Sweller et al., 2019). Without prior
knowledge or instruction, these learning pre-requisites were not addressed.
Third, the cognitive load conditions may have been high. The cognitive load theory
narrow limits of change principle states that working memory capacity is variable according
to prior knowledge, on-going schema development, trial-and-error procedures and depletion
due to cognitive effort (or expansion after rest) (Sweller et al., 2019). In the search for
meaning, the participants may have sought a semantic association between the word pairs,
however, without prior knowledge or instruction, the association between word pairs would
have been arbitrary. The cognitive load of trial-and-error matching procedures and resultant
working memory resource depletion may have contributed to the ambivalent results. The
presentation of four language domain exemplars (Indonesian/English translations/anatomy
term/definitions), the lack of instruction and semantic understanding from prior knowledge,
plus a heavy cognitive load may have confounded the comparison of the interleaved and
blocked conditions. Consequently, the Hausman and Kornell study may not provide insight
into potential DLCP modifications for learning material within the language domain.
The previously discussed high discriminatory studies have addressed the interleaving
of different categories within the same domain in mathematics and language. The three
mathematical studies attributed learning gains to the spacing effect, whilst the results were
inconclusive for Hausman and Kornell (2014). The next study investigates interleaved
learning of high discriminatory material, both within and between domains and categories
which reflects the original DLCP sequencing condition.
Yan and Sana (2020) recognise that within education, students are required to learn
multiple concepts in a variety of domains, concurrently. It was this reality that resulted in the
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DLCP moving from subject specific, to unrelated cross-curricular learning content. The
authors reflect on the need for undergraduates to create appropriate practice schedules for
concepts across multiple domains. Two domains were selected for their investigation,
statistics and physics. The purpose of their third experiment was to determine the
effectiveness of different schedules of interleaving versus blocking for domain versus
concept level practice material. The following four practice schedules were investigated
(Figure 34):
(a) domain and concepts blocked
(b) domains blocked and concepts interleaved
(c) domains interleaved and concepts blocked
(d) domains interleaved and concepts interleaved
Yan and Sana’s (2020) participants were required to identify three concepts in each
domain through the study of word problem examples. They were told that they would see
multiple word problems from six textbooks based on the six conceptual themes. The concept
in each word problem was coded (not named) by display with a specific textbook title. The
memory test required participants to match novel word problems to the appropriate textbook
title. These results may inform DLCP revision.
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Figure 34. Yan and Sana’s (2020) Experiment 3 domain versus concept conditions.
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Consistent with previous studies, interleaving was shown to be superior to blocking.
Conditions (a) and (d) were similar (M = 46%, M = 40%). Conditions (b) and (c)
demonstrated the optimal memory sequence for mixing concept and domain material (M =
59%, M = 58%). The results of conditions (b) and (c) suggest, that when mixing practice
material, interleaving should occur at either the concept or domain level, but not both
(condition d) or neither (condition a). A randomised version of condition (d) is the original
arrangement of flashcards within the DLCP. Carvalho and Goldstone’s (2014) study results
for high discriminability material in the within-category interleaved condition also
contributes a relevant perspective.
Carvalho and Goldstone (2014) investigated if category structures (high or low
similarity) influenced memory when presented in the interleaved or blocked condition. The
high discriminatory material (low within-and between-category similarity) determined that
the blocked condition improved inductive learning for novel items (Figure 33, B) where the
challenge was to determine how the exemplars were similar.
In summary, this section of the synthesis has focussed on sequencing condition
research using high discriminatory learning material. The results of these studies will be
discussed according to relevance and potential application to the DLCP. The key findings of
interest are annotated in Table 16. Study numbers continue from Table 13 to assist the
cumulative discussion.
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Table 16
Key Findings for the Learning of High Discriminatory Learning Content Within the DLCP
Study

6

Authors

Key Findings

Relevance

Rohrer, D.,

When compared to the blocked condition and in the

Dedrick, R. F., &

absence of discriminative contrast conditions,

Burgess, K.

interleaving strengthened the association between high

(2014)

discriminatory problem type and solution strategies,
suggestive of the spacing effect.

7

Rohrer, D.,

When compared to the blocked condition and in the

Dedrick, R. F., &

absence of discriminative contrast conditions,

Stershic, S.

interleaving strengthened the association between high

(2015)

discriminatory problem type and solution strategies,
suggestive of the spacing effect. Interleaving benefits
diminished by less than 10% after an educationally
relevant test delay of 30 days.
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Context: classroom,
assignment-based
Content: mathematics
Participants: Year 7 students
Sample: n = 140
Instruction: provided
Duration: 9 weeks
Test delay: 2 weeks
Test type: calculations
Learning objective: application
Context: classroom,
assignment-based, review
Content: mathematics
Participants: Year 7 students
Sample: n = 126
Instruction: provided
Duration: 3 months
Test delay: 1 day versus 30 days
Test type: calculations
Learning objective: application

Limitations

Study

8

Authors

Key Findings

Relevance

Foster, N. L.,

When compared to the block conditions, interleaving

Mueller, M. L.,

strengthened the association between problem type and

Was, C., Rawson, solution strategy without the influence of discriminatory
K. A., &

contrast. Learning gains were attributed to distributive

Dunlosky, J.

practice (the spacing effect).

(2019)
Hausman, H., &
Kornell, N.
(2014)

9

Recall rates of word pair associations on the interleaved,

Content: mathematics
Filler problems: mathematical
Sample: n =126, divided
between three conditions
Instruction: provided
Test delay: 1 week
Test type: calculations
Learning objective: application

Content: Indonesian / English
translation pairs and anatomy
semi-blocked and fully blocked conditions demonstrated
term / definition word pairs
similar results.
Sample: n = 77 between two
conditions
Test delay: 1 week
Learning objective:
remembering (recall)

Limitations
Context: laboratory
Participants: university
students

Context: laboratory
Participants: adults
Duration: 11 days
Instruction: none
Test type: cue recall
test
Lack of semantic cues
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Study

Authors

Key Findings

Relevance

Yan, V. X., &

Interleaving at either the domain or concept level,

Sana, F. (2020)

demonstrated greater classification accuracy than
interleaving both levels or blocking at either level.

10

Content: statistics and physics
concept recognition
Sample: n =157 divided
between four conditions
Learning objective:
understanding (classification)

Limitations
Context: laboratory
Test delay: 10 min
distractor task
(puzzles)
Participants:
undergraduates
Test type:
classification

11

Carvalho, P. F.,

On the generalisation (transfer) task, blocked

& Goldstone, R.

presentation improved performance for novel items

L. (2014)

within a category that contained high discriminatory
exemplars.

Theoretical
Learning objective:
remembering (recall and
recognition)

Context: laboratory
Content: perceptual
features
Participants:
undergraduates
Test delay: immediate
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DLCP Features to Maintain.
Sequencing research with educationally relevant, high discriminatory learning content
is most prevalent within the domain of mathematics. Interleaved content has demonstrated
learning gains attributed to study-phase retrieval theory through spaced practice.
Mathematical flashcard content within the DLCP is usually high discriminatory.
Most mathematics textbooks present learning content in the blocked condition and
practice activities within lessons often reflect this condition (Rohrer et al., 2014; Rohrer &
Taylor, 2007). The self-paced mastery process and resultant cumulative mathematics practice
may be a benefit of the original DLCP. Additionally, teachers may also choose to add past
content for revision purposes. Several modifications to the DLCP may be possible in
response to other findings of high discriminatory interleaving studies.
DLCP Features to Modify.
The findings of Studies 6 and 7 confirm spacing and retrieval effects for high
discriminatory mathematics material. Study 6 demonstrated an almost doubling of results
when unrelated mathematics content was interleaved as compared to the blocked condition.
Similar results were achieved in Study 7, which also identified that the interleaved condition
conferred learning benefit after both a short and long delay, consistent with Rawson and
Dunlosky’s (2011) investigation, described in Chapter 6. The more extensive research design
of Study 8 sought to evaluate the relative contribution of discriminative contrast theory
versus distributed practice. Concurring with Studies 6 and 7, the spacing of practice was
thought to reinforce the association between formula selection and solution procedure,
regardless of discriminability. Currently, mathematics content within the DLCP is randomly
interleaved with content from other domains and categories and, therefore, does not conform
to the domain specific condition upon which these studies are based.
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The previous section described two options for the interleaving of low discriminatory
mathematics content: (a) the use of a dedicated mathematics folder with secondary sorting
prior to the retrieval testing of flashcards, or (b) mathematics flashcards appropriately
juxtaposed and fastened to divide them from unrelated content. The results of Studies 6, 7
and 8, however, demonstrate that learning gains are achievable for unrelated (high
discriminatory) mathematics content. This suggests the possibility that all mathematics
concepts within the DLCP may be interleaved. This condition could be applied to the DLCP
by a small change in tutor procedure.
When tutors remove cross-curricular flashcards from each pocket prior to retrieval
testing, they could simply group the mathematics flashcards randomly and test them
contiguously, before other subject area content. This simple procedural change would not add
significant time or difficulty to the process and should be within the capability of all tutors.
Future research would be required to determine if random interleaving made a statistical
difference to the learning gains associated with spacing and retrieval effects (Table 17, A).
Additionally, these research variables could identify the presence of a statistical difference
between the low versus high versus mixed discriminatory material within the DLCP.
The DLCP currently includes the interleaving of language-based content including
sight words, phonetic decoding and spelling. Anecdotally, the researcher has observed
learning gains within this domain, however, Brunmair and Richter’s (2019) meta-analysis (25
studies on expository text concepts and 13 studies related to words) identified little evidence
for inductive learning through interleaving on the language-based topics investigated. One of
the studies by Hausman and Kornell (2014), is unique in comparing high discriminatory
language concepts, however, the nature of Study 9 does not supply sufficient evidence to
theoretically discount potential interleaving learning benefits within the language domain.
Rohrer et al. (2014) note that broader applications of the results of interleaving mathematics
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content remain unknown. Contextually relevant DLCP research is needed to understand the
factors influencing the results of interleaving within the language domain, particularly the
potential for non-inductive learning gains through spacing and testing effects (Table 17, C).
Carvalho and Goldstone’s (2014) sequential attention theory raises the possibility of an
alternative sequencing condition for language-based content.
Sequential attention theory supports the discriminative contrast theory when applied
to high discriminatory material within- and between-categories through studying exemplars
in the blocked condition (Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014). This condition may facilitate learner
ability to discern the characteristics of a category. Study 11 was based on perceptual features
of blob figures, so direct applications to classroom learning are not possible without further
research. However, phonetic decoding, sight words and spelling, are highly discriminatory in
terms of the procedures used to identify their exemplars; phonetic words are decoded, sight
words use a combination of phonetic components and memory, and spelling is based on
combinations of segmenting, memory, semantics and rules. The within-category
discriminability of exemplars of these topics is also high, as most words look or sound
different.
According to sequential attention theory, the relative importance of differences
between categories (highlighted by interleaving) or similarities within categories (highlighted
by blocking) determines the best sequencing condition (Carvalho & Goldstone, 2015).
Language-based topics such as phonetic decoding, sight words and spelling, may achieve
greater learning gains through the blocked rather than interleaved condition (Figure 35). In
decoding phonetic words contiguously, students will practice the same sound in the context
of different words and, as a result may determine the similarity and predictability of the
sound-symbol relationships. Likewise, sight word learning may benefit from students
observing some similarities in their component sounds and rules. Future DLCP research
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(Table 17, C) could compare blocked and interleaving conditions. Study 10 may provide
insights into sequencing options that combine both the mathematics domain and languagebased categories within the DLCP.

Figure 35. Potential blocking by category for language-based topics.

Yan and Sana (2020) identify that there is a general research gap in interleaving
studies based on unrelated learning concepts. Their study compared interleaved versus
blocked conditions to domain versus conceptual (category) learning content (Figure 34).
They identified that learning gains were achieved through the interleaving of either domains
or categories, but not both which was the condition of the original DLCP. When the results of
Study 10 are compared with the previously discussed studies, complementary parallels
emerge.
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Interleaving studies of high (and low) discriminatory mathematics content, have
focussed on mathematics as a separate domain. Results have been achieved through both
discriminative contrast theories (including sequential attention theory) and study-phase
retrieval. Within the original DLCP, categories were randomly interleaved across domains.
The results of synthesis studies may be applied to the DLCP if mathematics flashcards are
first separated from the other domains. Study 10 adds weight to the previously described
process modification of grouping mathematics flashcards as they are removed from each
pocket prior to retrieval testing. Pending future research, exemplars from different
mathematics categories would continue to be randomised. The following DLCP applications
based on Study 10 are related to language-based topics.
Using two domains, Study 10 identified that “learning was best supported when one
level was interleaved and the other level was blocked”: conditions (b) and (c) (Yan & Sana,
2020, p. 9). Flashcard sequencing within the DLCP may be modified to apply their results
whilst also being practically feasible.
First, in keeping with the results of Studies 6 – 8 and 10, the mathematics domain
flashcards could be blocked when removed from each pocket, prior to retrieval testing.
Categories within the mathematics domain, however, would be practised in the randomly
interleaved condition. Theoretically, learning gains may be achieved through study-phase
retrieval. This condition corresponds to Yan and Sana’s (2020) condition (b).
Second, the remaining categories, for example sight words, phonetic decoding and
spelling could each be blocked for contiguous retrieval practice of exemplars. This condition
also corresponds to Yan and Sana’s (2020) condition (b), however, at the level of category
and exemplar. To achieve these conditions, tutors could be requested to separate flashcards
into ‘topics’ described as spelling, sight words, phonetic decoding, or other topic areas, as
they are removed from each pocket prior to retrieval testing. For simplicity, the mathematics
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domain, could also be described as a topic. Figure 36 illustrates these conditions. In
summary, these conditions may facilitate:
•

Blocked language categories, with exemplars practised within-category. Based on the
sequential attention theory (for high discriminatory learning), learning gains may be
achieved through students becoming aware of the similarities between exemplars,
together with study-phase retrieval (Studies 10 and 11) and

•

Blocked mathematics domain for the interleaved practice of exemplars from high
discriminatory categories with learning gains based on study-phase retrieval (Studies
6 – 8 and 10).

Future DLCP research could compare various combinations of these conditions (Table 17, B,
C and D).
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Table 17
Future Research Conditions to Compare Learning Gains using High and Low
Discriminatory Material, Within- and Between-Category Exemplars in the DLCP

Research Conditions

A

B

Mathematics
juxtaposed low discriminatory within-category content
versus
juxtaposed high discriminatory between-category content
versus
randomly mixed high discriminatory between-category content
versus
randomly mixed high and low discriminatory content
mathematics domain blocked, categories interleaved versus categories blocked
Language

C

Categories: sight words, phonetic decoding and spelling
interleaved categories versus blocked categories
Additional Cross-curricular Topics

D

other categories blocked versus categories interleaved
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Figure 36. Sequencing modifications within the DLCP prior to further research.
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The application of sequencing conditions from the synthesis studies, relate to the
interleaving of flashcards within each pocket. The DLCP, however, has a second level of
interleaving: that which occurs between pockets. Each pocket will repeat the blocked topics it
contains, for example, mathematics, phonetic decoding, sight words and spelling. Research
was not identified to address this condition and empirical research is required.
In a review of cognitive science learning strategies, Dunlosky et al., (2013) describe
interleaving as having a moderate utility. They suggest inconsistent results prior to 2013 may
relate to a failure to fully understand the theoretical mechanisms involved, for example, how
the amount of initial instruction and practice may influence the benefits of interleaving.
Visible Learning (2019) identified that interleaved practice sits in the zone of desired effects
with an effect size of 0.47. However, further research on interleaving within the DLCP is
required to determine the validity of the described synthesis applications.
In general research terms, the amount of initial instruction, the relationship of the
strategy to student ability and the complexity of the learning content would benefit from
further research (Dunlosky et al., 2013). Rohrer (2012) lists the following research priorities:
•

the effects in the classroom using meaningful procedures and time frames,

•

combinations of blocking and interleaving,

•

analysis of cost, ease of use and efficacy and

•

student reactions to the additional learning effort required.

The application of theory to the DLCP has thus far addressed spaced retrieval and
interleaved practice. To conclude these chapters, the revised process will be compared with
the two approaches with which it shares similarities: the traditional mastery learning folder
strategy (Appendix F) and the Leitner box (“Leitner system”, 2020).
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Related Interventions
Early in the research journey, a description of the traditional mastery learning folder
approach was discovered (Appendix F). Unfortunately, no research was identified for this
tool or process. Due to their shared characteristics and era, the traditional process may have
been based on the Leitner box ("Leitner system", 2020). These approaches share similarities
with the DLCP, therefore some key differences will be clarified.
The Leitner system uses the spaced retrieval of flashcards and their return to the first
compartment of a box when incorrect ("Leitner system", 2020), as in the traditional folder
process and the original DLCP. Based on the investigation by Rawson and Dunlosky (2011),
the revised DLCP requires three cumulative retrievals to reach the criterion identified as
sufficient for short term retention, and three for longer term retention.
Unlike the traditional folder process, the revised DLCP and the Leitner system share
the characteristic of expanding intervals between retrievals. Rather than arbitrary intervals
based on session scheduling, the revised DLCP links the duration of intervals to retention
goals (Cepeda et al., 2008).
Flashcards in the traditional folder process have the potential to advance through the
pockets within a single session. Whilst recall performance within the session may
demonstrate accuracy, according to the new theory of disuse (Bjork, 1999) learning gains
may not endure in the long term. The DLCP mastery process, however, permits the
movement of flashcards forward by only one pocket per session when successfully retrieved,
resulting in spaced practice over days and weeks rather than minutes and days. A more
detailed comparison of the similarities and differences between the three approaches is
presented in a Venn diagram in Appendix L. Additional effort is a feature of desirable
difficulty strategies, therefore, an understanding of metacognition and methods to enhance
self-regulation and self-efficacy, may be of great benefit to teachers, tutors and students.
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Chapter 8: Metacognitive Development Strategies

The multifaceted concept of metacognition was first developed by Flavell (1979) and
is defined as an “awareness or analysis of one's own learning or thinking processes”
(Merriam-Webster, n.d.). Dunlosky and Metcalfe (2009) describe three facets: metacognitive
monitoring, metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive control. Monitoring is the ability to
reflect on the current state of one’s thinking. Knowledge consists of the understandings of
metacognition, and metacognitive control is the ability to regulate a cognitive activity.
Developing theories suggest that metacognition may be “a ‘higher-order’ cognitive process
closely linked and implicated in our executive function (Roebers & Feurer, 2016)” (Duchesne
& McMaugh, 2016, p. 271). An investigation of metacognition is highly relevant to the
desirable difficulty strategies of spaced retrieval practice and interleaved practice and,
therefore, to the DLCP.
Substantial investments of time and personal effort are required by students to achieve
learning goals (Hattie & Yates, 2014), particularly when using strategies of desirable
difficulty. As students receive feedback they are confronted by exactly what they do and do
not know. With support from their teacher, tutor and the nature of the process, they may learn
to monitor their progress. Metacognitive control is needed to persist with DLCP learning
tasks and delay gratification with the ultimate objective to “welcome errors as opportunities
to learn” (Hattie & Yates, 2014, p. xi). Under optimum conditions, this self-regulation can be
‘taught and caught’ potentially leading to self-efficacy and motivation (Hattie & Yates,
2014). A narrative review was used to study the metacognitive theory potentially applicable
to the DLCP.
This chapter reviews relevant literature on metacognition to determine the alignment
of the DLCP with current research and identify potential evidence-informed maintenance or
modification. Research findings are classified and discussed according to the three
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components of metacognition: monitoring, knowledge and control. Incorporated within these
topics are aspects of relevance to the DLCP and the selected desirable difficulty strategies
including judgements of learning, feedback, self-regulation, self-efficacy and motivation.
Metacognition develops over time with increasing understanding of the skills that enhance
learning, including the ability to “plan, monitor, evaluate and self-regulate” learning
(Duchesne & McMaugh, 2016, p. 142).
Metacognitive Monitoring
Dunlosky and Metcalfe (2009) describe metacognitive monitoring as a learning
‘power strategy’. The DLCP may provide a context to develop student metacognitive
monitoring, initially through the direction of teachers and tutors and, in later educational
pursuits, through self-regulation.
Judgements of Learning
Whilst young children have been shown to have an awareness of thinking, their
metacognitive skills are limited (Duchesne & McMaugh, 2016). Students of all ages,
however, may demonstrate inaccurate metacognitive monitoring (Dunlosky & Metcalfe,
2009). When studying, independent students judge their revision to determine if they have
learnt content with sufficient automaticity to recall in an exam. When using flashcards to selftest, however, Kornell and Bjork (2008) identified that students frequently drop correct
flashcards too early in the mistaken belief that the content is secure in long-term memory.
Such misjudgements of learning, called illusions of knowledge, are common and have been
extensively studied (Birnbaum et al., 2013; Dunlosky & Metcalfe, 2009; Yan et al., 2016).
Metacognitive monitoring is calibrated and enhanced through feedback (Brown et al., 2014).
Feedback.
Research identifies that overestimates of learning are reinforced by certain study
methods (Dunlosky et al., 2013). Strategies such as blocked practice and massed learning
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focussed on encoding (storage), deliver a sense of fluency with learning material and may
foster misplaced student confidence in their understandings (Brown et al., 2014). The
potential misrepresentations of learning that these strategies generate are prevalent in the
classroom (Dunlosky et al., 2013). The influence of this feedback on illusions of knowledge
was reviewed to determine if and how the DLCP could facilitate more accurate judgements
of learning.
Blocked Practice.
Within the classroom, traditional textbooks often introduce new material and related
practice examples in succession, blocked by topic or type (Taylor & Rohrer, 2010). Content
in lessons and homework practice (Brown et al. 2014) may follow suit. This pedagogy arose
from the belief that learning is better retained if practised immediately after it is understood
(Rohrer & Taylor, 2006).
Termed the overlearning strategy (as distinct from overlearning as a description of the
degree of mastery), it involves immediate practice of multiple examples of the same type. In
striving for efficiency, this strategy may enable teachers and students to economise learning:
minimizing the number of practice items, the time involved and the effort and motivation
required (van Merriënboer & Kirschner, 2017). As identified in Chapter 7: Interleaved
Practice, these short-term learning gains may be advantageous to reach a baseline criterion
when a new topic is introduced, however, without further intervention, long term retention
may fail, particularly in mathematics when discrimination between solution options is
required (ColumbiaLearn, 2018; Rohrer et al., 2005). As a result, illusions of knowledge
may distort perceptions of progress for both students and teachers, creating the impression
that no further practice is required. Yan et al., (2016) identify three reasons for the illusions
of knowledge metacognitive phenomenon.
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First, as previously identified by Kornell and Bjork (2008), learning in blocked format
feels fluent. The authors informed study participants that 90% of students achieved better
results through interleaved practice, however, the majority of students associated their
learning gains with blocked practice. The authors responded, “We know of no experiment
that can match the current findings in terms of sheer inaccuracy of judgements” (Kornell &
Bjork, 2008, p. 591). Second, test results during practice in blocked format suggest the
successful acquisition of learning. As previously described, Rohrer and Taylor (2007)
compared interleaving versus blocked practice for student consolidation of the formulae used
to calculate the volume of geometric solids. Results during practice were consistent with
studies that show that performance during instruction is impaired due to practice being more
difficult, slow and less accurate (Rohrer & Taylor, 2010). In a delayed test, however, the
results were reversed with interleaving returning a three-fold advantage, supporting the
finding that performance during instruction is not a reliable index of learning (Bjork, 1999).
Third, rather than a focus on the mechanics of memory, students may believe that learning
style is individualistic (Yan et al., 2016), a theory that is not supported in research literature
(Brown et al., 2014). The counter-intuitive nature of the benefits of interleaving have been
replicated in many studies (Birnbaum et al., 2013).
Based on the DLCP revisions described in Chapter 7, the use of the desirable
difficulty strategy of interleaving—after initial blocked practice in class—may increase
student thinking effort and slow down learning, to decrease erroneous perceptions of fluency
(Rohrer & Taylor, 2010) and facilitate more accurate judgements of learning. When solely
relied upon, massed encoding practice also gives students a sense of fluency with learning
material (Brown et al., 2014).
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Massed Encoding Practice.
In the primary school context, massed practice on a particular topic is that which
occurs within defined time frames such as consecutive lessons or weekly themes. It focusses
on storing knowledge rather than its retrieval. Examples of massed practice include
instruction, reading and viewing topic-based content. Conversely, when learning is spaced,
students are required to think again and again about the topic as the revisit previous learning.
As students progress through school, more study self-regulation is required. Popular encoding
strategies include rereading notes and highlighting text (Dunlosky et al., 2013).
Rather than the establishment of durable knowledge, ease in following an argument or
understanding a concept when rereading, may only create the illusion of it. Though retrieval
strength is high under these conditions, storage strength is low and, therefore, knowledge
may not be recalled at a delay (Roediger & Pyc, 2012). This inaccurate metacognitive
monitoring may persist until the material is later tested, at which time the student could
discover that the knowledge, presumed secure, is unable to be retrieved.
A teaching or self-study focus on massed encoding techniques creates a problem for
students: a failure to know what they do and do not know and therefore a failure to use
metacognitive control to address learning more effectively (Brown et al., 2014). For younger
students, this may mean a lack of opportunity—or failure to communicate—what they do not
understand. Changes to the DLCP introduced in Chapter 6: Spaced Retrieval Practice, may
assist teachers and students to counteract the illusions created by this form of instruction and
practice.
Due to the specificity of DLCP learning goals, spaced retrieval practice inherently
provides fine-grained accurate feedback through the movement of learning items forward to
the next pocket when correct, or their return to the pocket of origin when incorrect. Students
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therefore understand exactly what they do and do not know, and tutors and teachers can
respond immediately with further feedback and instruction.
Through the DLCP, students who experience an appropriate degree of forgetting will
require increased thinking to reacquaint with the learning material. Adaptive spacing of
intervals within the process may provide a means to moderate desirable difficulty. When
combined with retrieval practice, rather than encoding, both storage strength and retrieval
strength are assessed which may improve both teacher and student judgements of learning
(Dunlosky & Metcalfe, 2009). The research of Chapter 6: Spaced Retrieval Practice
introduced an additional form of retrieval to the DLCP: elaborative interrogation or, for more
independent students, self-explanation.
Elaborative questioning of students by tutors during DLCP requires students to reflect
and explain their understandings. It was identified in Chapter 6, that this strategy may
enhance learning more than the repeated retrievals used by the original process. As a learning
strategy, elaborative interrogation is thought to link new learning to established
understandings (van Merriënboer & Kirschner, 2018). As a metacognitive strategy, the depth
of students’ declarative knowledge may become self-evident, potentially preventing or
recalibrating illusions of knowledge and demonstrating the need for further instruction. The
monitoring of learning may also be enhanced by the tracking of progress by teachers and
students (Brown et al., 2014) as developed within the original DLCP.
When learning items enter the DLCP, they remain within the folder until mastered,
therefore, teachers may use checklists to record new topic bundles as they enter the Store
pocket, a more efficient routine than recording individual mastered flashcards as they leave
the process. These checklists may assist teachers to monitor student progress along learning
progressions. An on-going tally of mastered flashcards (Appendix J) provides a visual record
to students of their progress which may support metacognitive attributes such as self-
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efficacy; ‘I persevered with this learning content and I have mastered it.’ These forms of
teacher and student feedback may improve metacognitive monitoring and therefore, should
be maintained within the DLCP.
Based on moderate evidence, the Education Endowment Foundation identifies
feedback as having a high impact strategy for very low cost (EEF, n.d.). Within the DLCP,
feedback and metacognitive monitoring are facilitated through learning goals, strategies of
desirable difficulty, mastery criterion, assessment, immediate and corrective feedback and
teacher/student progress tracking. Interleaved and spaced retrieval practice may provide
teachers with an option to provide cumulative practice following blocked and massed
instruction to prevent or recalibrate student illusions of knowledge.
“Good judgement is a skill one must acquire, becoming an astute observer of one’s
own thinking and performance” (Brown et al., 2014, p. 105). Whilst advantageous for
learning, accurate feedback may challenge student ego esteem needs (Hattie & Yates, 2014).
Metacognitive knowledge may assist students’ on-going development in this area.
Metacognitive Knowledge
Metacognitive knowledge is understandings of metacognition that can be ‘declared’,
that is, explained with words (Dunlosky & Metcalfe, 2009). Some common classroom
learning strategies like massed learning, create inaccurate metacognitive knowledge (Logan
et al., 2012). Similarly, the perceived learning outcomes of the desirable difficulty strategies
used within the DLCP, may be counterintuitive. Fluency with to-be-learned materials feels
like learning: difficulties and challenge do not (Bjork, 1999).
The foundational principle of the desirable difficulty framework is that thinking effort
facilitates the movement of learning from working memory to long-term memory (Bjork &
Bjork, 2011). These strategies are therefore designed to create learning challenge, a condition
which may result in students underestimating both their progress and achievement. Logan et
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al. (2012) investigated if providing college students with contrasting experiences (massed vs.
spaced practice), learning feedback and instruction on the benefits of spaced learning, would
improve their judgements of learning.
Experiments 1 – 3 of Logan et al.’s (2012) investigation demonstrated small gains in
judgement of learning accuracy through experience and feedback when spacing effects were
large. Experiment 4, however, included the provision of explicit instruction on the spacing
effect. Whilst the magnitude of learning due to the spacing effect was still underestimated,
this condition produced a significant improvement in student judgements of learning in the
spaced practice condition. The development of teacher, tutor and student metacognitive
knowledge may hold the potential to circumvent student ego esteem challenges and
positively impact student progress.
The Education Endowment Foundation Metacognition and Self-Regulation Guidance
Report contains a series of recommendations for applying metacognitive research evidence in
the classroom (EEF, 2019). These understandings may be applied to the DLCP to improve
metacognitive knowledge outcomes. The first recommendation is for teacher professional
development.
Recommendation 1 highlights the importance of explicit teacher training in
metacognition and how students learn (EEF, 2019), also an Australian Professional Standard
for teachers (AITSL, 2011). Prior to the current study, the researcher provided professional
development in the instructional design and implementation of the DLCP, however,
metacognitive factors were not addressed. Future teacher and tutor training could include
instruction in desirable difficulty theory and associated metacognitive effects to highlight that
all learning is not necessarily as it seems; student performance during instruction does not
guarantee durable knowledge (Bjork, 1999). These understandings may enhance teacher and
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tutor responsiveness to student ego esteem needs, as well as improve the communication of
these theories to students.
The second recommendation is for teachers to explicitly teach students cognitive and
metacognitive strategies (EEF, 2019). In providing tutors and students with explicit
instruction on how learning occurs and the factors that influence success within the DLCP,
metacognitive understandings may grow and facilitate further cognitive gains. Metacognitive
knowledge is also enhanced when modelled by teachers and tutors.
Recommendation 3 suggests teachers use ‘think alouds’ to model metacognitive
monitoring and control skills across all subject areas in classroom learning (EEF, 2019).
Within the DLCP this modelling could be incorporated into teacher and tutor feedback to
students. For example, a tutor could say, “When I look at 4 + 5 + 6 + 5, I think to myself, ‘I
know that four and six are friends of ten, and that five and five are doubles. I’d start with
those numbers first.’” Students who observe teacher and tutor thinking are guided in their
own which may enhance the outcomes of the DLCP. Think alouds also reduce the cognitive
load of learning tasks (Duchesne & McMaugh, 2016). They may assist students to understand
the calculated use of challenge within desirable difficulty strategies and why they have been
included in the classroom learning programme (Brown et al., 2014). For example, a tutor
could say, “I’m so glad that this question is making you think! Keep thinking … you know
that it will help you to remember the answer next time”.
Recommendation 4 recognises the importance of an appropriate level of student
cognitive challenge for the development of metacognition and self-regulation (EEF, 2019).
Willingham (2009) however, cautions that avoiding failure is more motivating than the
equivalent return on a successful experience. He notes that curiosity is sparked by knowledge
gaps, not chasms; if a knowledge gap is perceived to be manageable—and there is a known
process by which it can be closed—curiosity may motivate the effort required. Already an
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objective within the DLCP, teachers and tutors who understand the reasons and ways of
manipulating desirable difficulty within the process, may be able to create the appropriate
challenge to success ratio for the learning content contained within it. Cognitive load is also
pertinent to an appropriate level of challenge.
The DLCP seeks to manage cognitive load for the development of automated
knowledge through:
•

a consistent procedure,

•

appropriately levelled learning goals identified through classroom instruction,

•

incremental learning progressions,

•

low element interactivity,

•

moderated desirable difficulty learning strategies,

•

corrective feedback and

•

point-of-need explicit instruction.

An understanding of potential ego esteem challenges may assist teacher and tutor to
anticipate discouragement and be responsive to student needs by communicating their
knowledge of the nature of human cognitive architecture, the way we learn and emotional
expectations in the context of desirable difficulty. This may encourage students to persevere.
Students with learning science theoretical understandings may experience the thrill of
progress and come to recognise that errors and difficulty are a means to an end: learning
(Hattie & Yates, 2014). Recommendation 5 encourages educators to promote and develop
metacognitive talk.
Chapter 6: Spaced Retrieval Practice, introduced the incorporation of elaborative
questioning following retrieval attempts. The DLCP may provide a scaffold for the
development of these ‘how did you remember’ and ‘why is this so’ questions to encourage
student to think about thinking and participate in metacognitive talk. Teachers and tutors may
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be encouraged to model the language of metacognition within lessons and the DLCP.
Through modelling, guidance and feedback from teachers and tutors, increased student
understanding of metacognitive monitoring and knowledge, may provide a foundation for the
beginnings of self-regulation, also known as metacognitive control (Dunlosky & Metcalfe,
2009).
Metacognitive Control
Flavell (1979) identified a continuum of student metacognitive understandings from
pre-school to late primary school with associated effects on learning. Young students may
only distinguish between understanding and not understanding. Flavell suggests that such
early competencies may be used as building blocks for advancing metacognition.
Self-Regulation
Independent students who self-select efficient learning strategies, such spaced
retrieval, are likely to monitor their learning more accurately. These judgements in turn, may
inform further ‘what, when, why and how’ decisions about on-going study. Younger school
students are dependent on their teachers to manage these decisions, however, the DLCP may
provide both a means of learning and a model for potential future self-regulation.
Winne and Hadwin (1998) describe self-regulated learning as consisting of four
stages: task definition, goal setting and planning, enactment and adaptation. Table 18 displays
the expression of these stages within the DLCP and highlights that the process is recursive
(Dunlosky & Metcalfe, 2009).
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Table 18
The DLCP as a Teacher Tool for the Development of Student Metacognitive Control
Self-regulation Stages
task definition

goal setting and planning

enactment

DLCP Expression
•

student prior knowledge

•

differentiated learning intentions

•

learning items in flashcard format

•

mastery criteria

•

learning progressions

•

spaced retrieval practice

•

elaborative interrogation

•

interleaved practice

•

teacher and tutor feedback, modelling and instruction
of cognitive and metacognitive knowledge

adaptation

•

teacher, tutor and student metacognitive monitoring

•

self-paced mastery process

•

differentiated number of retrievals

•

differentiated desirable difficulty through inter-study
intervals manipulation

Metacognitive knowledge and monitoring, and the DLCP functioning as a tool and model of
metacognitive control, may contribute to the development of student self-efficacy and
motivation.
Reciprocal Determinism.
Bandura’s (1986) social cognitive theory research increasingly focussed on selfregulation, self-efficacy and motivation, emphasising learners’ personal agency (cited in
Duchesne & McMaugh, 2016). His reciprocal determinism model describes interactions
between learners’ personal cognition, behavioural responses and the external environment.
Personal cognition and behavioural responses may find expression in the ‘external
environment’ of the DLCP.
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Personal cognitive factors such as a learner’s knowledge, beliefs, emotions, and selfefficacy (Duchesne & McMaugh, 2016) may influence how the DLCP is perceived and how
an individual will respond to it. As previously discussed, metacognitive knowledge on the
nature and experience of desirable difficulty learning strategies, may influence students’
behavioural responses when they succeed or fail to accurately retrieve a learning item. For
example, if a student knows that the struggle to remember learning assists in the formation of
long-term memories, their beliefs about failure may change. Negative emotional reactions
may be reinterpreted (Bandura, 1974). Incidentally, the DLCP will provide practise in
making errors and students may begin to see them as a part of the learning process (Hattie &
Yates, 2014). If perseverance ultimately leads to successful outcomes, the ability to delay the
gratification of a successful retrieval may grow. To summarise, metacognitive knowledge
may lead to more accurate beliefs about learning, altered beliefs about failure may lead to
emotional regulation and, mastery experiences, to growing self-efficacy (Bandura, 2010;
Bloom, 1968).
Self-Efficacy.
Bandura (1974, p. 77) defines self-efficacy as “the belief in one’s ability to influence
events that effect one’s life and control over the way these events are experienced”. When
learners experience success, their expectations of future success are enhanced and they are
more likely to apply the effort and persistence required (National Academy of Science,
Education and Medicine, 2018). The DLCP may structure the environment, to raise student
belief in their own capabilities, through challenging but successful learning experiences
(Bandura, 1974). Success is measured by progress (Bandura, 1974; Goss et al., 2015), not
performance.
Self-efficacy has a major influence on student learning and is “as influential on their
performance as their actual abilities” (Dunlosky & Metcalfe, 2009, p. 205). Kirschner and
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Hendrick (2020) clarify, however, that self-efficacy is domain specific. A strong sense of
self-efficacy in reading, may not translate to confidence in mathematics.
As discussed in Chapter 4: Baseline Data, the researcher anecdotally observed
improvement in self-efficacy as students came to predict that learning items would move
forward through the DLCP over time. Research identifies that when students sense that
learning is within their control, it has a powerful effect on their motivation (Duchesne &
McMaugh, 2016). According to Bandura (2008, p. 1)
Among the mechanisms of agency none is more central or pervasive than beliefs of
personal efficacy. This core belief is the foundation of human motivation, well-being,
and accomplishments. Unless people believe they can produce desired effects by their
actions they have little incentive to act or to persevere in the face of difficulties.
Whatever other factors serve as guides and motivators, they are rooted in the core
belief, that one has the power to effect changes by one’s actions.
The DLCP relates to motivation as an emergent phenomenon; it can be developed
over time and through student experiences with learning (NASEM, 2018).
Motivation.
Motivation is described as a “condition that activates and sustains behavior toward a
goal” (NASEM, 2018, p. 109). NASEM (2018) identify that cognitive theories focus on
intrinsic motivation. Three psychological principles are foundational to this form of
motivation.
The first principle is an incremental view of intelligence (malleable versus fixed
learning capacity). Foundational to the DLCP is the importance of knowledge. The more a
student knows on a topic the more readily they can assimilate new learning and therefore
experience success (Brown et al., 2014). Mastery learning theory (Bloom, 1968) supports an
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incremental view of intelligence with mastery learning goals subject to the variables of time
and effort.
The second principle of intrinsic motivation is that learning material should reflect a
student’s prior knowledge. Appropriately differentiated learning content within the DLCP
based on foundational knowledge in long-term memory, may assist students to manage
intrinsic cognitive load and persevere with the mental effort of learning (Sweller, 2016).
Achievable learning goals are most effective when specific and proximally attainable
(Duchesne & McMaugh, 2016).
The third principle of intrinsic motivation is a learning orientation towards mastery
rather than performance. The DLCP theories of mastery learning (Bloom, 1968) and selfefficacy (Bandura, 2008) reflect this learning goal. According to Bloom (1968), a student
who masters appropriately differentiated learning content can be profoundly affected.
Affective changes include:
•

subjects once disliked are positively reframed,

•

feeling of control over learning are developed,

•

motivation for learning is increased and

•

self-concept is enhanced.

The researcher’s anecdotal observations support the claims resulting from mastered
knowledge. According to Bandura (2008, p. 2), “the most effective way of building a strong
sense of efficacy is through mastery experiences”. Self-efficacy beliefs are influenced by the
factors to which students attribute their success or failure which in turn influence motivation,
performance and affective reactions (Bandura, 1974).
Attribution Theory.
To seek a cause for success or failure is to believe that the same success, or the
avoidance of failure, is possible in the future (Weiner, 1985). Causal analysis of performance
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may be defined by locus (internal or external factors), stability factors and their
controllability. In an educational setting, attribution theory is the perceived causes to which
students attribute their academic success or failure. Kirschner and Hendrick (2020, p. 103)
note that “the perceived cause of academic performance is as significant as the actual cause”
(emphasis in original). In education settings, the dominant causes relate to ability and effort.
Expectations and emotions arising from causal attributions can have a major influence on
learning motivation (Weiner, 1985).
Internal factors have a greater impact on positive self-esteem for successful
experiences or lower self-esteem for unsuccessful ones (Weiner, 1985). An example of an
internal locus of causality is ability. If a student feels that they inherently lack the ability to
succeed, motivation may be challenged. If, however, they feel that failure was due to an
external factor, such as the unusual difficulty of an assessment, their self-esteem and
motivation may not be as severely impacted (Weiner, 1985). The relative stability of causal
factors influences student expectations of success (Weiner, 1985).
Stable causal factors are those that are constant or enduring, ability in a subject area is
an example (Weiner, 1985). Unstable factors are those that are temporary or fluctuating, for
example the application of effort. Kirschner and Hendrick (2020) explain that students who
attribute failure to internal, stable causes like low ability, may suffer from poor ego esteem
and disengage in learning while those who attribute failure to external unstable causes, such
as lack of help or bad luck, may miss the opportunity to improve. Students who recognise
unstable causal factors such as effort and perseverance, however, may have higher
expectations of potential success. A third causal property is controllability.
Locus of causality and stability factors may both be influenced by factors of volitional
control (Weiner, 1985). It may be within students’ power to adjust the application of effort,
however, mood or fatigue may be less controllable. Weiner (1985) provides an example the
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three dimensions of locus, stability and controllability using the scenario of a poorly
performing Little League baseball player.
Figure 37 displays the achievement-related motivational sequence. The boy attributes
his poor play to low ability: causal factors which are internal, stable and uncontrollable. He
feels he is not a good player, therefore does not expect to be able to play well in the future.
Given a situation that he believes he cannot control, he decides to stay home from the next
game. The result is hopelessness. A different scenario may see a student achieving a
performance goal and identifying that a decision to change (internal/controllability factors) to
a different study strategy (external factor) led to improved learning (unstable factor). A
positive affective response may follow.
Figure 37. An achievement-related motivational episode based on Weiner’s (1985) scenario.
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The previously discussed reciprocal determinism model (Bandura, 1986) describes
interactions between learners’ personal cognition, behavioural responses and the external
environmental context, in this case, the DLCP. Bandura (2010) describes the creation of an
environment, based on mastery experiences, that builds coping skills to potentially manage
threats to self-esteem. The result being that students may be able to “perform successfully
despite themselves” (Bandura, 2010, p. 6). An examination of the underlying causal
properties of the DLCP in relation to Weiner’s (1985) locus, stability and controllability may
identify revisions to facilitate expectations of success and the management of affective
outcomes.
In primary school settings, the DLCP is teacher directed and tutor delivered which, as
displayed in Table 19, provides a high level of controllability. On behalf of students, the
teacher seeks to manage the control of multiple causal factors in the pursuit of successful but
effortful retrieval experiences:
•

Being outside of the self, external factors have little impact on self-esteem
(Weiner, 1985). Metacognitive discussions, instruction, monitoring and
modelling may be used to attribute unsuccessful retrievals to the nature of the
desirable difficulty strategy which is external.

•

Success ascribed to internal factors positively influence self-esteem and
feelings of pride (Weiner, 1985). For successful retrievals, teachers and tutors
can attribute the result to internal factors; the student’s thinking effort that
moves learning into long-term memory over time.

•

The stability of a cause relates to the relative expectancy of future success
(Weiner, 1985). Whilst the learning items change, the DLCP is stable. The
process is consistent and predictable.

Over time, students may experience and predict successful outcomes through the DLCP.
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Table 19
Suggested DLCP Internal and External Factors, Stability Factors and their Controllability
Internal (student)
Controllable
Stable

Uncontrollable
ability

External (DLCP)
Controllable (teacher)
DLCP strategy:

constant

- session scheduling

enduring

- task characteristics

Uncontrollable
interruptions
support

and difficulty
- learning goals
- learning progressions
- participation
- teacher/tutor feedback,
cognitive/metacognitive
instruction, modelling.
Unstable

engagement

mood

teacher / tutor

temporary

thinking effort

fatigue

expertise

fluctuating

persistence

Note. Adapted from “How Learning Happens: Seminal Works in Educational Psychology
and What They Mean in Practice,” by P.A. Kirschner and C. Hendrick, 2020, Routledge.

Fulfilment of the following DLCP conditions may influence learning achievement
and the development of self-regulation, self-efficacy and motivation.
Teachers
•

ensure that students’ prior knowledge is accurately addressed

•

provide appropriate incremental learning goals based on learning progressions

•

highlight learning goals and define success criteria,

•

respond to student results by adjusting the level of desirably difficulty, if required,
through manipulating interval duration to facilitate effortful but successful retrievals,
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•

know and explicitly teach cognitive and metacognitive knowledge on desirable
difficulty theory to tutors and students,

•

model metacognitive monitoring through feedback and elaborative interrogation and

•

provide a supportive learning environment attributing unsuccessful retrievals to
(external) desirable difficulties, successful retrievals to (internal) perseverance and an
expectation of progress to the (stable and predictable) DLCP.

Well managed desirable difficulty with metacognitive understandings is key to student
progress, the expectancy of future success, and potentially, learning motivation.
Future Research
The DLCP utilises and models metacognitive strategies. The effects of the DLCP on
metacognitive development may be researched through comparing results, student attitudes,
self-efficacy and motivation with variables that assess teacher and tutor metacognitive
instruction and modelling.
The EEF (2019) identifies that, based on extensive evidence, the development of
metacognition and self-regulation skills have a high impact on learning for a very low cost
and should therefore, be seriously considered by schools seeking to improve student
achievement. They also note that the development of these skills can be difficult to achieve in
practice, particularly within the preferred context of content knowledge. With further
research, the DLCP may provide a framework to contribute to the development of these skills
for improved student outcomes and future independent study endeavours. Duchesne and
McMaugh (2016, p. 113) conclude … “numerous studies have demonstrated that
metacognition can be taught (Pennequin, Sorel & Mainguy, 2010) and that metacognitive
knowledge and skill is related to academic achievement, to reasoning (Kuhn, 2000) and to
intelligence (Sterberg, 1985)”.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion

The initial goal of the thesis was to determine the theoretical foundations of a practice
strategy—the Differentiated Learning Consolidation Process—which was developed in the
classroom. The subsequent aim was to ascertain if, and how, these theories could refine the
DLCP within the constraints of the classroom context.
Background
After several years teaching in an upper primary gifted and talented programme, the
researcher returned to mainstream classroom teaching. A learning focus on foundational
knowledge and skills in the early primary years highlighted the difficulties of managing
effective differentiation and consolidation of learning according to individual student needs.
In response, informal classroom level action research was undertaken to develop a practice
process that was both effective and suited to the limited resources of the classroom. A
traditional tool, known anecdotally as a mastery learning folder, facilitated the delivery of the
process. With ongoing modifications to the process, tool and implementation, the DLCP
provided the researcher with the ability to better manage the consolidation of differentiated
student learning. The experience led to the development of a hardcover mastery learning tool
and the provision of professional development for interested teachers. Beyond some
elementary understandings of mastery learning and the revised Bloom’s taxonomy, the
theoretical foundation of the process was unknown. It was hoped that a more thorough
understanding of evidence-informed theory may lead to further process revision and
improved student outcomes.
This chapter will summarise and reflect upon the research. The effectiveness of the
methodology will be considered, and the major findings highlighted, followed by an
assessment of the limitations of research in terms of methodology, validity and DLCP
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implementation. Potential future research will then be discussed, and the thesis will conclude
with the significance of the research.
Methodology Reflections
The extensive search for an appropriate research design for the current study was well
rewarded with the discovery of the realist synthesis logic of enquiry. This methodology
facilitated the identification and incorporation of diverse and relevant data including the
researcher’s experience, baseline features of the process, potentially related programme
theory and applications. Together, this data informed the revision of the DLCP.
The realist synthesis approach facilitated the fulfilment of the overarching and
specific research goals, delivering applications and insights beyond the researcher’s
expectations, as well as ideas for future research. Additionally, the methodology’s focus on
theory may have assisted to address the potential bias of investigating a self-developed
intervention.
Major Findings
The first overarching research question was ‘What is the DLCP theory?’ Section 1:
Theory Identification, utilised the researcher’s experience (Chapter 2) and the baseline
annotation of the DLCP (Chapter 4) to contextualise the research. These chapters provided a
rationale for the researcher’s expert framing role: to identify and adjudicate between potential
theories and their application (Pawson et al., 2004). A narrative literature review (Chapter 5)
sourced data to identify potential DLCP programme theory. These chapters informed the
second overarching research question; ‘Can the DLCP programme theory be aligned with
evidence-informed research, and if so, how?’ which was addressed in Section 2: Theory
Application. A summary of the major findings is provided in two sections: theory
identification and theory application.
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Theory Identification
The search for relevant and applicable theory identified that the DLCP sits within the
field of cognitive psychology. Two broad theories of relevance were identified: cognitive
load theory (Sweller et al., 2019) and the new theory of disuse (Bjork & Bjork, 1992).
Cognitive Load Theory.
The focus of cognitive load theory on the aetiology of knowledge acquisition through
effective instructional design (Sweller et al., 2019), provided the researcher with contextual
understandings for the research that followed. Cognitive load theory directly addresses the
purpose and goal of the DLCP: to secure the learning of classroom instruction within
students’ long-term memory. The DLCP may:
•

reflect the understandings of human cognitive architecture and accommodate
the limitations of working memory,

•

address the importance of prior knowledge through the presentation of
appropriately differentiated learning content, and

•

have the potential to adjust element interactivity, through the complexity of
learning item content designed for novice or expert learners.

These features may assist in the development of schema in students’ long-term memory. The
DLCP may also have an association with working memory expansion after the rest provided
by spaced learning (Chen et al., 2017). Whilst not the application focus of this study,
cognitive load theory will continue to influence the development and implementation of the
process.
The New Theory of Disuse.
The new theory of disuse (Bjork & Bjork, 1992) provided many theoretical insights
applicable to the DLCP. It was the researcher’s observation that performance during
instruction on the number bonds to ten was an unreliable index of durable learning that
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motivated the initial search for more effective learning strategies. Therefore, a theory that
addressed the enhancement of memory storage and retrieval strength was a welcome
discovery.
The review of research literature suggested that the DLCP may be consistent with the
premises of the new theory of disuse and utilise the desirable difficulties strategies (Bjork &
Bjork, 2011) of spaced, retrieval, and interleaved practice. New DLCP insights based on
these theories were highlights of the research.
First, what was previously considered to be merely mastery testing, was identified as
retrieval practice, a strategy of learning. Second, under certain conditions, the use of mixed
flashcard content may align with the learning strategy of interleaving. Third, the inter-study
intervals of practice—not the number of retrievals—were identified as the major influence on
the duration of learning. Cognitive load theory and the new theory of disuse assisted the
identification and refinement of the remaining, more specific DLCP theories.
DLCP Programme Theory.
Pawson et al. (2004) describe an intervention’s programme theory as a theory of
theories. Section 1: Theory Identification culminated in the proposed combination of DLCP
programme theory as displayed in Figure 16. Section 2: Theory Application, presented the
investigation of the desirable difficulty learning strategies of spaced retrieval and interleaved
practice, together with metacognitive development strategies, to provide key data for the
revision of the DLCP.
Theory Application
The application of theory is described within three DLCP phases: the selection of
learning content, the Criterion Phase and the Retention Phase. This is followed by the
metacognitive applications which are more general in nature.
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Learning Content.
Prior to the current study, the DLCP focussed on the learning objectives of
remembering, understanding and applying. Using an ecologically relevant context and
educational materials, Gluckman et al. (2014) identified that spacing practice achieved
learning gains for generalisations. Potential may exist for the DLCP to incorporate higher
order learning objectives when tutors have the capacity to assess student responses and
provide appropriate feedback.
Criterion Phase.
The Criterion Phase involves establishing the retention of learning content over short
durations prior to the longer inter-study intervals of the Retention Phase. The following key
theory applications may be applied to the DLCP within this phase:
•

Maintain the use of blocked practice during lessons to provide a foundation
for interleaved mathematics practice (Rohrer et al., 2019).

•

Request that tutors separate flashcards into the mathematics domain and
language categories prior to the retrieval testing of each pocket to facilitate the
most suitable sequencing arrangement for mixed curricular content (Carvalho
& Goldstone, 2015; Yan & Sana, 2020).

•

Maintain the focus on student prior knowledge and learning progressions to
create effortful but successful retrievals. Introduce the adaption of interval
durations to manage desirable difficulty based on the needs of selected
students (Mettler et al., 2016; Pyc & Rawson, 2009).

•

Provide a longer retrieval response time to enhance effortful thinking (Pyc &
Rawson, 2009).

•

Aim for successful mastery experiences through differentiated learning
content, self-paced learning and the management of desirable difficulty to
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foster the development of student self-efficacy and motivation (Bandura,
2010; Bloom 1968).
•

Reduce the number of retrieval sessions to improve process efficiency (Pyc &
Rawson, 2009; Rawson & Dunlosky, 2011).

•

Maintain the use of feedback and replace repetitive retrievals with elaborative
questioning and metacognitive talk to provide students with accurate
judgements of learning and enhanced metacognition (EEF, 2019; Karpicke,
2017; Logan et al., 2012; Roediger & Pyc, 2012; van Merriënboer &
Kirschner, 2018).

Many of the Criterion Phase findings also apply to the spaced retrieval sessions within the
Retention Phase. The distinguishing feature of the Retention Phase is the introduction of
longer inter-study intervals.
Retention Phase.
The Retention Phase seeks to establish durable knowledge over longer intervals. The
key theory application was the introduction of rest pockets to incorporate three expanding
inter-study intervals for effortful but successful retrievals and recall at educationally relevant
delays (Cepeda et al., 2008; Kang et al., 2014; Küpper-Tetzel et al., 2014; Rawson &
Dunlosky, 2011). The desirable difficulty goal of effortful retrieval has metacognitive
implications. Key metacognitive theory applications relate to the process as a whole.
Metacognitive Applications.
Extensive evidence supports the association between metacognitive skills and high
impact learning outcomes (EEF, 2019). The DLCP may provide a framework to
systematically foster the development of student metacognitive skills within the authentic
context of content knowledge (Hattie & Donoghue, 2016). Research data identified that
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metacognitive knowledge assists in the development of metacognitive monitoring and control
which may benefit teachers, tutors and students.
Implementation of the DLCP has always included the training of teachers, tutors and
students in the process and their roles within it, but has not addressed theoretical
understandings. Future training could incorporate cognitive load theory, the new theory of
disuse, explanations of desirable difficulty learning strategies and metacognitive
development, in formats appropriate to the participants for metacognitive gains in monitoring
and control. Teacher and tutor metacognitive talk and modelling hold the potential to enhance
student learning.
The development of student metacognitive understandings may assist students to
develop more accurate judgements of learning (Logan et al., 2012) and circumvent potential
ego esteem challenges when illusions of knowledge are recalibrated through the use of
desirable difficulty. This knowledge may also create more accurate beliefs about the nature of
learning including the expectation of more errors, increased thinking demands and the
possibility of discouragement during practice (Rohrer & Taylor, 2010). Desensitisation to
these challenges may assist students to develop the perseverance required to see results
improve (Hattie & Yates, 2014; Logan et al., 2012). Furthermore, the DLCP may function as
a model of self-regulated learning for additional metacognitive gains.
The DLCP incorporates task definition, goal setting, enactment and adaptation of
tasks according to results (Winne & Hadwin, 1998). If tutors—particularly of older
students—make these associations explicit, it may encourage similar student organisation
when their time comes for independent study, as required for school exams. Similarly,
attributions of success or failure hold potential to positively impact student metacognition
(Weiner, 1985).
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Tutor metacognitive talk and modelling could include attributions of unsuccessful
retrievals to external factors such as the nature of desirable difficulty. Successful retrievals
may be attributed to the internal factor of perseverance and the predictability of the process
could facilitate an expectancy of future success. These attributions may protect ego esteem
(Hattie & Yates, 2014) and encourage self-efficacy and motivation (Weiner, 1985). The
limitations of the research address the methodology, internal and external validity, and
potential implementation constraints.
Limitations
The limitations of a realist synthesis approach are, perhaps, its defining feature.
Pawson et al. (2004) describe the approach as involving “so many grey zones … so much offpiste work, so much wallowing in the subtle and contextual [and] so much negotiation of
meaning with real-world practitioners”—such is research in the context of complex
interventions within complex social systems. Specifically, the study findings are subject to
limitations based on internal validity, external validity and issues of classroom
implementation.
Internal Validity
Stakeholder participation and expert framing are essential components of realist
synthesis and have a role to play in assessing internal validity. Realist synthesis requires
expert framing in making judgements of data relevance and applicability, for example, in the
purposive sampling and application of research studies. This was the researcher’s
responsibility. The researcher is an expert in the original DLCP, however, not in the
identified cognitive psychology theories or their application. It is acknowledged, therefore,
that the findings of this study are fallible.
In this context, internal validity is promoted through clarity on the part of the
researcher (Pawson et al., 2004). This includes explaining selections, providing the reader
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with sufficient study information and presenting reasoning to enable stakeholders—
particularly experts in the field—to evaluate and adjudicate the conclusions (Pawson et al.,
2004). Judgement may follow in the form of refutation. Such feedback is encouraged as
“exposure to scrutiny and critique is thus the engine for the revision and refinement of
programme theories” (Pawson et al., 2004, p. 38) and potentially, in this context, a reworking
of applications within the DLCP.
External Validity
The study involved the application of pertinent research to components of the DLCP,
and, as such, does not claim a wider generalisation. Many teachers, however, have suggested
that the DLCP could be developed into an online or software application. It is the
researcher’s belief that it would be difficult to replicate several features in a virtual context:
the responsiveness to specific classroom learning objectives, the degree of individualised
differentiation and the nuanced face-to-face interactions between teacher, tutor and student.
Additionally, applications of the current research are subject to the limitations of the school
and classroom context.
DLCP Implementation
Whilst the revision of the DLCP sought to recognise and address classroom context
issues, it is acknowledged that it is the availability of resources and subjects (for example,
teachers and tutors) that make interventions work and one size does not fit all (Pawson &
Tilly, 1997; Pawson et al., 2004). Pertinent factors which may limit the successful
implementation of the DLCP include the level of stakeholder commitment to the
implementation process, the provision of adequate training, financial considerations and the
availability of tutors. The range of implementation scenarios is broad.
Previous discussion sought to provide examples of DLCP use in various school
scenarios. Implementation may involve a single student addressing the practise of learning
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content in one subject area or topic. Conversely, a primary school may implement the
intervention across all year levels to support the differentiation and consolidation of crosscurricular learning objectives. Effective implementation across all scenarios requires
consideration of several factors by administrative decision makers and teachers, including:
•

an understanding of the DLCP programme theory to facilitate confidence in
contextual application decisions,

•

a realistic assessment of the available school resources, such as tutor options
or the suitability of different delivery modes, and

•

stakeholder time, effort and commitment.

The implementation of any intervention is an iterative process (Pawson et al., 2004).
Hattie and Yates (2014, p. viii) note that students require “substantial investments of time,
energy, structured tuition, and personal effort” to develop knowledge mastery regardless of
inherent ability: the same could be said of the stakeholders responsible for the DLCP. A key
factor to implementation success is initial and on-going professional development.
Whilst local embedding and adaption is presumed, researcher experience has
determined that training, feedback and discussion are essential for intervention fidelity and
the achievement of DLCP objectives. Ideally, tailored training would be provided for
administrative decision makers, teachers, tutors and parents. This could include traditional
face-to-face provision, coursework, videos, guidelines, or checklists, delivered at staff
meetings, online, at parent gatherings or less formally. Through this guided consultation,
stakeholders could ascertain what works “for whom, in what circumstances, in what respects,
and how” (Pawson et al., 2004, p. v). After designated periods of use, it would be beneficial
to review the implementation chain and any points of contention (Pawson et al., 2004). A
commitment by stakeholders to adequate training and communication is key. Financial
factors are also an important consideration in school contexts.
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The Education Endowment Foundation Teaching and Learning Toolkit (Higgins et
al., 2016, p. 4) describes any learning intervention costing less than $140 Australian dollars
per student per year as “very low” and the DLCP intervention may fall within this parameter.
Training in the process is currently provided online without charge. Volunteer parent tutors
and the use of available education assistants who may already be assigned time to the class,
may not incur additional costs. The cost of handmade or hardcover mastery learning folders
or alternative tools are low. The appointment or extension of education assistant time would
aid implementation, however, this would require more substantial funding. Whilst subject to
school implementation decisions, the DLCP may be defined as a very low-cost strategy, and
therefore potentially accessible to a wide range of schools.
Tutor support has been described throughout the thesis as one of the most important
and potentially limiting factors of DLCP implementation. According to individual school
contexts, a variety of tutor and scheduling options were described to maximise the
accessibility of students to one-on-one DLCP delivery. Tutors can include parent helpers,
education assistants and older student leaders. The training, knowledge and experience of
tutors may impact student results, particularly in metacognition, however, the strategies of
desirable difficulty remain the key mechanisms of learning. Teacher management options for
the one-on-one delivery of Retention Phase sessions were also described, for example,
staggering student testing—and the time involved—across the week.
Pawson et al. (2004, p. 38) conclude, that despite the limitations of realist synthesis—
and the researcher would add, the limitations of the context—“much can be achieved through
the drip, drip, drip of enlightenment”. As stakeholders gain experience with the intervention
and observe the results, new possibilities for effective implementation may emerge. In the
researcher’s experience, teachers are innovative in response to the limitations of their
classroom context when they observe a learning return on investment.
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Research Recommendations
With reference to studies of spacing, Kapler et al. (2015, p. 39) describe the necessity
of “ecologically valid studies that use educationally relevant materials, timescales, and
methods”. Similarly, De Bruyckere (2018) emphasises that research must move from the
laboratory into classrooms. Based on the researcher’s observations of DLCP outcomes, the
current study began with the question, ‘It works in practice, but does it work in theory?’ With
a rudimentary baseline of DLCP programme theory established, the research focus needs to
return to practice.
First, the most pertinent research will be to quantify the effectiveness of the revised
DLCP to facilitate student progress along the learning progressions of classroom instruction.
Subject to future supervisor feedback and methodology investigation, an empirical study is
proposed with a focus on assessing individual student progress using authentic classroom
learning materials. Second, research questions arising from section two of the current study
could be addressed.
Future studies could investigate the parameters of various conditions within the DLCP
in the classroom context with student populations. For spaced retrieval practice, desirable
difficulty could be manipulated using the variables of response time, criterion level, adaptive
inter-study intervals, number of spaced retrieval sessions and inter-study interval durations
for retention at educationally relevant delays. For interleaved practice, learning gains could
be compared in the blocked versus interleaved condition and the use of low or high
discriminatory content. The use of domain and category sequencing could also be explored.
Third, DLCP metacognitive development strategies could be investigated through
qualitative studies related to student attitudes, self-efficacy and motivation. Finally, the
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DLCP may also be used as a research instrument for topics and applications related to its
theoretical constructs in a variety of contexts beyond the field of education.
Significance
The motivation for the classroom development of the DLCP was two-fold. First was
the researcher’s experience that performance during instruction proves to be an unreliable
index of durable learning and, second, was the need to address the diversity of individual
mastery of learning content, an ever-present reality within most classes. The current study has
developed a new theory, the DLCP, which may assist teachers to address these differentiation
and consolidation concerns. A defining feature of the DLCP is the attempt to be responsive to
the complexity of the classroom.
Whilst based on the learning content of classroom instruction, the implementation of
the practice process is situated outside the restrictive lesson context and shared between
teacher and tutors. Tutors facilitate individual feedback and instruction, and, through the
mastery process, students can practise individualised learning objectives at their own pace
across days, weeks or months. These factors combine to assist teacher management of
learning differentiation and consolidation.
Consolidation was defined in the thesis as durable knowledge in long-term memory.
Desirable difficulty learning strategies such as spaced retrieval and interleaved practice, have
been identified as highly effective in creating durable learning (Dunlosky et al., 2013; Pashler
et al., 2007), however, according to theorists, they have yet to reach their potential in terms of
classroom application (Bjork & Bjork 2011; Dempster, 1988, Howard-Jones, 2014; Lovell,
2020, foreword by Sweller, p.7). Kapler et al. (2015) describe multiple implementation
challenges including group delivery, potential peer distraction, variations in prior knowledge,
and time constraints. Spacing learning across lessons over days, weeks and months, is
described as logistically very difficult within the lesson context, as are “customize[d]
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schedules of practice for individual students and topics” (Mettler et al., 2016, p. 898). The
DLCP incorporates the use of these effective consolidation strategies through avoiding the
difficulties associated with the lesson context.
A requirement of the Australian Professional Standards for Teachers (Australian
Institute for Teaching and School Leadership, 2011) is that teachers know how students learn
and how they can teach effectively. Küpper-Tetzel (2014, p. 72) describes the transition of
desirable difficulty theory to implementation as a “missing bridge between research and
practice”. With reference to spaced practice, Weinstein et al. (2018) note that teachers need
more “evidence-based tools and guidelines for direct implementation in the classroom”. The
DLCP may provide the means for teachers to learn and practice cognitive load theory and the
strategies of desirable difficulty which may then be incorporated into other aspects of their
classroom learning programmes.
Teachers face widening learning gaps of up to six years within Australian classrooms
(Goss et al., 2015) and Australian educational standards as reflected by PISA are cause for
concern (Donnelly, 2019). If the prior knowledge of students is not recognised or addressed,
then learning may continue to be compromised (Tomlinson, 2015). Differentiation provides
equitable access to learning progress, yet the means of provision is challenging for many
teachers (Goss et al., 2015). The DLCP may provide one option to address these difficulties
guided by (a) teacher assessment and observation of student learning needs, (b) learning
progressions, (c) mastery learning strategies and (d) explicit instruction and practice of the
content of classroom instruction.
Beyond the dependence of younger students on teacher management of learning,
classroom use of the DLCP may introduce students to potential future study routines through:
•

the modelling and practice of desirable difficulty learning strategies,

•

familiarity with illusions of knowledge,
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•

the development of student beliefs that effortful thinking can lead to mastered
learning, and subsequently

•

the development self-efficacy, motivation and self-regulation in learning.

“The end of knowledge is power” (Hobbes, 1839, p. 7) because knowledge in longterm memory is the foundation of reasoning (Tricot & Sweller, 2013). Our education systems
hold an enormous responsibility to provide students of all backgrounds with equity and
agency through knowledge acquisition. The DLCP does not seek or expect uniform student
achievement, however, targeted practice of the content of classroom instructional guided by
learning progressions may facilitate progress.
The overarching goal of the thesis was to present a practice process that had been
adjudicated and revised by theory to potentially assist the researcher and other teachers with
managing learning differentiation and consolidation. Foundational to all conclusions, was the
understanding of the complexity of the classroom which requires any intervention to be
effective and practical. Well managed desirable difficulty with metacognitive understandings
is key to student progress and the expectancy of future success. Over time, students may
experience and attribute successful outcomes to perseverance with the desirable difficulty
strategies of the DLCP. For the researcher, this goal was epitomised by a Year 1 student with
special needs, who, after an inability to recall a phonics sound during a mastery test, said with
a big smile, “I’m still working on that one”. In many ways, the current study has taken DLCP
research to the starting line. It is hoped, however, that the theoretical focus has progressed the
process towards a more evidence-informed foundation.
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Appendix G
Development of the DLCP from 2010 – 2016

Tool or Process Modification
2010
Each student had a mastery learning folder containing four pockets
labelled 1, 2, 3 and Test (Appendix I).
Students received subject specific remediation, consolidation or
extension flashcard content based on assessments of their learning.
The tutor conducted the DLCP as a part of student homework in a five
to ten-minute session, four days per week.
Procedure:
•
Step 1. Test the content in every pocket, move it
forward to the next pocket if correct.
•
Step 2. Check for understanding of the content and
assist the student to practice through rehearsal.
A weekly mastery test was conducted by the teacher on the content in
Pocket 4. Correct flashcards were removed from the folder. Incorrect
flashcards were returned to the first pocket. At this time, new content
was added to the Start pocket by the teacher.

Learning or Management Objective (in italics)
•
Content was based on classroom learning programmes.
•
The mastery learning folder learning content was
individualised.
•
Use of targeted content condensed learning time.
•
The tutor was a parent or sibling. Older student leaders or
an education assistant tutored students who did not participate in
homework.
•
The process was quick.
•
Step 1, testing first introduced a 24-hour spaced interval
for daily sessions Monday to Thursday and a 72-hour interval
from Friday to Monday.
•
Testing provided immediate student feedback on
progress.
•
Step 2 attempted to ensure student understanding of
content and recall through rehearsal.
•
Student progress was recorded.
•
It was thought that incorrect content returning to the start
would provide more remediation time and facilitate self-paced
progress.
•
The folder content became cross-curricular.

Initial positive results led to trialling the incorporation of learning
material from multiple subject areas.
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Tool or Process Modification
2011
The DLCP changed from a homework strategy to a classroom strategy
with delivery before the start of formal lessons in the morning.
Three additional pockets were added, and the pockets renamed Start, 1,
2, 3, 4, and Test (Appendix I).
Upon reaching the Test pocket, flashcards were not revised.
A weekly mastery test was conducted by the teacher on the flashcards
that had reached the Test pocket. Correct flashcards were removed
from the folder and incorrect flashcards were returned to the Start
pocket.
2012
A “Store” pocket was added before the Start pocket to contain inactive
future learning content.
Based upon individual student, an appropriate number of flashcards
(active learning load) was transferred from the Store into the Start
pocket, prior to the first use of the tool. This was adjusted according to
results.
As each flashcard arrived at the inactive Test pocket, the tutor or
student transferred a new flashcard from the Store into the Start
pocket.

Learning or Management Objective (in italics)
•
Tutors were parent helpers, student leaders or education
assistants, when available.
•
The rest interval between a flashcard arriving in the Test
pocket and being tested by the teacher was between one and six
days which was thought to give some indication of learning in
long-term memory.
•
Student learning was recorded within standard teacher
subject area records.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Up to 20 flashcards of new material could be added to the Store
pocket at any time without affecting the number of active
flashcards being learnt, increasing teacher flexibility.
The active learning load became differentiated.
The mastery test day became flexible as new content was
transferred from the Store pocket into the Start pocket by the
tutor/student instead of the teacher.
With a one-to-one correspondence between flashcards leaving
and entering the active pockets the learning load was
automatically maintained.

Tool or Process Modification
2013
A hardcover, commercial version of the folder was manufactured to
overcome the time inefficiencies of the handmade version. A bee
theme was introduced, and the pockets were renamed Store, Hive
(replacing Start), Daisies (1 – 4) and Test. A Mastered pocket was
added (Appendix I).

Learning or Management Objective (in italics)
•
The hardcover folder reduced teacher preparation time.
•
Clear pockets enabled students to see their learning
content move through the folder.
•
Tutor instructions were printed on the folder.
•
Through recording the quantity of mastered flashcards,
students saw a visual representation of their progress over time
(Appendix J).
•
Flashcards were discussed as learning goals.
•
The bee theme enhanced conversations about the nature
of the folder process with the goal of developing student selfefficacy.

Students graphed the cumulative total of mastered flashcards each
week.

•
Flashcards were designed to support curriculum,
classroom routines and behavioural goals.
•
The flashcard bank reduced teacher preparation time and
was available to all teachers using handmade or commercial
folders.

An online bank of free printable flashcard sheets was created and
arranged according to the Australian Curriculum descriptors (K - 3).
Flashcard content included knowledge, skills, routines and behavioural
goals.

2014 – 2016
On-going use
2017 Commenced research MEd
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Appendix H
Original DLCP Instructions

The Mastery Learning Folder is an organizational tool designed to enable teachers
and parents to support individual student progress through targeted remediation,
consolidation or extension of the learning occurring in the classroom. It is complemented by
free printable flashcards from the website.

Step 1. To determine the learning content of the Mastery Learning Folder, teachers
may use their classroom assessments, parents may use flashcards provided by their school or
students can be pre-tested using flashcards from the website.

Step 2. The relevant flashcards are placed into the Store pocket. Based on the ability
of the learner, four to twelve flashcards are moved into the Hive pocket.

Step 3. Each day, the flashcards in the active pockets are first tested. Beginning at the
Hive, correct flashcards are moved forward to the next pocket whilst incorrect flashcards
return to the Hive. The flashcards are then learnt. This short, daily test and learn process
repeats until each flashcard arrives at the Test pocket. At this time, a new flashcard is
transferred from the Store pocket into the Hive.

Step 4. With a collection of flashcards in the Test pocket, the learner is ready to be
formally assessed. Correct flashcards move to the Mastered pocket whilst incorrect flashcards
go back to the Hive. Students may keep a visual record of their mastered flashcards by
recording the total number on a graph. When the number of mastered flashcards reaches
twenty, they should be transferred to a storage bag or box.
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Appendix I
Evolution of the Mastery Learning Folder Tool
2010 - 2011

2011 - 2012

2013 - 2014

2015 - 2016
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Appendix J
Sample Self-Monitoring Format
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Appendix K
Understanding of Commonalities and Relationships Between the DLCP Theoretical

Learning Objectives:
Remembering
Understanding
Applying
Differentiation:
Learning Progressions
Learning Content
Learning Time
Learning Load
Tutor Instruction
Tutor Feedback
Consolidation:
Learning Goals
Deliberate Practice
Spaced Practice
Retrieval Practice
Mixed Topic Practice
Success Criteria
Corrective Feedback
Explicit Instruction
Metacognition:
Metacognitive Goals
Self-Efficacy Training
Motivation
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Attributional Theory

Bandura's Self-Efficacy Theory

Interleaving Effect

Testing Effect

Spacing Effect

New Theory of Disuse

General Theory of Expertise

Mastery Learning

Cognitive Load Theory

Baddeley's Model of Working Memory

Bloom's Revised Taxonomy: Cognitive
Domain
Evolutionary Psychology Theory

Information Processing Theory

Components Prior to Section Two Investigation

Appendix L
Comparison Between the Revised DLCP, the Leitner System and the
Traditional Mastery Learning Folder Approach
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